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Abstract
Classical Arab critics held conflicting and blurred 
views regarding the history of Jahili poetry. They 
believed that Irma* al-Qais was the father of Jahili 
poetry and the creator of most, if not all, of the Jahili 
poetic conventions, but at the same time they referred to 
a host of distinguished poets who either lived before 
Imru^al-Qais or were his older contemporaries, and whose 
works embody most of the conventions attributed to Imru1 
al-Qais. The discrepancy of the classical critics seems 
to have been overlooked by the scholars of the last two 
hundred years who, instead of examining the inherited 
opinions and the work of individual poets, postulated 
a series of cul de sac theories on the origins of Jahili 
poetry, thereby adding more confusion to an already 
confused situation. The reason for this confusion is 
that the basic ground-work has not been done.
The aim of this thesis is three fold: -jbo investigate 
the validity of the classical criticsf assumptions; to 
trace the history of Jahili poetry before Imm* al-Qais; 
to study the work of over thirty poets, so as to prove 
that Imru1al-Qais drew on a well-established poetic 
tradition.
The thesis is divided into three chapters. The first
chapter deals with the source material and the language 
of Jahiliyya; the second chapter covers the historical 
and religious background; the third chapter, which makes 
up more than half the thesis, discusses the work of over 
thirty poets. The thesis ends with a conclusion that 
highlights certain aspects of the Jahili poetic 
experience before Tmru^al-Qais.
Transliteration Table
j
th
kh
°ho11
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sh 4 yCl, ai, ay, ya)
The same sign is also used as an apostrophe.
Note; The titles of the hooks used in the footnotes 
have been shortened to either the first word of the 
title or the word by which the book is known. For 
example: Tabari1s Tarikh al-Rusul wa al-Muluk appears
as Tarikh, and Abu al-Faraj’s Kitab al-Aghani as Aghani.
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iIntroduction
When Sir William Jones first introduced the seven 
Mucallaqat to the English reader in the second half of 
the eighteenth century, he generated an interest in Arab 
poetry in general and Jahili poetry in particular. But 
unfortunately the scholars who followed Sir William Jones 
have made no real attempt to map out the landscape of 
Jahili poetry. Instead, they concentrated on the 
Mu°allaqa poets, and considered them as being the product 
of one mould rather than poets representing the various 
stages of development in Jahili poetry. Eor example, 
there is hardly any study of the generation of poets 
before Imru*al-Qais, or of Imru* al-Qais*s generation, 
or of the generations who came after Imru1al-Qais. 
Scholars seem to have overlooked the. fact that each 
succeeding generation has its own distinct poetic 
qualities•
The only scholar to take a broader perspective of 
Jahili poetry is the Arab Jesuit Louis Cheikho. Although 
Cheikho went overboard in baptising the major Jahili 
poets in Shucara' al-Nasraniyya Qabl al-Islam, his method 
enabled him to shift the emphasis from the Mucallaqa 
poets to the poets of each tribe, and in consequence 
threw light on the history of each tribe as seen through 
the eyes of its contemporary poets.
ii
Like Shucara* al-Nasraniwa Qabl al-Islam, our study
Jahili Poetry Before Imru’al-Qals shifts the emphasis
from the Mucallaqa poets to other neglected areas of
Jahili poetry hut, unlike Cheikho*s work, traces the
history of Jahili poetry from the earliest known Jahili
poet Mudad b. cAmr al-Jurhumi to the Mucallaqa poet cAbid
b. al-Abras.
0
In order to study this extensive period within a 
historical framework we have divided the Jahiliyya into 
three main periods: the Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations, 
Ancient Jahiliyya and Late Jahiliyya. And since the 
output of Late Jahili poetry is richer and more varied 
than that of the Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations and
Ancient Jahiliyya, we have divided the Late Jahiliyya into
the pre-lmru’al-Qais period, which is the end-point of
the present study, the Imru1al-Qais period and the
post-Imru*al-Qais period. The surviving poems of the
Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations and Ancient Jahiliyya
have been studied in chronological order, while the
pre-Imru1 al-Qais poets of the Late Jahiliyya have been
divided into four groups. The first group of poets
includes al-Barraq b. Hawhan, Laila bint Lukaiz and
Uhaiha b. al-Julah, and they have been studied as 
• • •
individual poets. The second group of poets have been 
studied within a historical context. The third group 
of poets includes al-Muraqqish al-Akbar and al-Muraqqish
iii
al-Asghar whose work centres around the theme of love. 
The fourth group of poets includes cAmr b. Qaml'a, Abu 
Du1ad al-Iyadi and cAbid b. al-Abras who have been left 
to the end because of their relevance to Imm* al-Qais 
who represents the second stage of development in Late 
Jahili poetry*
Like Slu^ara* al-Ndsraniyya Qabl al-Islam, Jahili 
Poetry Before Imru1al-Qais reconstructs the textual 
history of Jahili poetry by drawing on mainly classical 
Arab sources.lt is only by examining the classical Arab 
sources will we be able to appreciate and understand 
Arab poetry in general and Jahili poetry in particular*
1Chapter I 
The Sources And The Language
Are the Arab Sources Reliable?
One of the problems in tracing the origins of
Jahili poetry is the lack of sufficient, corroborated
data relating to the political and cultural history of
the Jahili Arabs. Most of the data we have on the
Jahili .Arabs come from Arab sources, like Ayyam al-cArab,
Akhbar al-Yaman, Kitab al-Ti.jan, Jahili poetry, the
Qur'an, Hadith and Amthal literature, which were based
on both oral and written traditions. Although no
significant Jahili documents have surfaced to verify the
Arab historians' accounts, nevertheless the
1
excavations of Thamudi and Musnad ruins together with 
the discovery of Syriac and Aramaic texts as well as 
the reassessment of Greek and Roman work support the 
accounts of the Arab historians.
The Arab historians, like Tabari, took great pains 
in collecting, collating and sifting the historical 
data about the Jahili Arabs and their Byzantine, Eebrew, 
Greek, Roman and Persian neighbours. The Arab historians 
did not take the information about the history of the 
above peoples at face value; they consulted the various
2available sources and then tried to draw up a plausible
and logical history. For example, Tabari*s reference to
1
Alexander the Great and the Persian king Darius, to
Constantine the Great who built Constantinople and who
adopted Christianity as the state religion and divided
2
his kingdom between his three sons, as well as to Julian
the Apostate’s two-year reign during which he tried to
put a stop to Christian influence and restore the old 
3
Roman religion, is in line with Greek and Roman records.
In addition, Tabari’s accounts of the Arab conquest of
4
Persia and the founding of Kufa by Sacd b. Abi Waqqas,
- 5
and Khalid b. al-Walid’s conquest of Syria, are
corroborated by an anonymous Syriac text written
6 _
c.670-680. The same Syriac text also endorses Tabari’s
reference to Mundhir I as being the sixth Lakhmid king
_ 7
of Hira.
#
If Tabari’s reference to the Greeks, Romans and
Byzantines has a ring of truth, this would mean he
took great care in ascertaining the facts about
these civilisations. As these civilisations flourished
much earlier or were contemporaneous with the Arab
kingdoms he described, and although the sources were
in languages he did not speak, Tabari was able to
give credible sequential accounts of the non-Arab
civilisations with approximate dating. If Tabari's
*
reference to the above civilisations is correct,
3is it not reasonable to assume that he must have applied 
the same meticulous method in vetting his Arab 
sources, both oral and written, before he wrote 
about the Arab kingdoms before Islam?
Tabari1s handling of the sources and the sequential 
presentation of events and his grouping of related 
incidents and civilisations show he had a clear mind in 
seeing things and a definite approach in reading history. 
In quoting different versions relating to a particular 
event, Tabari tells us how different historians saw that 
event# Tabari, like most if not all Arab historians, 
always quotes his sources, be they books or chains of 
authorities. If we take the view that his chains of 
authorities are unreliable, then the whole approach to 
Arab history and culture is wrongly based and the 
sources should as a result be disregarded and everything 
that has been written about the Arabs since the nineteenth 
century is null and void. Should one rely on Greek, Roman, 
Byzantine, Hebrew or Syriac accounts of the‘Arabs? Are 
the non-Arab sources more reliable than the Arab sources 
or are they not biased since they reflect a one-sided 
view of the Arabs? If the non-Arab sources are considered 
reliable, what are the criteria used to ascertain their 
reliability? Since the non-Arab accounts of the Arabs 
have not been corroborated by contemporary Arab sources, 
what makes them more reliable than the Arab sources?
4Further, the non-Arab sources made incidental references 
to the Arabs only when the Arab presence had a bearing 
on their respective regions. Therefore if we treat the 
non-Arab sources in the same way the doubting Thomases 
treat the Arab sources, then the non-Arab sources should 
also be discredited. This would result in the 
impossibility of writing a credible history of the Arabs 
or of any nation for that matter.
We are therefore left with two options: either to 
accept the Arab and non-Arab sources as genuine or to 
reject both of them. If we take the first option and 
take a critically balanced view of the accounts, we may 
be able to come up with a reasonable history of the 
peoples concerned. But if we take the second option 
then there is no point in writing anything based on 
discredited sources.
Are the Jahili Poems Authentic?
The question regarding the authenticity of Jahili
poetry was first raised and resolved by the Umayyad and
early Abbasid scholars like Abu cAmr b. al-cAlaf (d. 154/771),
Abu °Ubaida (d. 209/824), Asma°I (d. 216/831) al-Mufaddal
1* ’
al-Dabbi (d. 168/784) and Ibn al-Sikkit (d. 244/858).
As these scholars were themselves rawis and editors of 
Jahili poetry and at home with the language and the
5world of the Jahili poems, they worked out guidelines
to distinguish a genuine Jahili poem from a forged one.
The guidelines involved the study of the poem’s style,
language, imagery, metre, syntactical structure, rhyme
1
schemes, themes, tone and terms of reference. The 
soundness of this approach is "borne out by the extant 
Jahili diwans which show that no two poems, let alone 
two diwans, by two different poets, could have been 
written by one poet. Each Jahili diwan bears the 
unmistakable imprint of its author, as can be gauged 
from the work of Imru al-Qais which is distinct from 
that of Muhalhil, cAbid b. al-Abras, cAntara, 
al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani and Zuhair.
In his critical work Islah ma G-halat flh Abu. ^   ^ —j-jit -nr. r ^
cAbdillah al-Nimri fl Macanl Abyat al-Hamasa. Abu al-Aswad 
al-Grhundijani gives us a clear idea of the way classical 
scholars vetted the poetry texts in order to determine 
their authenticity. In this instance, Abu al-Aswad 
al-G-hundi jani examines Fimri’s edition and interpretation 
of Abu Tammam’s Hamasa and points out the textual, 
syntactical and semantic inaccuracies that pervade 
the text.
Poets and scholars regarded Hammad al-Rawi (d. 155/722)
as one of the best, if not the best authority on Jahili 
3 _ _
poetry. His knowledge of Jahili poetry is acknowledged
6by the Umayyad poet Dhu al-Rumma (d. 117/735), whose poems
have more affinities with Jahili poetry than the poetry
of any of his contemporaries. Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahanl (d.
356/957) says on one occasion Hammad read a poem to a
patron in the presence of Dhu al-Rumma. After the patron
had rewarded Hammad, he asked Dhu al-Rumma: "What do you
think of the poem?" Dhu al-Rumma said: "It's a fine poem,
hut itfs not hy him." When the patron asked Hammad if he
«
was the author of the poem, Hammad replied the poem was
hy a Jahili poet and he was the only one who had a copy
of that poem. Then the patron said: "How did Dhu al-Rumma
know it was not your poem?" Hammad said: "Dhu al-Rumma
_ 1 
recognised the Jahili idiom and terms of reference." In
another instance Ahu al-Faraj relates that once Farazdaq (d* 110
/ 728) read one of his poems in the presence of Hammad
who remarked that one of the verses in the poem was hy a
Yemeni poet. Farazdaq, unconcerned hy Hammadfs remark,
said: "Who knows ahout it other than you? Do you expect
me to leave the verse out when people attribute it to me,
2
just because you1re the only one who knows ahout it?"
Hammad*s reputation as a leading authority on Jahili 
poetry is attested hy the following stories. The first 
story goes, one day the Umayyad Caliph Hisham (d. 125/743) 
was unable to remember the author of the verse: (Khaflf)
> J?  ^ > G • -
J   C (J A ui Os-L-i- — naJL \jpJS
7and so he sent for Kanunad who was in Kufa. On hearing
the verse Hammad told the Caliph that the verse was
hy the Jahili poet cAdI b. Zaid. The Caliph was pleased
1
and rewarded Hammad generously. In the second story, 
the Umayyad Caliph al-Walid b. Yazid II (d. 126/744), 
who was one of the finest poets of his time, sent for
Hammad to test his knowledge of Jahili poetry.
2
On that occasion Hammad recited 2800 Jahili poems.
It is worth mentioning that the Umayyad caliphs were
well-versed in Jahili poetry which they had been taught
3
from an early age. The caliphs also held regular literary
sessions in which scholars, poets and critics took
part. Some of the poems quoted at these meetings were 
4
by Jahili poets. The Caliph Mucawiya (d.. 60/680)'Was 
steeped in Jahili poetry. In one of the regular 
literary sessions he held at his court, the acknowledged 
rawi and historian of Jahiliyya cUbaid b. Shariyya 
al-Jurhuml (d. 67/665), who was well over one hundred years
old, recited a poem by Imru*al-Qais, at the end of
which Mucawiya said: "We thought the poem was by Dhu
Nuwas.1 But cUbaid assured Mucawiya that the poem was
, 5 6
by Imru al-Qais, which was the case.
What made Hammad become a rawi of Jahili poetry?
• “ " 1
Abu al-Faraj says before Hammad got involved in poetry 
he was a robber. One day Hammad raided a house, and among 
the loot he found a bundle of papers which contained
8Ansari poetry* Hammad was so impressed by the Ansari
• • -j .
poems that he decided to become a rawi.
Ibn Sallam (d. 232/846) credits Hammad for being the
first rawi to collect Jahili poetry, but at the same
time he accuses Hammad of being unreliable because
he sometimes attributed certain poems to the wrong 
2
poets. In his view Khalaf al-Ahmar (d. 180/796). was more
- *3
reliable as a rawi than Hammad. It seems Ibn Sallam
does not question the authenticity of Hammad^ Jahili
poems, but the wrong attribution. In spite of Ibn
Sallam1s reservations, none of the classical scholars
doubted the authenticity of the Mu°allaqat Hammad 
4
edited. This is confirmed by the extant editions of
Mucallaqat made by Abu Zaid al-Qurashi, Anbarl-(d. 304/917), 
Ibn al-Fahhas (d» 338/950), ZawzanI (d. 486/1093) 
and Tibrizi (d. 502/1109). If we compare these editions we 
will find that a poem in one edition may have a few 
verses more or less than the same poem in another 
edition, or minor verbal differences. But the essence 
of the poems as well as the rhyme and rhythmic structure 
remain basically the same.
The question is where did Hammad find the Jahili
»
poems? Was he the first rawi to discover the Mu°allaqat 
and to point out their importance? Were the poets of 
the Mucallaaat unknown to the Umayyads?
9According to Hammad, the Lakhmid king Nucman gave
instructions to keep written records of Jahili poems,
and the hooks containing the poems were stored in the
king’s white palace. When the anti-Umayyad rebel leader
al-Mukhtar b. Abi cUbaid (d. 67/687) was told "there was
a treasure buried under the palace he dug up the treasure
1 c - 
and found the poems. In Tabaqat al-Slnrara* Ibn Sallam
says al-Nucman b. al-Mundhir kept a diwan which
contained the poems of the major Jahili poets and the
poems written in his praise and in praise of his family.
This collection or part of it fell into the hands of
2
the Umayyad caliphs of the Marwanid branch. It is 
possible the Lakhmid anthologies might have been some 
of Hammad’s sources0
It can be deduced from Kitab al-Aghanl that the
Mucallaqat and many Jahili poems were already popular
before Hammad appeared on the scene. Chunks of the
Mucallaqat of Imru’al-Qais, cAntara, Zuhair, al-Nabigha
al-Lhubyani, Labld and Acsha were set to music and sung
3
by the famous Umayyad composer-singers. One of the
early Umayyad composer-singers, Sa’ib Khathir (d. 63/682),
c- 4who died during the reign of Yazid b. Mu awiya (d. 64/683),
) c 5set sections from Imru al-Qaisrs Mu allaqa to music.
Other sections from the same Mucallaqa were set to music
by the following Umayyad musicians: Tuwais (d. 92/711),
Ibn Misjah (d. 85/704), Ibn Suraih (d. 98/716),• •
10
cAzza al-Maila1 (d. 115/733), Jamlla,\i([acbad (d. 12'.6/743)
1
and Ibn Muhriz (d. 137/755). Also many.poems by.Jahili poets
like al-Munakhkhal al-Yashkuri, Muhalhil, Umayya b. Abi
al-Salt and Hatim al-Ta!i were set to music by the 
* • 2 •
Umayyad musicians. All these musicians died before Hammad
was born or before they were aware of his presence.
Poems by well-known Jahili poets were set to music 
and sung in Jahiliyya, In fact, there were poets who had 
their own musicians who set the poems of their patrons 
and of other poets to music and sang them. For example,
•m mm "
Acsha, was known in Jahiliyya as because
most of his poems were set to music and became popular
3
songs. Another Jahili poet Uhaiha b. al-Julah had a
• * •
slave-girl who was a composer-singer and who set his
4
poems to music and sang them, Imru*al-Qais1s poems were
5
also sung in Jahiliyya, and so were the poems of 
—  - _6 
al-Nabigha al-Dhutyani.
Classical scholars held that the poet Abu al-Aswad
al-Du'ali (d. 69/688), who under the instruction of the
Islamic Caliph cAli (d, 41/661), worked out the earliest
7
rules of grammar, was one of the founders of the School 
8
of Basra, Abu al-Aswad was prompted to hammer out
grammatical rules after he realised that the new
generation of urban people, irrespective of their status,
9
were speaking malhun Arabic. His concern for the language
" " " A
11
might have induced him to write down Jahili and Mukhadram
poems and use them as examples to illustrate his
grammatical points. Abu al-Aswad was followed by Yahya
»
b. Yacmar, who was a rawi of Hadith and was respected for
1
his learning by Hajjaj. Ibn Yacmar was followed by the
grammarian °Abdullah b. Ishaq al-Hadrami and by Abu cAmr
• • •
b. al-cAla* whose vast knowledge of the Arab language
2
and tradition war© unparalleled. The school of Kufa was
3
founded by scholars as illustrious as those of Basra.
As these two schools were the major centres of learning, 
and since some of the scholars associated with them like
Asmaci and al-Mufaddal al-Dabbl were very important rawis,
•  •  *  ' ' " ~
it is reasonable to assume that poetry was one of the
main topics they dealt with, especially Jahili poetry,
which was considered the -unsurpassed art form. Indeed,
the scholar Abu cAmr b. al-^Ala* declined to write down
the poetry of the Umayyad poet Jarir (d. 110/728) and his
4
contemporaries on account of being muhdath. Because of
their attachment to Jahili poetry, the Basran and Kufan
scholars kept records of Jahili poems, not Only for
teaching purposes, but to emphasise their perfect
qualities. This explains why there are textual
discrepancies. Some of the above scholars lived before
Hammad and some were his older contemporaries.
*
There were other rawis of Jahili poetry who were 
just as important as Hammad. One of these rawis was
12
Khalaf al-Ahmar who was highly respected by classical
1
scholars and critics, Khalaf was a minor poet and, like
Hammad, was accused of fabricating poems and attributing 
•
them to Jahili poets. According to the Abbasid poet 
Di°bil al-Khuza°i (d, 246/860), Khalaf told him before he 
died that he was the author of the epitaph poem
p  - 2
attributed to the Jahili Sa luk poet Ta'abbata Sharran,
• •
Apart from one or two discrepancies, the poem has more 
affinities with Ta'abbata*s poetry than with Khalaf*s.
The poem is also attributed to Ta'abbata's nephew and
- _3
to the Jahili Sacluk poet Shanfara. Ta*abbata and 
• •
Shanfara were contemporaries of Imru’al-Qais who died 
c,540.
It should be noted that Labid (d. 41/661), who was
regarded as a major Jahili poet and one of the authors
r 4of the Mu allaqat« lived for 145 years. His life spanned
the reigns of al-Nabigha al-Bhubyanl*s patron, the last
Lakhmid king Nucman» and Mucawiya. Labid, who was
conversant with the art of writing, was also familiar
with Jahili poetry? Ibn Sallam says Labid was once
asked in Kufa who was the greatest poet of Jahiliyya,
6
and his answer was: Imru'al-Qais followed by Tarafa,
Although Labid stopped writing poetry after his
7
conversion to Islam, that does not mean he stopped 
taking an interest in poetry. It is evident from Ibn 
Sallam's story that even after his conversion Labid
13
still had definite critical views about Jahili poetry*
cAbdullah b. cAbbas (d* 68/687), the cousin of the
Prophet, had an inexhaustable knowledge of Jahili poetry
and was the first mufassir to draw attention to the
relevance of Jahili poetry to the study of the Qur'an.
Tanasi says whenever Ibn cAbbas was asked about the
meaning of a word in the Qur'an or in the Hadith, he
invariably backed up his interpretation with a quotation
from Jahili poetry1 Ibn cAbbas advised people: "If you
fail to understand the language of the Qur'an, resort
2
to poetry, for it is the register of the Arabs." The
fact that Ibn cAbbas stressed the importance of Jahili
poetry in relation to the elucidation of the Qur'an
would have pushed people to collect and study Jahili
poetry for the sake of understanding the Qur'an. And
this in itself would have prompted poets like Labid,
cAmr b. Macdi Karib (d. 21/642), Hassan b. fhabit
and Hutai'ah (d. 45/665) to write down their own poems and
the work of other Jahili poets, further, the tribes
- - 3
among whose members were distinguished Jahili poets
most probably wrote down their own poetry-lore for the 
same purpose, for this reason the tafsir works and 
the Qur'an dictionaries abound in quotations from 
Jahili poetry.
Abu al-Faraj relates that cUmar advised people to
14
forget the poetry of polemics that raged between the
Muslims and the Mushrikun in the early days of Islam.
cUraar also intimated that if both sides insisted on
remembering that kind of poetry then they should
•'write it down and treasure it." And "they wrote it 
1
down.”
Anbari says that cUmar wrote to Abu Musa al-Ash°arI (d.
44/665) urging him to encourage people to read poetry,
because poetry formed the base of the Arab language and
2
also engendered the noble spirit in people.
And for this reason cUmar suggested to Abu al-Aswad
al-Du^li to write a manual of Arab grammar, so as to
preserve the language and enhance the understanding of
3
the Qur'an and poetry.
According to the critic Ibn laifur (d. 280/894)
  __ ____  • _ 4
Hirmazi, an A crabi rawi and a friend of Abu cUbaida,
*    " ' u"rrfl
said that it was the Caliph °Abd al-Malik b. Marwan (d.
86/705) who collected seven poems, six of*which were 
Jahill poems which were highly prized in Jahiliyya, 
and the seventh poem was by the Mukhadram poet Aws b.
Maghra* (d. 55/675) who was already an established poet in
5 cJahiliyya. Hirmazi said that Abd al-Malik first 
»
collected six poems, and while he was thinking of 
including a seventh poem, his son Sulaiman (d. 99/717), 
who was a small boy at the time, entered the majlis
15
and recited the poem of Ibn Maghra* in which the poet
1
mentioned favourably the Caliph °Uthman (d. 35/656): (Basit)
blip- ^  u~*
cAbd al-Malik was taken by the poem and decided to
2
include it in his seven-poem anthology. The other six
poems were the Mu°allaqat of cAmr b. Kulthum, al-Harith
3
b. Hilliza, cAntara and cAbid b. al-Abras, the poems of
4
the Mukhadram poets Suwaid b, Abl Kahil (d. 60/680): (Ramal) • 1
u^»*o I b  L^ — L*J 1 4,., i \ ^
5
and Abu Lhu*aib al-Hudhali (d. 27/64-8): (Kamil)
I ^  ^ ^ ~ /// , /* / £
Cj*  ^ Wjj Cy*—* & ^  ^ ✓
Hirmazi also says the Caliph Mucawiya instructed the 
#
rawis to select poems for his son to read. The rawis
chose twelve poems eleven of which were: the Mucallaqat
of Imru*al-Qais, Zuhair, Tarafa, al-Earith b, Hilliza,
• * •
Labid, cAmr b. Kulthum, cAbid b, al-Abras, °Antara,
-  *  * 6 
Acsha, and the poem of Suwaid b. Abl Kahil quoted above,
-  7
and the poem of Hassan b. Thabit: (Kamil)
-"o^ ' * xtt * * o*  ^^ 1^*"' ' * *  ^of t
Ibn Taifur stresses that the rawis were unanymous
in regarding the "Seven Long Poems" as the finest samples 
_ 8 
of Jahili poetry. The "Seven Long Poems" are the
16
Mucallaqat of Imru al-Qais, Zuhair, al-Harith b. Hilliza,
• *
Tarafa, cAmr b. Kulthum, cAntara and Labid. He also says
some rawis added to the "Seven Long Poems" the MuCallaqat
~T—  _ _ 1
of cAbid b. al-Abras, Acsha and al-Nabigha al-Dhutyani.
Ibn Taifur and Ibn Da'ud (d. 297/910) state that the
Mucallaqat were taught in schools in the ninth century
2
and were very popular with children.
In discussing Jahili poetry Ibn Sallam says the
critics and scholars of Basra rated highly Imru* al-Qais,
*
while the Kufans were more inclined to A°sha and the
Hijazis preferred Zuhair. The fact that these Jahili
poets were highly regarded by the Umayyad caliphs, the
rawis and the much-respected scholars of the three
centres of learning established during the early Umayyad
period, confirms the genuiness of their poems and proves
that the poems were already known long before Hammad
made an impact as a rawi. Further, in Icjaz al-Qur'an,
Baqillani emphasises the significance of Imru1 al-Qais*s
Mucallaqa and how highly the critics regarded it. If the
M.ucallaqa had not been genuine, BSLqillani would not have
chosen it as the finest specimen of Jahili poetry in
order to compare it with ihe Qur*an and prove that its
fine literary qualities did not stand up to the Qur'an's
4
inimitable style.
Another source of Jahili poetry was the Christian
17
monasteries* In Kitab al-Aghanl Abu al-Faraj relates
that once there was a group of people who were discussing
the poems of the early Umayyad poet Abu Dahbal and
other poets* When they could not agree as to who was
the best poet they asked a Christian priest for his
view* The priest responded: "Stay where you are until
I consult my book of poems." The priest went through
an old parchment and gave his verdict in favour of Abu 
1
Dahbal. This episode supports the idea that Christian
priests took an interest in poetry to the point of writing
down poems by Muslim poets, and confirms Ibn al-Kalbi^
claim that the Lakhmid kings kept records of their
2
reign in their churches. Ibn al-Kalbi says that when
he wrote the history of the lakhmid kingdom he consulted
3
the church records of the lakhmid kings.
One of the important sources of Jahili poetry must 
have been the school syllabus taught in the Jahiliyya 
Islamic and early Umayyad periods. What did the Jahili, 
Islamic and early Umayyad children learn at school?
It appears from classical sources that children were 
taught Jahili and contemporary poetry among other things.
It was the policy of the Umayyad caliphs to urge 
their mu*addibs to teach their children poetry. Mucawiya 
told his children to teach their children poetry because 
the Umayyad dynasty he established owed its existence to
18
a poem by the Jahili poet Amr b. al-Itnaba. Mu awiya
admitted that when he felt he was going t o  be defeated
at the Battle of Siffin he mounted his horse and as
he was about to run away, he remembered cAmr b.
al-Itnabafs poem, which made him change his mind and
1
hold his ground and ultimately win the war: (Wafir)
£?-s' 0*^4 tS& o,f
JJflJl
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In Amali al-Murtada, Murtada (d. 436/1044) recounts
• •
story in which children were taught to read poetry in the
Islamic and early Umayyad periods. The story goes that
the Jahili poet Rubai0 b. Buba° al-Fazari, who fought in
the Dahis - al-G-habra1 war, went to visit °Abd al-Malik 
*
before he became caliph. cAbd al-Malik asked 
Rubai0 what he had experienced in his long life. Rubai0 
recited a poem in which he said he was already around at 
the time of Imru1 al-Qais1s father king Hujr:■(Munsarih)
i u! Up -Uj iy'Jl IjJU
°Abd al-Malik said: "I read this poem when I was a small 
boy.” Rubai0 recited another poem about the devastating 
effect old age has on people: (Wafir)
-.ill* o'iyi jli U'lC j^'U J'4-1' i-T* ^
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cAbd al-Malik said: "I read this poem when I was a small 
1
hoy."
cAhd al-Malik employed Shacbl (d. 103/721), rawl 
mahaddith, mufassir and historian of the Jahiliyya 
his children the Qur*an, Hadith and poetry among other
2 _ ~ my.
things. As cAbd al-Malik was an avid reader of Jahili 
poetry and Shacbi a rawi of Jahili poetry, Jahili poetry 
must have been one of the principal subjects Shacbi 
taught cAbd al-Malikfs children.
The teaching of Jahili poetry in schools was
widespread in the Umayyad period. The patron of poets
and musicians cAbdullah b. Jacfar b. Abi Talib (d. 80/700),
the nephew of the Caliph cAli, suggested to the mufaddib
of his children not to teach them the poems of the Jahili
•poet cUrwa b. al-Ward on ghurba. in case they might be
3
tempted to emigrate.
Classical scholars were in agreement that the
Umayyad poet Kumait (d. 126/744), a friend of Hammad, had
a strong Jahili background and a deeper understanding
of Jahili poetry than Hammad. Kumait drew his knowledge of the
Jahiliyya from his two grand-mothers, born and brought up
in Jahiliyya, and whenever he was in doubt about the
terms of reference of certain Jahili poems he consulted
4
his grand-mothers. Kumait was a schoolteacher in a Kufan
20
1
mosque where in all probability he taught children Jahili 
poetry.
The Umayyad poets were familiar with Jahili poetry,
and many of the Jahili poets lived right up to the
Umayyad period and frequented the courts of the Umayyad
2 _ 
caliphs and governors. Some of the Jahili poets became
friends of some of the Umayyad poets. For instance,
Farazdaq says he was a friend of the poet Musawir b. Hind
al-cAbsi (d. 69/688) who was born during the. Dahls -
• 3*
al-Ghabra1 war, about fifty years before Islam. Farazdaq,
who emerged as a satirist during the reign of ^thman,
boasts that he knew a great deal of pre-Umayyad poetry,
and considered himself the "heir” of the major Jahili,
Mukhadram and Islamic poets, whose work he read in 
5
" book form"• In one of his naqaTid poems Farazdaa
states that his extensive reading included the poetry
of Muhalhil, cAbId b. al-Abras, Abu Du*ad al-Iyadi,
Muraqqish, Imru al-Qais, °Alqama, Tarafa, al-Mukhabbal
al-Sacdi, Bishr b. Abl Khazim, Aws b. Hajar* al-Habigha
al-Dhubyani, Zuhair, A csha Qais, A°sha Bahilla, Labid,
Kacb b. Zuhair, Hassan b. Thabit, Hutai'a, Abu al-Tamhan
* • . « •
al-Qaini (d. 30/650) and al-Najashi al-Harithl (d. 40/660) 
(Kamil)
jr* J+ * * ' * A ^  ^  ^  ^ y /
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Farazdaq*s reference to the poetry of his
predecessors “being available in "book form", which he
probably read either at school or early in his poetic
career, proves that Jahili, Mukhadram and Islamic poetry
was in circulation in written form in the Islamic and
early Umayyad periods* It is worth noting that Farazdaq
is responsible for perpetuating the story of Darat Juljul
1
which he heard from his grand-father and which is
1 o 2mentioned cryptically in Imru al-Qais*s Mu allaqa*
4
It was the custom of the Jahili poets to have rawis 
to publicise their work. In most cases the rawis became 
poets in their own right* For example, the Jahili poet 
Imru*al-Qais was the rawi of Abu Du*ad al-Iyadi and
_4
Aws b. Hajari rawi was his step-son Zuhair b. Abi Sulma,
whose rawis were his son, the Mukhadram poet Kacb (d. 26/646)
and the Islamic poet Eutai*a, whose rawi was Hudba b. Khashasram
• • ■— —
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(d. 50/670), whose rawi was the Umayyad poet Jamil Buthaina
p 1
(d. 82/701), whose rawi was Kuthayyir Azza (d, 105/723).
One of the great achievements of the Prophet 
Muhammad (572-632) and his successors, the four Islamic 
caliphs, is their success in preserving Jahili culture.
The Prophetfs preoccupation with the Jahili civilisations 
is reflected in the Qur'an and Hadfth, which embody a 
wealth of information on every aspect of Jahili life.
The Prophet regularly met historians of the Jahiliyya, rawis
-  -  2
of Jahili poetry and Jahili and Mukhadram poets. The
Prophet encouraged poetry recitals and installed in his
own mosque a minbar from which the poet ffassan’b. Thabit
3
could read his poems. The first Islamic Caliph Abu Bakr
al-Siddiq (d. 13/634) was a merchant, renowned orator,
geneologist, historian and rawi of Jahili poetry, and,
4
like the Prophet, was favourably disposed to poetry.
It was Abu Bakr who, at the instigation of the Prophet,
taught Hassan b. Thabit the vulnerable spots in the
5
QurashI Mushrikun history and genealogy. The second 
Islamic Caliph cUmar, a critic of Jahili poetry, was 
always in the company of historians, rawis of Jahili 
poetry and Jahili and Mukhadram poets discussing Jahili 
poetry^ The third Islamic Caliph °Uthman was the first 
caliph to turn his majlis into a caliphal court where 
historians, rawis of Jahili poetry and Jahili and 
Mukhadram poets talked about Jahili poetry and history.
23
The Jahili Christian poet Harmala b. al-Mundhir b. Macdl
m
Karib, a celebrated historian and rawi of Jahili poetry,
1 . _ 
frequented cUthman,s court# The fourth Caliph cAli was
a poet, critic, grammarian, mufassir, and historian of the
Jahiliyya, and his critical judgements of Jahili poetry
2 _ _
were highly regarded, Mucawiya maintained the Jahili and
Islamic traditions of literary discussions at court and
his predecessors1 zeal for keeping records of Jahili
3
literature and history.
It is evident from the above study that there was
an uninterrupted interest in the Jahiliyya and in Jahili
poetry throughout the Islamic, Umayyad and Abbasid
periods, and that Jahili literature was available in
book form in the Jahiliyya, and subsequent periods. Therefore,
the notion that Jahili poetry was rediscovered by Hammad,
or by the Umayyad and Abbasid scholars, no longer holds 
4
water.
The key to the authenticity of Jahili poetry lies in 
the reappraisal of Jahili poetry in general and the poems 
of individual poets in particular. Each Jahili poet is 
distinguished by his individual style, and the poems of each 
poet have nothing in common with the poems of other poets 
other than the fact that they were all written in the Jahiliyya 
The distinguishing features of each poet will be discussed 
when we deal with the poetry of the poets who lived
24
before Imru* al-Qais *
What Was the Language of the Jahilis?
The Arab tradition relates that the Jahilis spoke
1
one common language, with minor tribal idiosyncrasies.
The same tradition traces this common language back to
the times of Ismacil b. Ibrahim al-Khalil, and makes a
distinction between the language spoken by the Arabs
 ' 2
before Ismacil and the language spoken since IsmacIl.
— — 3
The pre-Ismacil language is called
which emphasises the purity of the language, and the
post-Ismacil language is called ,
. . 4
and which stress the
blended character of the new language.
According to Arab tradition IsmacIl, who had an
Egyptian and fertile-Crescent background, grew up among
5 -c-
the Jurhumis of Mecca and adopted their language. Isma il
also married Racla, the daughter of the Jurhumi king
c -6Mudad b. Amr al-Jurhumi. The same tradition says that 
* •
all the migrating Yemeni tribes spoke Arabic or a form of 
7
Arabic. This implies that the Jurhumis, who originally
came from Yemen, spoke Arabic which became the language
of the Banu Ismacil, If we assume that this tradition has
a certain degree of validity, then the poems of Mudad b.
• •
cAmr b. al-ffarith b. Mudad b. cAmr al-Jurhumi, who was a • . .
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descendant of. Isma0!].^ father-in-law, may be taken
as authentic poems or as poems embodying a genuine
sentiment which reflects the tragic sense of loss and
despair the Jurhumis experienced after they lost Mecca.
Further, the poems attributed to Mudad add up to no
• •
more than three or four poems centred on the unhappy
_ 2
fate of the Jurhumis. The paucity of the poems and the
limitation of the theme, as well as one poem being an
ancient Meccan song, enhance the authenticity of the
poems- In addition, Abu al-Faraj states that Mudad and
• •
his family left Mecca because they did not want to get
involved in the war between the Jurhumis and the
Khuzacis, and settled in Qanawna where they lived up
3
to the time of Abu al-Faraj. It is possible that these 
poems were perpetuated by the descendants of the 
Jurhumis who kept their tradition alive.
It is still uncertain whether the Yemenis spoke
Arabic or a variation of Arabic, or a totally different
language from Arabic. It is true that the Yemenis have
a distinct script, but because of our inability to read
it correctly and intelligently since there are no
guidelines telling us how to read it, it may seem
different from Arabic. But is it really different from 
4
Arabic? The fact remains that our knowledge of Musnad 
grammar is incomplete. The range of Musnad vocabulary 
and some aspects of the Musnad grammar reflect the
26
strong similarities that exist "between Arabic and the 
Musnad language. Indeed, one of the key factors in 
working out the Musnad language has been Arabic. Had 
it not been for this factor our knowledge of the Musnad 
language would be poorer.
There are other indications which suggest that
the Yemenis spoke Arabic, firstly, the Caliph cUmar
remarked that Imru1al-Qais was the first major Yemeni 
1
poet, which implies that the Yemenis spoke Arabic.
cUmar,s statement is confirmed by the Arab sources
which quote a number of Yemeni poets preceeding Imm1
al-Oais, but none of them sustain comparison with 
, 2
Imru al-Qais. The Arab sources were able to retrieve 
only a limited number of poems by Yemeni poets from 
the pre-Imru1 al-Qais period, and, apart from one or 
two relatively long poems, most of the retrieved poems 
are in snippet form. This raises several questions: 
why should the Arab sources want to forge snippets of 
poems that refer to certain events in the distant past, 
and what would the sources gain by quoting the snippets 
and attributing them to people who had no bearing on 
their times? If these poems were not genuine why were 
they not of the length and quality of the poems of 
Imru1al-Qais or cAntara? The reason is that Imru*al-Qais 
and cAntara lived closer in time to the Prophet Muhammad 
than the earlier poets of the snippets.
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Secondly, Tabari says the Yemeni tribes Tasm and 
' 1
Jadis spoke Arabic, Tabari also says when one of the
Persian governors of Yemen died he was succeeded by his
son Khurra Khusra who, like his father, was born and
brought up in Yemen. Khurra was conversant with the Arab
language and poetry and was a rawi of Arab poetry. When
the Persian king heard of the new governor*s Arab
2
lifestyle he replaced him with another governor. Prom
this episode we can deduce that Arabic was the language
of Yemen, and this lends credibility to the story that
Arabic was spoken at the court of Saif b. Dhl Yazan,
who received the Arab notables among whom were cAbd
al-Muttalib, the grand-father of the Prophet Muhammad,• • .
and the poet Abu al-Salt, who flocked to his court to
congratulate him on freeing his country from the 
3
Abyssinians. The sources do not refer to the presence
of interpreters when Saif b. Dhi Yazan met the Arab
notables; but when cAbd al-Muttalib communicated with
• *
Abraha al-Habashi, the new Abyssinian ruler of Yemen,
4
he did so via an interpreter.
Thirdly, before the rise of Islam, Mecca was 
essentially a QurashI city whereas Medina was Yemeni. 
When the Prophet Muhammad, a QurashI , sought refuge in 
Medina he had no problem in communicating with its Yemeni 
inhabitants. The sources do not mention that the Prophet 
engaged interpreters in Medina. As a matter of fact, the
28
Medinans supported the Prophet and helped him take over 
Mecca from the Qurashls. The Prophet also appointed the 
Medinan poet Hassan b. Thabit as the poet of Islam whose 
role was to hit back at the Meccan Qurashls and other 
Mushrikun detractors of Islam. Moreover, the Arab armies 
were composed of Yemenis and Macaddls and wherever these 
armies settled the related tribes established themselves 
in separate quarters. In none of the sources do we get a
hint that the Yemenis and the Macaddls spoke any language
other than Arabic. Also the sources do not refer to the 
Macaddl or the Medinan tribes settling in Yemen.
If Arabic was not the language spoken in Yemen how
did it find its way to Yemen? It may be easy to disseminate
religion by a handful of missionaries, but it would be
impossible for a few settlers to establish a language
among people who spoke a totally different language. Had
it not been for the fact that Arabic was the language of
Yemen, Yemen would not have produced poets like Waddah
.. . ^
al-Yaman (d. 91/709) who was born and brought up in Yemen 
where he wrote his famous love poem: (Sari )
J U  J  >-J ilLl N >'! lljb   V  c J b
3
which was set to Yemeni haza.j music. Furthermore, had the 
Yemenis spoken any language other than Arabic, the old 
language would have re-emerged in one form or another, in 
the same way as the Persian language evolved; or it would
29
have affected the basic structure of the Arab language
spoken in Yemen. But the poem of Waddah proves that was
• • •
not the case.
On the other hand, Ibn Sallam quotes Abu cAmr b.
al-*cAla’ as saying: "the tongue of Himyar and the remote
parts of Yemen is not like our tongue, and their cArabiyya
1
is not like our cArabiyya." Abu cAmr b. al-^Ala’, who was
2
notorious for teasing the Yemenis, was probably referring 
to an incident in which an Arab was hurt during his visit 
to Yemen. The story goes that an Arab visitor went to see 
the king of Himyar. The king said to the visitor ,
m * ^
which, in the Yemeni idiom, meant "sit down". The visitor 
jumped and hurt himself, because the same word meant "jump" 
in the visitor’s regional idiom. So the king said to the 
visitor: "Your cArabiyya is not like our cArabiyya."
If we apply the principle of Abu cAmr b. al-cAla’
to the regional idioms of the Mudari tribes, we will
find that the °Arabiyya of one Mudari tribe is
different from the cArabiyya of another Mudari tribe,
4 •
as illustrated in the following example. When the Mudari 
poet Malik b. Nuwaira was imprisoned on a cold night,
Khalid b. al-Walld (a Mudari) said to the KinanI 
(a Mudari) jailer f\J, i , meaning in the QurashI
•  i j
(Mudari) idiom "keep your prisoners warm". But as the 
word Uiiii meant "kill" in the KinanI idiom, the KinanI
30
jailer executed Malik. Classical Arab critics were aware of 
these tribo-regional idiosyncracies and called this aspect 
of the language Addad. and wrote extensively about it.
Throughout the centuries the Arabian Peninsula has 
experienced intermittent movements of population due to 
wars and economic and environmental factors. The population 
movement factor was probably responsible for breaking down
the regional and cultural barriers out of which the
c - - 1Arabiyya of Jahili poetry evolved.
The Arab language has survived the ancient languages 
like Akkadian, Aramaic, G-reek and Latin. Why should this 
be the case? The answer to this question lies in the fact 
that the Arabian Peninsula is the home of the Arabs and of 
the Arab language. The fact that the Arabian Peninsula has 
never experienced invasions or waves of foreign migrations 
helped it preserve its language and its way of life.
Another important factor lies in the flexibility of 
the Arab language’s basic semantic, grammatical and 
syntactical structure which has remained intact since 
Muhalhil and Imru* al-Qais. If Arabic could survive as 
a rich and dynamic language for sixteen centuries, then 
there is no reason why it could not have survived from 
the time of IsmacIl to the time of Muhalhil and Imru1 
al-Qais which spans eighteen or nineteen centuries.
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Chapter II 
The Jahiliyya
The Arabs
The Arab tradition divides the Arabs into two groups.
c c ~The first group was called al- Arab al- Ariba, the original
c *■Arabs who were the descendants of Ya rub b. Qahtan, the grandson
• •
of the cAdite prophet Hud, who moved out of Iraq soon after
the Winds of Babil incident, and were already speaking the
heavenly language al-cArabiyya which they had been taught
by the angel Jibril. The second group was called al-°Arab
al-Mustacriba, the mixed Arabs, who were the descendants of
the prophet Ismacil, the son of the Akkadian prophet
Ibrahim al-Khalll and of the Egyptian Hajar. It is unclear
how the Arabs acquired their name. Some classical scholars
believe that the Arabs were named after their progenitor
Ya^ub b. Qahtan, while others think they were called after 
* •
the Tihama town cAraba where Isma0!!^ children grew up.
The urban and country Arabs were called cArab, and the
Arabs of the badiya were called A ^ ab. The term cArab
denotes urban and badiya Arabs and A^ab refers only to
1
the badiya Arabs.
The earliest known reference to the Arabs is in an 
Assyrian victory cuneiform inscription which mentions
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an Arab leader by the name of Gindibu who, in an alliance 
with the kings of Syria and Palestine, commanded a force 
of one thousand cameliers against the Assyrian king
1
Shalmaneser III at the Battle of Qarqara in 854 B.C.
The names of Arab kings, queens and shaikhs crop up
frequently in cuneiform texts from the time of the
Assyrian king Tiglathpileser III (745-727) to that of
2
the neo-Babylonian king Nabonidus (555-539). These texts
invariably allude to flourishing Arab kingdoms and
shaikhdoms in Hinaz and in the regions between North 
# 3
Arabia and Egypt. The Old Testament as well as the 
classical writers like Herodotus, Pliny, Josephus,
Strabo and Ptolemy referred extensively to the Arabs, 
especially the Musnads, Thamudis and Nabataeans, whose 
political and economic influence had a bearing on the 
regional issues of the day.
The classical Arab historians were aware of the
existence of the Musnad, Thamudi and Nabataean
civilisations. Mahbub b. Qustantln and Ibn Khaldun. . .
mention the Musnads and Thamudis by name, and refer to
the Nabataeans as Arabs who were ruled by king Aritah 
4
(Harith). Ibn Khaldun says he obtained his information
on the Nabataeans and their contemporaries from the
writings of Yusuf b. Kariyyun, who was in all probability
5
Flavius Josephus. Ibn Khaldun also says he found the work
6
of Yusuf b. Kariyyun in Egypt, and boasts that he is the
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1
first historian to use it.
By the time of the Prophet Muhammad the Arabs might 
not have had a clearly detailed knowledge of their 
distant past, "but out of the limited knowledge they had, 
they painted their own comprehensive picture of their 
ancient world. The Late Jahili and Islamic traditions 
abound in factual data which have been corroborated by 
Greek, Roman, Syriac and archeological material, and 
there may be other data which one day will be 
authenticated. In any case, even if some of the data 
were found to be imaginatively conceived, still they 
could not be dismissed because they form part of the 
cultural heritage of the Late Jahili and Islamic Arabs. 
Therefore, in order to appreciate the Late Jahili and 
Islamic traditions, it is important to see the past 
as the Late Jahili and Islamic Arabs saw it, irrespective 
of whether their view of their heritage was lucid or 
blurred, since they developed their culture upon their 
understanding of their heritage. For this reason a 
survey of the Late Jahili and Islamic Arabs* conception 
of their distant past is relevant to the understanding 
of Jahiliyya and the Islamic period.
The period covering the history of the Arabs from 
the earliest times to the rise of Islam is called the 
Jahiliyya. The precise meaning of the term is unclear.
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The traditional definition of Jahiliyya as "the age of
spiritual darkness" reflects a religious bias based on
the unqualified interpretation of certain Qurfanic ayas
in which the Jahilis were taken to task for not seeing
1
Allah in monotheistic perspective. This unfavourable 
view, which gained currency soon after the establishment 
of Islam, has over the centuries blurred our appreciation 
and understanding of the immensely rich and varied Jahili 
civilisations out of which Islam was born. The Qurfan, 
Hadith and Jahili literature show that the Jahiliyya was 
far from being a spiritual and cultural desert; on the 
contrary, it was a spiritually and culturally fertile 
period whose achievements left an indelible mark on the 
imagination of the peoples who came under the influence 
of Islam.
As there is no historical justification for the 
current meaning of Jahiliyya as "the age of spiritual 
darkness", it is possible that the intended subtle 
nuances of the term had either been lost by the time 
it became necessary to define it, or they were 
deliberately overlooked because they clashed with the 
established view that glorified Islam. A likely 
explanation of Jahiliyya is that, since the Jahilis 
were divided along tribal lines, they failed to project 
a vision capable of creating a political cohesive force 
that could have channelled their resources towards a
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clearly defined goal similar to that of Islam. Another
likely explanation is that the term Jahiliyya could
1
simply mean "the preceeding period" or "the past".
_ 2
This interpretation is endorsed by the Our*an, the
3 - - 4
Prophetfs sermons, remarks "by the Sahabis and by the
5 * *
Jahili poet cAmr b, Macdi Karib. According to Arab
tradition the term Jahiliyya was first used by a woman
who asked the Prophet about, some camels she had in
Jahiliyya: aJUL>-I J J. ^ 'J
Zamakhshari says the term Jahiliyya reflects two
different ways of life covering the Jahili
and the Islamic periods. Jahiliyya in the Jahili
sense denotes a polytheistic and sybaritic way of
life; and in the Islamic sense it denotes only a
7
sybaritic way of life. On the other hand, the term 
was probably coined to convey an ambivalent attitude 
resulting from an insufficient and confused knowledge 
of the period concerned.
The Jahiliyya can be divided into three distinct 
but related periods, namely:
1. The Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations
(ca. 3000 B.C.- A.D. 400) s^LJI aJa U
2. Ancient Jahiliyya 
(3000 B.C.-A.L. 400)
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3. Late Jahiliyya
(A.L. 400-A.L. 622) :ul*LU
It is almost impossible to fix the dates of each period 
due to the lack of reliable data, and also to the fact 
that some periods overlap. For example, the first two 
periods thrived simultaneously and the only difference 
between them is that the peoples of the first period 
became extinct, whereas the descendants of the peoples 
of the second period flourished in the third period,
1• The Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations
The early history of most civilisations is in the 
main preserved in the oral tradition written down many 
centuries after the events described had occurred. This 
is true of the Sumerians, Babylonians, Greeks, Romans 
and Arabs. Just as the epics of the Sumerians,
Babylonians, Greeks and Romans embody the memory of 
their respective early history, Jahili poetry,
Awam al-cArab, The Our1an, The Hadith, the siras,
Akhbar al-Yaroan and Kitab al-Ti.ian have kept the memory of 
the ancient Arabs alive for posterity. Moreover, the 
Arab works present a view of history which reflects 
the predicaments and the aspirations of the age in which 
they were written. The stories of cAd, Thamud and 
Ayyam al-cArab, for example, were probably used to
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emphasise the following points, First, those who reject
the Oneness of Allah will suffer the same fate of
destruction as the cAdites and Thamudis, Second, tribal
and factional wars will lead to the annihilation of the
tribes as it happened to Tasm and Jadis. Third, disunity
will result in the subjugation of the Arabs by foreign
powers as in the case of the lakhmids and the Ghassanids,
or in the extermination of the tribes as it happened to
the Hadrans who were wiped out by the Persians, Fourth,
• •
unity will lead to victory, as when the united forces of 
the Arabs defeated the Persians at the Battle of Dhu Qar. 
Fifth, the Arab language draws on a long and uninterrupted 
cultural tradition.
The lost civilisations are divided into two groups.
The first group flourished in the distant periods of
Jahiliyya, and includes the peoples of cAd and Thamud
who perished as a result of Divine Will. The second group
which thrived in the period close to the Late Jahiliyya
includes Tasm and Jadis, the late cAmalikites and the
Hadrans who were decimated by wars.
• •
The cAdites
According to Arab tradition the cAdites were the 
descendants of Iram b. Sam b. Nuh who came from Babylon 
and settled in Yemen. The polytheist cAdites developed
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an advanced civilisation at the height of which Allah
sent them His message through the prophet Hud in
which He urged them to give up idol worship and believe 
1 _
only in one God. Hud, who was a merchant before he became
a prophet, was scorned by the cAdites who carried on
2
worshipping their own gods. The prophet cast the curse
of drought on the cAdites. Rain stopped falling and
the °Adite land was ruined, the cattle died and the
people suffered hardship. In the end the desperate
cAdites sent a delegation to their holy city Mecca
to pray for rain. In Mecca the delegation was warmly
received by the brother-in-law of one of the members
of the delegation. After a month1s feasting, during
which the members of the delegation forgot the purpose
of their visit, the brother-in-law host and his son
asked two women singers to sing a song which would
remind their guests of their mission. On hearing the
song the guests sobered up and went to the Kacba to pray
for rain. In the Kacba they heard a voice asking them
to choose from the white, red and black clouds a cloud
which would be sent to their homeland. They chose the
black cloud thinking it was full of rain. No sooner
had they chosen the cloud than they heard a voice
telling them they had chosen the cloud of fire and
destruction. The black cloud sailed to the land of cAd
and burnt the land and the people. Only the prophet
3
Hud and his followers were saved.
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The Late CAdites were the followers of the prophet 
Hud* Among the Late cAdites there was a man known as 
luqman who was a merchant, a follower of Hud and a 
member of the cAdite delegation sent to the Kacba to 
pray for rain* While Luqman was with the delegation 
in the Kacba he heard a voice calling him to make a 
wish, and so Luqman wished he could live forever. The 
voice said that immortal life could not be granted to 
man, but Luqman1s life could be prolonged by letting 
him live the life-span of either seven successive apexes 
or seven successive eagles. Luqman chose the life-span 
of seven eagles, for it was believed that eagles live a 
very long life. Luqman lived the lives of the first six 
eagles, which came to six hundred years, and another eight
hundred years being the life-span of the seventh eagle
1 c- called Lubad. The tragic story of the Adites and the
longevity of Lubad and its failure to fly on the last day
of its life, which signalled the doom of Luqman, captured
the imagination of the Jahili poets, notably al-Afwah
-2 3 - _4 c -5
al-Awdi, Abid b. al-Abras, al-Nabigha al-Lhubyani, A sha,
-6 . 7
al-Mukhabbal al-Sacdi and Labid.
The Thamudis
The Thamudis came after the cAdites and lived in
North West Arabia. Archeological finds, the earliest of
8
which is an Assyrian tablet dated 717 B.C., as well as
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Greek and Latin sources, have confirmed the Qur’an*s and
the Arab tradition’s claim of the existence of the
Thamudis. The story goes that the Thamudis led a
prosperous life and lived in houses in the plains in the
summer and spent their winters on the mountains in houses
hewn into the mountains like those of Petra. As they were
idol worshippers, Allah sent them the prophet Salih to
• •
show them the right path. First the Thamudis mocked Salih,
• •
then they told him that if he could produce a she-camel
out of a rock they would abandon their seventy gods and
worship Allah instead. Salih took up their challenge and
• *
prayed. In response to Salih’s prayer Allah sent a shiver
• *
through the mountain, and the mountain gave birth to a
pregnant she-camel. Salih told the Thamudis to let the
• •
she-camel graze freely, and that she would drink water 
for one day from their water basin and would provide them 
with milk on the following day. Salih also warned them 
not to harm the she-camel lest they incur the wrath of 
Allah•
t
The she-camel gave birth to a baby camel. The
Thamudis let the two camels graze freely on their land,
but the sight of the two camels frightened their cattle,
and so the Thamudis killed the two camels. When Salih
• *
heard of the killing of the two camels he was outraged 
and he informed the Thamudis they had only three days 
to live, during which their faces would turn yellow
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on the first day, red on the second day and black on the
third day, then they would all die. The Thamudis did not
take Salih seriously. But when they saw their faces » »
changing colour they knew they were doomed. And on the
third day their faces turned hlack and they were struck
by thunder and lightning and they all died except Salih
1
and his followers.
Tasm and Jadis
Tasm and Jadis were two Yemeni tribes that settled 
in Yamama, famous for its tall palaces, gardens and lush 
vegetation. The two tribes lived in harmony until Tasm
p 1 2gained the upperhand, under its despotic king cImliq. 
Tradition relates that one day a Jadisi divorced couple 
approached cImliq in order to decide the custody of 
their child. cImliq!s verdict was that the couplefs son 
should become his slave and that the couple should be 
sold as slaves and that the man be given one fifth of 
the woman's price and the woman be given one*tenth of 
the man's price. °Imliqts decision enraged the Jadisi 
couple to the extent that the woman retorted indignantly 
(Tawll)
lilt ^ t fjAi lUjj r^-t uJ UjI
HU p&Ll UJ cuT Ujji* ^ oil
U>U ^  tJ
The woman's remark angered clmllq who decreed that when
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a Jadisi woman gets married, the "bride should spend the
first night with him. This went on for a while, because
Jadis was politically and militarily weak, until one day
the poet cAfira, the sister of a Jadisi leader, got
married to her cousin. On her wedding night cAfira was 
P - 1 
taken to cImliq accompanied by the women singing: (Ra.iaz)
,; - » i  - ' * 4 a » -
w -sH
The following morning cAfIra left cImliq!s palace in her
wedding dress stained with the virginal blood and with
the front and back of the dress ripped open, leaving her
blood-stained body exposed. cAfIra, upset by what had
happened to her and by the indifference of her people,
2
burst out: (Rajaz)
 ^(3 ■" IjSvftl  ^ . jA -L_>-1 V
i>> * - , -•
JtA' T"  ^ ^_f
J **  ol 4—aJ 5^—JLl s i_
cAfirafs outburst stirred Jadis to take action; and so 
cAfIra*s brother and the Jadisi leaders met to work out 
a plan to get rid of Tasm. The Jadisi leaders invited 
cImliq and his shaikhs to lunch. As the Tasini nobles 
sat down to have their meal, the Jadisis fell on them 
and killed them all with the exception of the Tasml 
poet Riyah who escaped to Yemen to seek the help of
the Yemeni king Hassan b. Tubba0. Hassan marched on
• •
Jadis, and when he was about a three-day journey from
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Yamama Riyah told. Hassan that in Yamama he had a sister • .
known as Zarqa* al-Yamama who was married to a Jadisi
and who could see as far as a three-day journey. Riyah
advised Hassan to cut down trees and hushes and use them
to camouflage their advance on Yamama. Zarqa1 al-Yamama
saw the trees and hushes approaching Yamama and warned
the Jadisis of the impending attack. Ho one believed her.
In the morning Hassan stormed Yamama, killed every one
and destroyed the palaces and the forts. As for Zarqa1
1
al-Yamama, Hassan had her eyes gouged out.
The cAmalikites
The last cAmalikite kingdom stretched from the Jazira 
in Iraq to the borders of Syria and flourished around the 
third century A.D. The penultimate king, cAmr h. Zarih 
al-^mliqi, a descendant of the ancient cAmalikites, was 
threatened by Jadhima al-Abrash al-Azdi, the ruler of the 
newly-established Azdi kingdom inHira. Jadhima marched on 
cAmr and in the heat of battle °Amr was killad. The 
victorious Jadhima was later lured into a trap by the new 
cAmalikite queen Zabba1 who subsequently killed him.
One of Jadhimafs advisers known as Qasir escaped and 
returned to Hlra and incited Jadhima*s nephew and 
successor cAmr b. cAdi b. Nasr al-Lakhmi to avenge the 
death of his maternal uncle. cAmr gathered the Lakhmid
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ana Azdi people and prepared for war. Qaslr then suggested 
to cAmr that as the city of Zabba1 was impregnable, they 
should devise a scheme which would enable them to take 
the city with a minimum loss of life. The scheme was that 
cAmr should cut off part of Qasir*s nose and cause him 
other bodily harm, then Qasir would go to the queen 
and make her believe that he had escaped from Kira on 
account of the humiliations and injuries he sustained.
Qasir was welcomed by queen Zabba1 and gradually
gained her confidence to the extent that she told him
of her secret escape-tunnel. In the meantime Zabba1 had
been told by a kahina that her kingdom would be destroyed
by king cAmr, and she would take her own life. Zabba1,
who had never seen cAmr, sent an artist in disguise to
Hira to paint an accurate portrait of cAmr. The artist 
•
stayed for a while in Hira and after having seen cAmr 
a few times he painted his picture, then returned to 
Zabba1 with the portrait of cAmr with which she never 
parted.
After a while Qasir told Zabba1 he would like to go
to Hira to get his belongings and he would also buy
clothing, perfumes and other goods and trade them on her
behalf. Zabba1 consented. Qasir travelled to Hira. •
incognito and met cAmr secretly. Qasir advised cAmr to 
provide him with the merchandise he would trade on behalf
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of Zabba1. Qasir returned to Zabba' loaded with goods
which she was pleased to receive. The response of Zabba1
encouraged Qasir to go on other trading ventures. On his
third trip to Hira, Qasir asked cAmr to provide him with
a thousand trusted men and load each camel with two jars,
each containing a well-armed man. cAmr agreed to Qasirfs
request and they all went to the city of Zabba*. Once
inside the city all the men got out of the jars and
surprised the inhabitants and killed them. In the meantime
Qasir took Amr to the escape-tunnel of Zabba* and waited
for her. When Zabba* reached the tunnel she saw Qasir and
cAmr whom she recognised from the portrait, so she sucked
1
her poisoned ring and died.
Hadr
The city-state of Hadr, situated along the Tigris and
• »
Euphrates, was ruled by Satarun, commonly known by the
Arabs as Daizan, who had strong links with the Romans.
Tradition has it that when the second Sassanid king Sabur
b. Ardashir, known as Sabur al-Junud, was in Khurasan on
some business, Daizan attacked Sawad al-cIraq which had
recently come under the Sassanid sphere of influence.
Sabur returned to Iraq and marched on Daizan who had
retreated to his fortified city of Hadr. In his city,
• •
Daizan sustained Sabur*s attacks for two years. Then one 
day Daizan*s daughter Nadira left the city to spend her
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period, of menstruation outside the city, as it was the
custom of the Hadran women. On that occasion she met 
• •
Sabur and they fell in love with each other. Nadira
asked Sabur what would he give her if she helped him
to conquer the city. Sabur said he would marry her and
make her his favourite wife. She asked him to get a
ringed dove and stain one of its legs with the
menstrual blood of a blue-eyed virgin, then let
the dove fly and the dove would alight on the city's
wall. For the Hadrans believed in a legend that said • •
that their city would collapse when a ringed dove which 
had one of its legs stained with the menstrual blood 
of a blue-eyed virgin alighted on their cityfs wall.
Sabur followed Nadira*s advice. When the Hadrans saw the
• • i
dove alighting on their city's wall they knew they were 
doomed. Sabur conquered the city, destroyed it and killed 
its inhabitants in A.D, 327.
Sabur kept his promise to Nadira and married her in 
cAin al-Tamr. On the wedding night Nadira kept tossing 
and turning in her bed and could not sleep because of 
the roughness of the mattress, even though the mattress 
was made of silk and filled with raw silk. While Sabur 
was pondering the cause of Nadira's restlessness, he 
noticed a myrtle leaf stuck between the folds of her 
body which was the source of her discomfort. As Sabur 
was watching Nadira's head he saw her brains through
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her fine transparent skin and asked her what she was fed
on. Nadira said her diet consisted of cream, brains, the
honey of virgin bees and the nectar of grapes. Sabur was
disturbed by Nadirafs confession and told her that
although she had known him for a short time, yet she
betrayed her father who took great care of her. Sabur
called one of his men and ordered him to tie Nadira1s
hair to the tail of a horse and make the horse run until
1
her body was torn to pieces.
The Ancient Jahiliyya
like the Jahiliyya of lost Civilisations, the Ancient
Jahiliyya covers a similar time-span, but since it
overspills into the Late Jahiliyya, its history, both
mythical and factual, is better preserved than the history
of the Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations. Classical Arab
scholars saw the Ancient Jahiliyya in terms of dynasties
and tribes: the dynasties being those of the Fimyarites
#
of Yemen and of the Lakhmids of Hira, and the tribes 
being those of the Jurhumis, the KhuzacIs, the Qudacis 
and the cAdnanis.
The Himyarites
The Himyarite kingdom is traced back to the time when 
the patriarch Qahtan, son of the cAdite prophet Hud,
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1
migrated with his people from Babylon to Yemen* In their
— c
new abode Qahtan and his son Ya rub established the 
• •
Himyarite kingdom which survived right up to the death
of the son of Saif b. Dhi Yazan in the last quarter of
2
the sixth century. The most famous of all the Himyarite
monarchs was Bilqis, queen of Sheba, whose mother was 
3
a genie. During that long span the Himyarites developed
a civilisation which was the envy of the ancient world.
They invented the Musnad script and their greatest
agricultural achievement was the construction of the
Marib Dam, which was to play a central role in their
economic prosperity. The bursting of the Marib Dam led
to waves of migration to various parts of the Arabian
Peninsula including Syria and Iraq, as in the case of
the Khuzacis who settled in Mecca, the Lakhmids in Iraa
4
and the G-hassanids in Syria.
The Lakhmids
In the third century A.D. the Lakhmid kingdom was
established in Hira by Jadhima al-Abrash, the king of
- 5
the Yemeni tribe recently settled in Hira. After his
death at the hand of the °Amalikite queen Zabba1,
Jadhima was succeeded by his maternal nephew cAmr b.
6
cAdi b. Nasr whose son Imru*al-Qais (d.328) extended 
his influence to Syria, Hijaz, Najd and up to the borders 
of Najran, and at the same time acted as governor for
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the Romans and Persians. Imru1 al-Qaisf s descendants 
continued to rule from Eira as governors for the Persians9
until the last king Nucman h. al-Mundhir was killed by
2
the Persians at the beginning of the seventh century.
The Lakhmid kings were known for running commercial 
3
enterprises.
The Jurhumis
The origin of the Jurhumis is partly mythological 
and partly earthly. The myth says that an angel expelled 
from paradise married a Yemeni woman who bore him a son 
named Jurhum who became the father of the Jurhumi tribe. 
Some time later the Jurhumis moved from Yemen to Mecca 
which was ruled by the cAmalikites. In their attempt
— Q —
to keep the Jurhumis out of Mecca the Amalikites were
_ 4
overpowered and banished from Mecca by the Jurhumis.
IsmaGil and his mother Eajar arrived in Mecca and 
were kindly received by the Jurhumis. Isma°il married 
Ra°la the daughter of the Jurhumi king and had twelve 
sons. When Ismacil died his eldest son Nabit succeeded 
him as the guardian of the Eoly Kacba which was first
5
built by Adam and later rebuilt by Ibrahim and IsmacIl".
Nabit was succeeded by his grand-father Mudad al-Jurhuml
c 6as custodian of the Ka^ba. As time went by the Jurhumis*
7
lust for power engulfed them in wars against one another.
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In the meantime the bursting of the Marib Dam forced many
Yemeni tribes to migrate to various parts of the Arabian
Peninsula, The Lakhmids made their home in Iraq and the
Khuzacis in Syria and Mecca. When the Khuzacis reached
Mecca the Jurhumis refused to have them as neighbours.
War broke out between the two tribes in which the
Khuza°is gained the upperhand and subsequently threw the
1
Jurhumis out of Mecca. A group of Jurhumis who disapproved
of the political excesses of their compatriots retreated
to a place called Qanawna before the coming of the 
2
KhuzacIs. After the Khuzacis took control of Mecca, the
Banu Ismacil who left Mecca before the war were allowed
back to Mecca, but not the Jurhumis of Qanawna whose
leader was the poet Mudad b. cAmr b. al-Harith b. Mudad
. . . • •
al-Jurhumi. The Khuzacis* refusal to let the Jurhumis
back to Mecca so upset the poet Mudad that he expressed
• *
his grief at the loss of Mecca in a series of moving 
4
poems.
The Qudacis
The Qudaci tribe is a Yemeni tribe whose sphere of
influence included Iraq, Najran and Syria. Ibn Hazm and
Ibn Khaldun say the Qudacis were mentioned by Greek
writers like Ptolemy, but they are not certain whether
the Quda°is of Ptolemy were the ancient Qudacis or the
5 *
Qudacis of the Arab tradition. Ibn Khaldun intimates
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that the Qudacis might not have been of Yemeni origin,
and were the allies of the Romans and the Byzantines
until they were overthrown from Syria by the Ghassanids
1
and from Najran by the Banu al-Harith b* Kacb.
Tradition relates that the QudacIs descended from
Qudaca b. Malik b. Himyar. Malik b. Himyar divorced 
• * •
Qudacafs mother who was already pregnant with Qudaca.
• •
Qudaca*s mother remarried Macadd b. cAdnan, and when
Qudaca was born, Macadd adopted him and treated him like
* c 2
his own son. Ma add was known as Abu Quda°a.
An important incident in the Quda°I tradition is 
that of Yawm al-Qariz al-Awwal. Ibn Qutaiba and Abu 
al-Baraj recount that the poet Khuzaima b. Nahd, an 
eight-generation Quda°if was in love with the daughter 
of Yadhkur b. cAnaza, a sixth-generation Macaddl. One 
day Khuzaima and Yadhkur went about looking for qariz 
leaves used for dyeing clothes, and on their way they 
found a well full of bees. Khuzaima suggested ‘to 
Yadhkur that one of them should go down the well to get 
the honey, but since he was fat, if he went down the 
well it would be difficult for Yadhkur to lift him up, 
but as Yadhkur was slimmer it would be easy for Khuzaima 
to lift him up. Yadhkur agreed and climbed down the well, 
gathered all the honey and gave it to Khuzaima. While 
Yadhkur was still in the well, Khuzaima asked him if
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he could marry his daughter Fatima. Yadhkur refused, so 
Khuzaima left him in the well. When Khuzaima was asked 
about Yadhkur he said he knew nothing about him. After 
a while, Khuzaima boasted in a poem addressed to 
Yadhkurfs daughter Fatima that he killed her father.
On hearing the poem Yadhkur^ tribe attacked Khuzaima
1
and his tribe, killed Khuzaima and decimated his tribe.
The story of Khuzaima and Yadhkur has passed into the
proverb-lore and is crystallised in the proverb
MUjai-bjiaiL lil which is used in a poem by the 
" — - 2 _
Jahili poet Bishr b. Abi Khazim: (Wafir)
The cAdnanIs
The cAdnanis trace their origin to Macadd b. cAdnan,
- c -  3a descendant of Qaidar b. Isma^il. The legend has it that
the prophets Jeremiah and Barkhiya saved and took care of
the twelve-year old boy Macadd when Nebuchadnezzer1s
c ”armies swept across North Arabia and wiped out Adnan and
his Arab forces. After the war Jeremiah and Barkhiya took
4 0Macadd back to Mecca where he grew up. Ma add had many 
children, the most famous being Nizar, whose four sons 
Iyad, Rabica, Anmar and Mudar became the patriarchs of 
the major Arab tribes like Shaiban, Tamim, Rabica, cAbs, 
Taghlib, Bakr, Asad and Quraish, that dominated the
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political scene of the Late Jahiliyya. With the exception
of the Mudaris, the descendants of Iyad, Rablca and Anmar
moved out of Mecca and found new homes in various parts
1
of the Arabian Peninsula. Fihr, an eighth-generation Mudari,
2
became the father of the Qurashls. Qusayy b. Kilab, a 
seventh-generation Qurashi , married a Khuzaci woman and 
re-established his ancestors’ rights to the custodianship 
of the Kacba which had been under the control of the
3
Khuzacis since the Jurhumis were banished from Mecca.
Qusayyhad four sons, cAbd al-Dar, cAbd al-cUzza, cAbd
Munaf and cAbd Qusayy, whose descendants included the
prophet Muhammad, Mucawiya and the Abbasid Caliph Abu
4
al- Atibas al-Saffah (d. 136/754). °Abd Manaf lived in the
second half of the fifth century and had four sons who
set up commercial enterprises which traded with Persia,
5
Byzantium, Syria, Iraq, Yemen and Abyssinia.
Mecca was a thriving commercial town, and most of 
the Meccan Qurashi nobles were engaged in one form of 
trade or another. Ibn Qutaiba gives an indication of
the kind of trade in which some of the Meccan nobles
6 _ _
were involved .just before the rise of Islam: Abu Talib,
#
the uncle of the Prophet and the father of the Caliph 
°Ali, was a wheat and perfume merchant, Abu Bakr 
al-Siddiq was a cloth merchant, cUthman b.cAffan was 
a cloth merchant, Sacd b. Abi Waaqas made and sold 
spears and arrows, al-cAw'wim was a tailor, al-Zubair b.
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al-Awam was a butcher, cAmr b. al-cAs was a butcher,
al-cAs b. Hisham, the uncle of the Prophet, was a
blacksmith, cUqba b. Abi Mucit was a wine merchant,
Abu Sufian b. Harb, the father of the Caliph Mucawiya,
was an oil and hide merchant, al-cAs b. Wa*il, the
father of cAmr b. al-cAs, was a vet who treated horses
and camels, Malik b. Dinar was a scribe and publisher,
al-Nadr b. al-Harith b. Kalada was a singer, lute player 
• •
— c —
and composer, and so were al-Hakam b. Abi al- As, the
• •
father of Marwan b. al-Hakam, Qais al-Fihrl, the father
*
— C . m
of al-Dahhak b. Qais, Mu ammar b. cUthman, the grand-father • • •
of cAmr b. cTJbaid Allah b. Mucammar, and Sir in, the father 
of Muhammad b. Sirin.
The Qurashls were known in Jahiliyya as ClUJl
on account of their learning, their prominent position as
custodians of the Kacba and their successful commercial 
1
ventures.
The Late Jahiliyya
Most of the detailed history of the Jahiliyya
concentrates on the Late Jahiliyya, which covers the last
two hundred or so years before Islam. During this period
the kingdom of Kinda was founded in Central Arabia by
Akil al-Murar, the great-grand-father of the poet Imru3
2
al-Qais, in the second half of the fifth century. The
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G-hassanid kingdom came into being in the fifth century in
1
Syria and was closely associated with the Byzantines,
though its influence on the Arabs was less extensive than
that of its Lakhmid rival. But the best part of the
history of the Late Jahiliyya is depicted in
Ayyam al-°Arab which revolves around the tribal wars, like
Harb al-Basus and Lahis - al-G-habra1, each of which • •
lasted forty years, and the wars of the Arabs with the 
Persians like the Yawm Dhi Qar, which was a turning point 
in the history of the Arabs.
The Yawm Dhi Qar's story goes that the Lakhmid 
kingdom was abolished when the last Lakhmid king of Hira
m
al-Nucman b. al-Mundhir was killed by the Persians who
replaced him with an Arab leader who did not have the
support of the Arab tribes. Before Nucman was killed
he had entrusted his belongings with some of his Arab
allies. The Persian king tried to obtain the belongings
of Nucman but without success. When the Persian king
threatened to annihilate the Arabs for defying his orders,
the Arabs took up the challenge and the two forces met at
Lhu Qar in which the united forces of the Arab tribes
devastated the Persian armies for the first time since
the foundation of the Sassanid kingdom in the third 
2
century A.L.
Before the Battle of Yawm Lhi Qar the Persians dealt
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with the Arabs via the Lakhmids, because the Arabs
preferred to conduct their political affairs with the
Persians through a recognised Arab representative.
But when the Persians chose to deal directly with the
Arabs, especially after the murder of Nucman, the Arabs
felt their political identity was being threatened, and
the only way to overcome the Persian threat was to bury
their tribal differences and rally together against their
enemies. It seems the Persians did not take this vital
factor into consideration, nor were they prepared for
the old Arab war-strategy adopted at the Battle of Yawm
Dhi Qar which relied on organising the Arab tribes into
an army of five divisions called Khamis, consisting of
the vanguard, the centre, the right, the left and the 
1
rear divisions. Such tactics surprised the Persians and 
wrecked havoc among their forces*
The Yawm Dhi Qar was not the first time in which the
Arabs resisted the interference of outside powers in their
own affairs, particularly when that interference affected
their independence. The Lakhmids joined forces with the
Persians in their fight against the Byzantines, for
example, because they needed the Persians to help them
fight their G-hassanid rivals who were the allies of the
Byzantines. The Battle of Yawm Hallma in which the
Ghassanids defeated the Lakhmids and killed their king
2
illustrates this point.
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On the other hand, if an Arab ruler had no
axe to grindagainst another Arab ruler, there was no
way a foreign power could use one Arab against another.
This is evident in the following example. The Persian
king Qubadh adopted the Mazdaki religion which allowed
a man to marry his mother, his daughters and his sisters.
Qubadh tried to convert the Lakhmid king to Mazdakism but
to no avail. Qubadh also approached the king of Kinda and
obtained a positive response. Then Qubadh requested the
king of Kinda to write to cAbd Manaf, the custodian of
the Kacba, asking him to adopt the Mazdaki creed. cAbd
Munaf declined the invitation. On hearing of cAba Munaf*s
refusal Qubadh ordered the king of Kinda to attack Mecca
and kill cAbd Munaf and the Meccans who refused to be
converted to Mazdakism. The king of Kinda ignored Qubadh*s
orders because he was overtaken by a sense of "Arab
brotherhood" and therefore would not fight a fellow Arab
1
for the sake of an outsider.
The following incident is another example which shows 
that the Arabs preferred to deal with outside powers 
through an Arab king. When the Lakhmid king Qabus b. Hind 
died in 582, the Persian king Anushirwan appointed a 
Persian Mazrab as governor of the Arabs instead of a 
Lakhmid prince. The Arabs did not acknowledge the 
authority of the Persian Mazrab. Pearing the consequences 
of the Arabs' ultimate rejection of his power, AnushirwSn
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dismissed the Mazrab and installed the Lakhmid prince
al-Mundhir b. al-Mundhir b. Ma1 al-Sama1 as king of the 
1
Arabs. Mundhir was later killed by the G-hassanid king
c - 2al-Harith al-A raj at the Battle of Yawm Abagh.
In the first quarter of the sixth century the Yemeni
king Dhu Nuwas, a Jewish convert, marched to Fajran in an
attempt to convert the Fajrarii Christians to Judaism.
The Najrani Christians who resisted conversion were thrown
into a ditch and burnt alive. A Christian survivor escaped
to Byzantium and urged the Byzantine emperor to save his
fellow Najranl Christians from Jewish persecution. The
Byzantine emperor instructed the Abyssinian Christian king
to go to Najran and help the Fajrani Christians. The
Abyssinian king and his army landed in Fajran, routed
Dhu Fuwas and his forces and occupied Yemen. The deputy
commander of the Abyssinian army Abraha killed his
commander, took charge of the Abyssinian army and asserted
his authority over the Yemeni provinces under Abyssinian 
3
control.
Abraha built a church in Sanca* to outshine the Kacba, 
the ArabsT holiest centre of worship. The Arabs were not 
impressed by the church and took Abraha*s challenge 
lightly. Consequently, Abraha mustered his troops and 
headed towards Mecca, determined to demolish the Kacba. 
Before reaching the Kacba, the legend says, a flock of
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birds flew over the Abyssinians and pelted them with flint
atones and decimated them, Abraha returned to Sanca f where
he died shortly afterwards and was succeeded by his son as
1
king of the Yemeni provinces under Abyssinian control,
Yemeni resistance to the Abyssinians gathered
momentum when Saif b. Dhi Yazan succeeded his father as
king of Yemen, Saif sought the help of the Byzantine
emperor in order to get the Abyssinians out of Yemen,
When Saif realised the Byzantine emperor was reluctant
to help him, he turned to the Persians who provided him
with eight hundred Persian convicts, Saif and the Persian
convicts sailed to Yemen and by the time they reached the
shores of Yemen only six hundred of the convicts had
survived the sea voyage. The arrival of Saif in Yemen
boosted the morale of the Yemenis who had already taken
up arms against the Abyssinians. Saif led the Yemeni
resistance forces, defeated the Abyssinians and threw
2
them out of Yemen. To mark this occasion Arabs from all 
over the Arabian Peninsula sent delegations to the court 
of Saif to celebrate his victory over the Abyssinians 
and the re-establishment of the Himyarite kingdom. Among 
the delegations were the Prophet Muhammad’s grand-father 
cAbd al->luttalib and the poets Umayya b. Abi al-Salt and 
his father.
Religious Beliefs
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The diversity of the Jahili civilisations produced
various religious beliefs, with each tribe having its own
god or gods or other forms of worship through which it
1communicated with Allah, the supreme God of Jahiliyya.
First, there were those who believed in one God, in the
resurrection and the hereafter and in the reward for the
2
pious and the punishment for the sinner* Second, there
were those who believed in one God, the resurrection and
the hereafter but not in the prophets# Third, there were
those who believed in one God but not in the resurrection
nor in the prophets; they believed in the concept of time
4
which would eventually destroy mankind. Fourth, there were
those who believed in angels whom they regarded as the
5
daughters of Allah from his marriage to the genii. Fifth,
6
there were those who believed in the genii. Sixth, there
were those who rejected the concept of the Creator and the 
7
resurrection. Seventh, there were those who believed in
8
the Christian faith. Eighth, there were those who believed
9
in the Jewish faith. Ninth, there were those who believed
10
in the Persian Mazdaki creed. Tenth, there were those who
worshipped Venus, the sun, the moon, Jupiter, Sirius,
11
Canopus, Mercury and Taurus.
Some of the rituals associated with the sun, which 
-  12
was known as Ilaha, have lingered on up to the present 
times. In Yemen, for instance, whenever a child loses 
one of his milk teeth, he is told at sunrise to hold his
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tooth between his forefinger and his thumb, face the sun 
and throw the tooth in the direction of the sun saying:
"0 sun, replace my tooth with a better one," By doing so
1
it is hoped the new tooth would grow strong and straight.
Tradition relates that Allah was the One and Only
God worshipped in the Ka°ba. The prophets Ibrahim and
IsmaCIl introduced the monotheistic Hanif religion based
on the Oneness of Allah* The Hanif religion continued to
thrive up to the time cAmr b, luhayyset up idol worship 
2
in the Kacba, The introduction of idol worship curtailed 
the influence of the Hanif religion which re-emerged 
before the rise of Islam as an alternative to polytheism. 
The Hanif followers were ruthlessly persecuted by the 
Qurashi polytheists. The most prominent Hanif followers 
were Khalid b. Sinan who extinguished the Pire of 
al-Harratain with his stick, Zaid b. Nufail, the cousin
4 - 5of the Caliph GUmar, the poet Umayya b. Abi al-Salt and
Qus b. Sacida whose sermons in CUXaz impressed the Prophet
6 #
before his prophethood. The Prophet held the Hanlfs in
high esteem, and their teachings are echoed in the early
Meccan suras. This is apparent in "Surat al-Ikhlas"
which crystallises the essence of Qus b. Sacida's and
- 7
Khalid b. Sinanfs concept of Allah:
IjJ iCdl 4 *^.5 *^3 ^ J** u—^  i **4 ^  1-k
When Khalid b. Sinan1s daughter heard the Prophet reciting 
"Surat al-Ikhlas" she said: "0 Messenger of Allah, this is
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what my father -used, to say.” The Prophet did not contradict
1
her and praised her father.
In Akhbar Makka Ibn al-Azraqi states that when the
Prophet took Mecca he went straight to the Kacba, the
pantheon of the Jahili gods, and destroyed the statues
2
of three hundred and sixty gods. The names of some of 
the gods like Hubal, Wadd, Manat, al-Lat and al-cUzza 
have survived, but unfortunately there is a dearth of 
information on the origin, mythological background and 
function of each god and goddess. Arab tradition relates
that idol worship was introduced to Mecca from Syria by
c 4
Amr b. Luhayy.
According to one Arab tradition, when °Amr b. Luhayy
fell ill he was advised to visit a health spa in Syria.
C r*Amr went to the spa and was cured. While cAmr was in
Syria he noticed people worshipping idols and asked them
what it was all about, and they told him they were praying
to their gods for rain and for help against t3aeir enemies.
Ee asked them to give him some of their images, and they
gave him the images of Manat, al-Lat and al-cUzza which
c 5he took to Mecca and put around the Ka ba. These goddesses
- - 6
were worshipped by the Thamudis, Nabataeans and Lihyanites.
In Nabataean mythology al-Lat was the consort of the god
J  -
Dhu Shara who was worshipped as Dhu al-Shara by the Banu
8
al-Harith b. Yashkur b. Mubashshir of the Azd tribe. It is
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possible that the people cAmr met in Syria might have been 
Thamudls, Nabataeans or Lihyanites.
The goddesses Manat, al-Lat and al-cUzza grew in
importance in Jahili idol worship to the extent that 
_ _ 1 
the Jahilis assumed they were the daughters of Allah.
Manat was placed in Qudaid, between Medina and Mecca.
She was worshipped by all the Arabs such as the Aws,
Khazraj, Hudhail and Khuzaci tribes and the inhabitants
of Mecca and Medina, until the Prophet sent his cousin
cAli b. Abi Talib to destroy her four or five days after 
*2
he took Mecca. al-Lat was placed in Ta'if. Her image, 
like the Nabataean al-Lat, was in the shape of a square 
rock, and her priests were from the Thaqlf tribe. She was
worshipped by all the Arabs including the Quraishis until
c 5the Prophet sent al-Mughira b. Shu ba to destroy her.
al-°Uzza was placed in Wadi Nakhla. She was a shaitana
who resided in three samura trees in Wadi Nakhla. The
Prophet sent Khalid b. Walid who cut down the three samura
trees, forced al-cUzza out of the trees and then killed 
4
her.
Ibn al-Kalbl says the Qurashls worshipped a number of 
gods in the Ka°ba, and Hubal was the most important of them 
all. He was made of red cornelian in the shape of a man, 
and his broken right hand had been replaced with a gold 
hand by the Qurashls • He was introduced to the Ka°ba by
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Khuzaima b. Mudrika b. al-Ya's b. Mudar, an ancestor of the
1
Prophet. The idol was known as Hubal Khuzaima.
In Kitab al-Asnam Ibn al-Kalbi traces the origins of 
five of the major Jahili gods: Wadd, SiwaP , Yaghuth, Yacuq 
and Nasr. In the distant past there were five virtuous men 
called Wadd, Siwac, Yaghuth, Yacuq and Nasr. When they died 
their families were grief-stricken. A man from the Banu 
Qabil tribe approached the aggrieved families and offered 
to make statues resembling the five deceased. The families 
agreed. The man carved five statues out of stone which 
looked like the deceased and exhibited them. When the 
relatives saw the statues of their dead they were so taken 
by them that they addressed them respectfully while going 
round them. This ritual was performed for a century, and in 
the following century the statues were held in higher 
esteem than in the previous century. In the third century 
people thought their predecessors venerated the statues in 
the belief that the statues were intermediaries between 
themselves and Allah. As a result the statues acquired 
greater importance. This idol worship displeased Allah and 
He sent the prophet Idris to show the people the right 
path. But the people ignored Idris's message and continued 
to worship the five idols until the time of the prophet 
Nuh who was then four hundred years old. Por one hundred 
and twenty years Nuh entreated his people to worship Allah 
as the only God. But when Allah saw that Nuh was not making
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any progress He instructed him to build the Ark. By the 
time he finished building the Ark Nuh was six hundred years 
old. Then Allah flooded the earth. After the flood Nuh 
lived for another three hundred years. In the flood the 
five statues drifted about until they were swept ashore in 
Jeddah and the wind buried them in the sand.
cAmr b. Luhayywas a priest who lived in Tihama and was
in touch with a genie who was his seer. One day the genie
urged cAmr to go to Jeddah where he would find the statues
of Wadd, Siwac , Yaghuth, Yacuq_ and Nasr and bring them to
Tihama, then call on all the Arabs to worship them. cAmr
travelled to the river of Jeddah, dug up the five buried
statues and brought them to Tihama. Luring the pilgrim
season Amr took the five statues to Mecca and called on
all the Arabs to worship them, and all the Arabs responded
to his call. The statue of Wadd was of gigantic proportions
and wore two garments, one was wrapped round his waist and
the other covered the rest of his body. He wore a sword,
had a bow on his shoulder, a twisted spear in'one hand and
a pouch full of arrows in the other hand. The appearance
of Wadd suggests he might have been a warrior god. The five
1
idols were worshipped until the advent of Islam.
In Kitab al-Asnam Ibn al-Kalbi lists a number of gods
and goddesses and the tribes that worshipped them, but says
2
nothing about their mythological background.
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Every family in Mecca had a family god whose image
was kept in the house. Members of the family who intended
to travel sought the blessing of the house god by touching
its image, and the same ritual was repeated on their 
1
return.
The Kacba was the centre of worship where the Jahilis
prayed and went round it seven times. The Jahilis went on
2
pilgrimage to the Kacba once a year in Dhu al-Hijja for a
week, and they also performed the waqfa on Mount °Arafat.
Some of the Jahilis believed that the blood and the
soul are one and the same. This is illustrated in Ta*abbata
#
Sharran!s remark to his maternal uncle Shanfara who asked
3
him about the man he had killed:
The expression cJ L- is still in use in
current speech. Other Jahilis believed that the soul is a 
bird residing in the body, and when a man is killed, the 
bird comes out of his head as an owl called hama and hovers
above the grave of the deceased crying: “Give me a drink11,
4
until the death of the deceased is avenged. When a man 
dies of natural causes, the hama lives with the family of 
the deceased and reports news about the family to the
5
deceased, as can be seen in Umayya b. Abi al-Saltfs verse: 
(Khaflf)
(J ^Ji jjJLJIj x\a\\ JaJL*
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The hama belief survived into the Umayyad period as
illustrated in the poem of Tawba addressed to his love
1
Laila al-Akhyaliyya: (Tawll)
* s •'i ,«? %
£^t.3U<*j-fjH(j-* jo-L—J cU^.Jl^.J
0*—*J^ tj (J-J jl
Jahili poetry flourished against this culturally rich 
and varied urban background.
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Chapter III 
Jahill Poetry
The patriarch Mudar b. Nizar b. Macadd was a handsome 
young man and had a beautiful voice. One day Mudar fell 
off his camel and hurt his hand and cried in pain: "Oh my 
hand, oh my hand ..." The camels grazing nearby heard 
Mudar1s cry, and were spellbound by his doleful voice, 
and gathered around him and listened in silent reverence.
Prom Mudarfs doleful cry emerged the Huda1 song, and out
* - - * 1
of the Huda1 song Jahill poetry was born. Nothing is known
about the origins of Jahill poetry other than what is 
traditionally related in the above story or in a variation 
of it. It is therefore fruitless to postulate theories on 
the origins of Jahili poetry that will ultimately lead to 
cul-de-sac conclusions.
There is a general consensus among classical critics
_2
that Jahill poetry is of a recent history. Ibn Sallam and
3 -c ,Jahiz credit Muhalhil b. Rabi a and Imru al-Qais as being # •
the first poets to write long polished poems which paved
the ground for the later Jahill poets. In Kitab al-Hayawan,
Jahiz goes further than Ibn Sallam in bolstering his 
• •
assumption on the origins of Jahili poetry: "If we study 
this poetry we will find it pre-dates Islam by one hundred 
and fifty years, and if we study it in depth, we will find
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1
it pre-dates Islam by two hundred years." Towards the end
of the same work, Jahiz revised his above assumption and
« •
intimated that Jahili poetry pre-dates Islam by well over
2
two hundred years. Another group of critics claims that
al-Afwah al-Awdl, a contemporary of Muhalhil, was the first
3
poet to write long, smooth poems; whereas Ibn Khalawaih
regards Ibn Khidam, probably the same poet mentioned by
j 4Imru al-Qais, as the first poet to write poetry. In
Majalis Thaclab, the critic Thaclab quotes Asmaci as
saying that the earliest poets to write poems of thirty
verses were Muhalhil, Dhufaib b. Kacb b* cAmr b. Tamim,
Damra of the Banu Kinana and al-Adbat b* Qurai0, all of
* * 5whom lived four hundred years before the advent of Islam*
On the other hand, there were notable critics like Abu
al-Paraj who implied that Jahili poetry was the product
of a long and uninterrupted tradition which could be
traced back to the early Jurhumi poets who flourished
» 6
centuries before Muhalhil and Imru al-Qais.
The bulk of Jahill poetry belongs to the, Late
Jahiliyya but there is also a body of work which consists
of poems from the Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations and the
Ancient Jahiliyya. The quality and length of the poems
from the Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations and the Ancient
Jahiliyya negate the assumptions of Ibn Sallam, Jahiz,
# •
Ibn Khalawaih and Asma°i, but confirm the assumptions of 
those who believed in the continuity of an ancient poetic
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tradition*
The Poetry of the Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations
The poetry of the Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations
falls into two groups: the poetry of the cAdites and
Thamudis and the poetry of the Tasinis, Jadisis,
cAmalikites and Hadrans. The cAdite and Thamudi poetry
• •
was dismissed by classical critics as unauthentic because
they argued the cAdites and Thamudis spoke an older form
of Arabic than the language of the poetry attributed to 
1 _ 
them* They also stressed that the cAdite and Thamudi
poetry lacked the essential poetic qualities in terms of
2
distinct language, rhythm, imagery and subject matter.
Q—
A study of the poetry attributed to the Adites and
Thamudis confirms the classical critics reservations in
respect of its authenticity, but does not rule out the
possibility that the poetry was written in the Late 
3
Jahiliyya.
The poems from the Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations 
deal primarily with the incidents that led to the 
extinction of the tribes of that period, ^fira 
al-Jadisiyya known as Shamus, a contemporary of the 
Lakhmid king Jadhima al-Abrash, is the author of one of 
two significant poems from the poetry of the Jahiliyya of 
Lost Civilisations. The poem gives vent to the pent-up
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anger and frustration of a woman who has been emotionally
and physically abused by the Tasmi king on her wedding
night, with the consent of her brother, the leader of the
Jadlsis, her bride-groom and her people, cAfIra denounces
the Jadlsis for letting the Tasini king deprive them of
their honour and stirs them to take action, for death is
better than putting up with such a humiliating custom.
cAfira goes on to say that if the Jadlsi men do not defend
their honour they might as well swap places with their
women-folk and wear the bridal dress and the bridal 
1
perfume: (Tawil)
0 * I . ^ '* I " '* ** ' • X* \ * * '* I'1 * ^V  ^ ^ L zs (3^ ^
! V $• t-L"-*jj J j  7wdy* £ •* ,  ^  ^ ^
'li_; 'z S1 tC; j, . ?.rj lSt t!I jj;
kj l_ ■ Is > J  ll jll! 1 <__I i j  j+S"jJ^e- I J  T.^l j \  L>*l £  I JJ
J j—ji' y* —j * j—, if jl) 1^ 1J-I. 1 _JU*i
- c.1 1 |‘ »' 1 »' ’r : * '' 1* * |* »' ‘ j'J'rJ_\j\ a 11* y»  ,>• O  j-JJ j L^c- * li« y* j j>- y  ...Ui' ■f' ' <•'
V* V_Jlli Sf *  ^ o >-A_ * -Uhj 1 r r*
5  ^  ^ I I, |«t „
ll~«.li * H -k-ill?- I— I ij  ^  ^  ^M i * -k (J • ^ J t s' S ,  ^ J
, - J "j, , , .1 « , , S' , s t' ,i * , J J | I'
l>tl I 4-JL* lull >J li>u » l*j 1 ^  y, UJ__1_* I Jili
The poem provoked a series of events that precipitated
_ 2
the demise of Tasm and Jadis.
The second poem from the Jahiliyya of Lost 
Civilisations by Riyah b. Murra al-Tasml was written
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-  _  1
after his escape from the Jadisis1 massacre of his people.
Riyah read the poem before the Himyari king Hassan b„
• • «
Tubbac, and begged the king’s assistance to fight the
 2
Jadisis: (Tawil)
’JLfiJI «£J L^*s *J w i l  ,>*&■!
jjiJi w v—il<£u jlXc ®^ \—.i—J 1*^ —>,
»• * 1 * * * i • * ’ i *"*111,s5- jUi- ISLfis* y i i asi,* *
’^S> i\aJ vsiAik L^.fr~T> t^ _lk Iaa^Xj! L*lS
0 it 0 -
.£ # J l  *■* 1^ 5 j j  q ^ s  fytii m £ jI5
>  J&J *^ ah lit U^U l-.A-.JL-w, i$ £ J^Uls?
„ —. * * ] ! ,  Haa3 jJ I  w w i  L a c ^ L a j 5C—i .  . . . * —b ,  * I j * J L  U j^ -  L ^ *a i
o ^
.^__aa« U, wL— *-*<« ftJ
The opening verbs of the first three lines of the poem 
probably allude to a missing narrative. The opening 
sequential fa in the fourth, fifth, seventh and eighth 
lines, dramatises the poet’s horror at the way the Jadisis 
blatantly broke the code of hospitality when they invited 
the Tasmi king and nobles to lunch and then killed them 
while they were eating.
The Poetry of the Ancient Jahiliyya
Apart from a few poems, the poetry of the Ancient
Jahiliyya is mostly snippets, devoid of poetic spark.
There are also poems attributed to the Himyari mythical
+
kings and poets, but classical critics discounted these 
poems in the same way as they had dismissed the poetry
- .  1
attributed to the Adites and Thamudis.
-2
Arab critics hold Mudad b. cAmr al-Jurhumi as the
3
first important poet of the Ancient Jahiliyya. In spite of
the various dates proposed by classical historians in
ascertaining Mudadfs period, it is still impossible to fix• •
this period within a time-bracket• Mudad is remembered for
• •
a few poems, the finest of which are the two poems he wrote
in exile after cAmr b, Luhayyal-KhuzacI, the new lord of
Mecca, rejected his request to return to Mecca. In the
first poem Mudad expresses his sorrow for having lost his
Holy City Mecca to the Khuzacis, and blames his people for
incurring the wrath of Allah who sent the Khuzacis to
punish them for desecrating the Ka°ba. The poet dwells on
the effect time and place have on people cut off from
their roots. The sense of loss, eased by the poetfs
acceptance of Allah1s decree, evokes a mood of subdued 
4
nostalgia: (Tawil)
Mudad's second poem is a "bold reminder to the new # •
lords of Mecca that they, like the Jurhumis, will one day
fall victims to the vicissitude of time and experience
1
humiliation, disintegration and exile: (Baslt)
, , , , ,, , * . ' , f . -V.,, - s t 1 - , -
U « — j N . 4J * jl ^  j! i Lfj' Ij
l! j ^  l ^  Li"  ^  ^ ; ; I US" U |
, £ , > * *  ^ /  ^  ^ T #  ^ ,t ; / j , *
L) r - ^ ’ I »—i# J  I wLjIJII i ^y* J 4 j '
1 ■ i li I Ij Juai *ui  ^ V-iSIa 1 p j i IH p  jA j  J  LJ* J j
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Mudad*s poems are significant for words that refer to • •
Allah: ill ; dJLili ; for terms that denote
the Kacba and its custodians: ' y ^  \ j > - , Ui'^-
and for metaphors and images that have become part of the 
poetic heritage: y >  , jd'i j^ .jd , uJjui lid
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Abu ctTbaid al-Bakri relates that during the time of
Juhaina b. Zaid, a seventh-generation Qudaci and uncle
of the poet Khuzaima b. Nahd, a giant turned up at the
Kacha, and the pilgrims who were praying and going round
the Kacha were frightened by the giant's appearance and
ran away. The giant called them to come back and told them
1
not to be afraid, and then recited a prayer poem: (Rajaz)
L5>:m c-Ji L.j
\JT~\jj J»-'j vjj
<•  ^^ f ft '.x *■- f
LJU-I I__
‘cjjUl ^ ^ J
3 “jf ^
The pilgrims approached the giant and realised that the
giant was a woman, and they asked her: "Are you human or
are you a genie?" The giant said: "I am a Jurhumi woman."
And then she explained that Allah had cursed her people
by sending ants to destroy them as a punishment for their
2
crimes against Him: (Rajaz)
0^3 * il\ bJCi*i
t ' 4 ,l
i J
 ^V—U V-5^" ^
The Jurhumi woman asked to be taken to a certain place and
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promised to reward those who would help her. Two Juhaini
men agreed to her request and took her to Jabal Juhaina
where she walked to an ants1 colony and told her two
companions to dig a hole there. The two men
dug a hole and found a treasure. While the Jurhumi woman
was speaking to the two Juhaini men the ants got at her
and she said that the ants had been sent by Allah to devour
1
her: (Rajaz)
i 5 - * -
%  i
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The first poem of the Jurhumi woman is the earliest 
prayer poem in which Allah is invoked as Lord of the House 
and of Mankind, and also as the One Who controls our fate,
 ^^ i I » tf ^ s
The is the ldgham of ^ jui , more commonly used in
the Talbiya prayers. The second and third poems are 
important for their use of the wo^ds , J
and the phrases ,because of their
religious implications.
Munabbih b, Sa °d b, Qais cAilan b. Mudar, a sixth- 
generation Ma°addi, was an ancestor of the Late Jahill 
poet Tufail al-Khail al-Ghanawi who was known as Muhabbir
1
on account of his fine poems. Ibn Sallam and Ibn Qutaiba
quote a two-line poem by Munabbih in the form of a dialogue
in which the daughter of the poet asks her father why his
hair has turned grey, and her father says it is due to the
2
problems brought on him by changing times: (Kamil)
;5C:i jjI j  I- jLsjl a!' La*j- dLJ J L : oJk
JLBI lf  irfj Uti llll *o\ p ]
Later in his life Munabbih came to be known as Acsur
3
because of the last word in the second verse.
The next two poems are by Khuzaima b. Nahd, a
4
corpulent and impetuous man. Khuzaima had fourteen
brothers, one of whom was Hanzala b. Nahd, one of the
* * _  5
most respected men of his day in Hijaz and Tihama.
Abu cUbaid relates that Khuzaima had a quarrel with two of
his cousins, Harith and cAraba, sons of the formidable
Qudaci leader Sa°d b. Zaid, and killed them, then
reported the incident to his father Nahd b. Zaid.
Khuzaima's father was perturbed by his son*s rash
action, and expressed his fear of the dire consequences
6
the death of his nephews might provoke: (Baslt)
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Khuzaima*s first poem, the earliest recorded departure
poem, was written at the end of one Spring season during
which the families of Khuzaima and his girl Fatima spent
in the countryside, as was (and still is) the custom in
the Arabian Peninsula. When Khuzaima was told that Fatima
•
and her people had returned home, and there was no way
he could reach her, he said that as long as Fatima was
1
alive he would always want her. The news of Fatimafs
departure prompted Khuzaima to write a poem in which he
says when Gemini is trailing behind the Pleiades,
signalling the end of the spring and the coming of the
hot summer, he thinks of Fatima and fears she and her
2
people may be on the move to another location: (Wafir)
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Khuzaimafs swift reaction encapsulated in the departure
and nasib poem indicates that the departure and nasib
theme was an established convention. The significance of
Gemini trailing behind the Pleiades at the end of the
spring season was elucidated by the Abbasid poet Ibn
3
Kunasa (741-823).
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Khuzaimafs second poem describes the perfumed and 
wine-tasting mouth of the poet's love Fatima and his
indifference to her response after he killed her father: 
(Mutaqarib)
The poem was set to music by the Umayyad composer-singer 
2
Tuwais.
According to Ibn Sallam and Ibn Qutaiba, one of the 
earliest poets was Duwaid b. Zaid b. Nahd, a tenth- 
generation Qudaci, who was probably the nephew of Khuzaima 
b. Nahd. Both Ibn Sallam and Ibn Qutaiba quote the same 
two poems by Duwaid with minor variations, Duwaid wrote 
the first of his two poems on his death bed: (Rajaz)
As Duwaid prepares himself for his inevitable death he 
recalls the days of his youth when he fought and felled 
his equals, and the adventures he had with newly-wed
implies that it is the beginning of a new section in which 
Duwaid probably dwelt on the adventures he had with women
1
young brides. The phrase in the third verse
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and the problems he had to surmount to reach them, in a 
manner made familiar by Innm* al-Qais.
In the second poem Duwaid personifies time as a man
who has thrown the full weight of his legs and hands on
his own body, and concludes that the good that time does
1
today will be undone by death tomorrow: (Rajaz)
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Ibn Sallam regards the short poem of al-cAnbar b. cAmr
b. Tamim, a tenth-generation Macaddl, as one of the
- 2
earliest examples of genuine Jahili poetry. The poem 
tackles the theme of the insecurity one feels when living 
in exile by employing the metaphor of a bucket half-full 
of water swinging while being anxiously lifted out of the 
well: (Rajaz)
(Vr~ <-^ '4 of1’ ^
Ibn Qutaiba cites a four-line poem by al-Harith b.
Kacb but says nothing about him nor about his period
4
except that he was ancient. But since Ibn Qutaiba quotes 
Harith after Duwaid b. Zaid b. Nahd, it is assumed he lived
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after Duwaid. There are two persons bearing the name of
al-Harith b. Kacb. The first al-Harith b. Kacb was killed
1
by Dabba b. Udd b. Tabikha b. Mudrika, the grand-nephew • •
of Khuzaima b. Mudrika, presumably before reaching old age.
The second al-Harith b. Kacb was the father of the Bal- 
#
Harith tribe of Hajran, who, before dying in old age,
2
advised his sons: (Kamil)
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The poem of Harith describes a man pining over his 
lost youth, seeing his friends dying one by one leaving 
him to cope with decrepitude on his own, with no appetite 
for food and unable to move around, and all he does is 
star-gazing and reflecting on his life: (Mutaqarib)
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On the other hand, the biographer Sijistani attributes
the same poem to Malik b. al-Mundhir al-Bijll, an adherent
4
of al-Nabi Shucaibfs faith.
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Sama b. Lu'ayy, a fourth-generation Qurashi , had an
argument with his brother cAmir, and in a fit of anger
he slapped his face and blinded one of his eyes# Fearing
retribution Sama left Mecca and settled in Oman where he
1
married a local girl# Al-Musayyab b. cAlas recorded the 
life of Sama in a long narrative poem, fifteen lines of 
which are quoted in Abu cUbaidfs Muc.jam ma lstac,jam.
Sama is noted for an epitaph poem he scribbled on the 
ground with one of his fingers as he was dying after he had 
been bitten by a snake while he was riding his camel# The 
poem was familiar to the Prophet Muhammad: (Khafif)
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Malik b# Fahm b. G-hanm b# Daws al-Azdl, king of Iraq,
possibly died in the last half of the second century or the
early part of the third century A.D. Malik taught his son
4
Sulaima the skill of archery until he excelled in it. One 
night Sulaima shot an arrow in the air and the arrow 
accidentally struck his father and killed him without
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Sulaima "being aware of what he had done. Before dying Malik
realised he had "been shot "by Sulaima and cried out cursing
1
him for his misdeed: (Wafir)
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The poem is one of the most famous and quoted poems of 
Jahill poetry.
Jadhima al-A"brash (d.c.265) succeeded his father Malik
3
"b. T’ahm as king of Iraq, and he moved the capital from
Anbar to Hira which became the seat of power of the Lakhmid
dynasty. Jadhima was a priest and a seer, and worshipped
- 4
two gods called Daizanan. Jadhima was informed that a*
handsome Lakhmid young man named cAdi b. Nasr was living
among the Iyadi tribe. Jadhima was constantly harassing the
Iyadis, and in retaliation the Iyadis sent some of their
men to the priest of the gods Daizanan. The Iyadi
emissaries made the priest drunk and stole the two statues
of the gods Daizanan. The Iyadis sent a message to Jadhima »
telling him they were in possession of the Daizanan statues 
which would be given back to him if he promised to stop 
raiding their land. Jadhima agreed on condition that they 
sent cAdi b. Nasr with the statues. cAdi and the statues
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1
were dispatched and Jadhima left the Iyadis in peace,
_ - 2
Jadhima appointed Adi as his wine attendant,
Jadhimafs sister Raqash met cAdi and was struck by his
beauty and told him she would like to marry him, cAdI told
Raqash it was not possible, but Raqash said that it would
be possible if he got Jadhima drunk and then asked him for
her hand, cAdi followed Raqashfs advice, and while Jadhima
was in a state of drunkenness he consented to cAdi*s
proposal, and the marriage was immediately consummated.
In the morning Jadhima discovered he had been tricked into
consenting to the marriage and regretted it, cAdi, fearing
for his life, ran away and returned to the Banu Iyad where
he died after being accidentally struck by an arrow while 
3
hunting,
Raqash gave birth to a son and named him cAmr, and 
Jadhima was very fond of him. When cAmr was in his teens 
he was snatched away by the genii. One day two men were 
travelling from Syria to Hira with gifts for jadhima, and 
on their way they met cAmr wandering in the desert, looking 
for food. cAmr revealed his identity and the two men 
happily took him with them to Jadhima, Jadhima was 
overjoyed to be reunited with his lost nephew, and he
4
rewarded the two men by making them his boon-companions.
Tabari quotes a poem of eleven verses by Jadhima, and
says that in the opinion of Ibn al-Kalbi only three verses
are genuine, but unfortunately he does not specify the 
1
three verses# The poem engaged the interest of the
classical critics and lexicographers. Ibn Sallam quotes
the first two and fifth verses as examples of authentic 
_ 2 _ _
early Jahili poetry; Amidi and cAbd al-Qadir al-Baghdadi
3
quote the first three and fifth verses; al-Akhfash
4" ctal-Asghar quotes the first five verses and Ibn Sa id
al-Andalusi quotes the first and third verses and says that
the third verse was used by grammarians to illustrate
5
grammatical points. The first verse is also quoted by Abu
-6 7 _ 8
Zaid al-Ansari, Sibawaih, Abu al-cAla* al-Macarr! and
9
al-Aclam al-Shantamarl.
Tabari reports that while Jadhima was on a campaign
against Tasm and Jadis, news reached him that the Himyari • # 
mm C 0
king Hassan b. Tubba As ad had already devastated them,
-  10
and so Jadhima prudently retreated to HIra. Meanwhile,
11
Hassan caught up with a Lakhmid contingent and routed it.
•
The devastation of the Lakhmid contingent prompted Jadhima
to write the eleven-line poem in which he boasts of his
unparalleled leadership over an unvanquished army, and
rounds up by saying he is the lord of all men, and only
12
Allah is above him; (Ramal)
The iqwa' in the last four verses indicates that the change
in the rhyming scheme was used either arbitrarily or to
signify a switch from one section to another section, and
might not have been considered a technical fault as it was
1
held in the Late Jahiliyya.
In the wake of Jadhima's defeat of the cAmalikites
and subsequent death of their king cAmr b. Zarib, al-Acwar
b. cAmr b. Huna'a b. Malik b. Fahm al-Azdi, a grand-nephew
of Jadhima, hints in a short poem how cAmr b..Zarib was
2
defeated by Jadhima's powerful army: (Basit)
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After the murder of Jadhima by the cAmalikite queen 
Zabba', Jadhlma's adviser Qasir urged cAmr b. cAdi to
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avenge the death of his uncle. cAmr rallied the Lakhmids
to fight queen Zabba*, hut some of the Lakhmids preferred
to fight under the leadership of cAmr b. cAbd al-Jinn.
Qasir patched up the differences between cAmr b. cAdi and
cAmr b. cAbd al-Jinn, and eventually the two groups agreed
-1
to be led by cAmr b. cAdi. In a short poem cAmr b. cAdi
alludes to his estrangement from cAmr b. cAbd al-Jinn and
to the latter*s initial reluctance and then acceptance to
2
join forces with him: (Tawil)
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c cIt appears from an incomplete poem that Amr b. Abd
3
al-Jinn*s response was swift: (Tawil)
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Tabari points out that the poem is incomplete * because it
4
lacks a third line to clarify its message. The importance
of cAmr b. cAbd al-Jinn*s poem is its reference to the
worship of the goddess al-QUzzaand of the god Nasr and
to Christian belief in the region, as well as to the
worship of the genii as the name of the poet °Abd al-Jinn
suggests. Ibn al-Kalbl says that the genii were worshipped
_ w 5
by the Banu Mulaih, a branch of the Khuza°i tribe.
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It is interesting to note that the Jahills believed
that the poets were the hounds of the genii, as cAmr b.
1
Kulthum intimates in his Mucallaqa: (Wafir)
-.i. ■„* + >i -»________________ _r -A -<j j
There was also a popular belief that the plague represented
2
the sting of the spears of the genii.
The finest example of an early long poem which begins
with an atlal and departure scene is by Laqit b. Yacmur 
* •
al-Iyadi who was killed by Kisra Dhu al-Aktaf in the fourth 
century. There is uncertainty as to the period in which
Laqit lived. Ibn Qutaiba says Laqit was killed by Kisra
- * * 3
Anushirwan who lived in the sixth century. In al-°Iqd
al-Farid . Ibn °Abd Rabbih quotes some verses from Laqitfs _______ ^
poem in connection with the Battle of Yawm Dhi Qar which
4
occurred at the beginning of the seventh century; whereas
Abu al-Faraj, Ibn Taifur and cAbd al-Wahid b. cAli do not
- ’ 5 c- .spell out Kisra*s name. On the other hand, Mas udl, Ibn
Badrun, Ibn al-Athir and Ibn Khaldun associate Laqit with
Kisra Dhu al-Aktaf who annihilated Laqit*s tribe, the 
_ _ 6 
Iyadis.
The story goes that the Iyadis who inhabited Jazlra
attacked a convoy of Persian nobles and took them
prisoners. Kisra Dhu al-Aktaf heard of the incident and
- - 7
mobilised his army against the Iyadis. Laqit, an Arab
secretary at Kisra*s court, sent a short poem to his people
1
warning them of Kisra1s intentions: (Wafir)
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2
The Iyadis disregarded his warning, laqit then sent them a
long poem of fifty six verses which begins with an atlal
and departure scene followed by the main topic of the poem
whose purpose was to warn the Iyadis of Kisra*s impending
attack and to advise them to appoint an able leader and 
3
prepare for war: (Basit)
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Somehow news of the poem reached Kisra and he ordered
the killing of Laqit and marched on the Iyadis and
decimated them. The surviving Iyadis sought refuge in 
1
Byzantium,
Laqitfs poem has a number of images which appear for 
the first time in the poetry of Ancient Jahiliyya, but 
this does not necessarily mean that these images were not 
used before Laqit, because some of the images do not have 
an individual touch that springs from a personal 
experience. One example is the image of the sparkling 
teeth of the loved one being compared to camomile flowers:
£ - £
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The second example is the image of the departing camel 
bearing the howdahs seen appearing and disappearing in 
the sunlight:
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The third example is the image of people wearing the 
clothes of peace and tranquillity:
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And the fourth example is the image of the deadly 
"bloodshot eyes of vengeance seen as a blazing forest:
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Classical critics considered Laqit!s poem as one of
1
the greatest action poems of Jahili poetry* The poem was 
popular during the Umayyad period and an excerpt of the
poem was set to music by the Umayyad composer■Akdam b.
c 2 Ma bad.
The Poetry of the Late Jahillyya
The poets of the Late Jahillyya built on the poetry of 
the Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations and Ancient Jahillyya, 
and developed a wealth of poetic conventions which formed
115
the backbone of the Arab poetic tradition.
The proximity of the Late Jahiliyya to the Islamic 
period made it possible for the Islamic scholars to 
retrieve Jahili poetry and keep records of its cultural 
background. As a result, there is an abundance of Late 
Jahili poetry. In order to study the large corpus of 
Late Jahili poetry within a critical framework, we have 
conveniently divided the late Jahiliyya into the 
pre-Imru*al-Qais period, which is the endpoint of this 
study, the Imru* al-Qais period and the post-Imm* al-Qais 
period.
The Pre-Imru* al-Qais Period
The pre-Imru?al-Qais period covers the fifth century 
which witnessed the emergence of a host of poets whose 
lives and work had been documented in far more detail 
than those of any of their predecessors. And this is 
probably why classical critics considered the fifth 
century as the starting point of Jahili poetry.
One of the prominent poets of the fifth century was
al-Barraq b. Rawhan b. Asad (d.c.470), a relative of the*
poets Muhalhil and Kulaib. As a small boy Barraq spent
some time with cameliers and a Christian priest who
1
taught him to read the Gospels.
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Barraq. was in love with his cousin the poet Laila hint
lukaiz and tried to marry her hut was refused, for her
father had promised her to Barraq*s patron, an influential
Yemeni prince, through whom he hoped to improve and
strengthen the position of his people. Barraq, upset hy
the rejection, moved with his family to Bahrain, and as a
1
result Iaila*s father postponed the marriage.
Meanwhile the war flared up between Barraqfs Rabica
trihe and the Yemeni Qudaci and TafI tribes. Because of
• •
the absence of effective leadership among the Rabica tribe
the poets Kulaib and Muhalhil appealed to Barraq, who was
an acknowledged hero and respected leader, to take over
the Rabica leadership. Initially Barraq turned down the
offer, but later changed his mind and agreed to lead his
people, especially after the QudacIs and Ta*Is tried to
2
win him over to their side: (Vafir)
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Barraq led his people to battle, defeated the Qudaci and 
the Ta*I tribes and asserted the independence of his
117
1
people#
The Yemeni prince sent a word to Laila*s father 
reminding him of his promise, and Laila*s father complied
with the prince*s request. While Laila was on her way to 
the Yemeni prince, the son of the Persian king, with the 
help of some Yemenis led by a man called Burd al-Iyadi,
to Barraq and her brothers in which she urged them to 
2
save her.
Barraq responded to Laila's call and blamed her father 
for having been the cause of her misfortune, and promised 
to help her in spite of the long distance that separated 
them and the impregnable castle guarded by a formidable 
enemy: (Tawll)
attacked Laila*s convoy and kidnapped her. The Persian 
prince tried to win Laila*s affection but failed and 
imprisoned her. Laila sent an emotionally charged poem
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Before attacking the Persians Barraq whipped up the
martial spirit of his warriors by stressing that those
who fight in the war of honour and survive will he proud
for the rest of their lives, and those who die will earn 
1
immortal praise: (Basit)
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Barraq stormed the Persian stronghold where Laila was
2
imprisoned, rescued her and then married her.
Barraqfs loss of his brother Gharsan in the Persian
war affected him deeply, and he was also upset by his men
who had gone home with the loot, leaving him behind to bury 
3
his brother; (Tawil)
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Barraq dedicated another moving poem to his dead 
1
brother: CfaMil)
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The repetition of the verb at the beginning of the
first and second verses and its masdar at the 
beginning of the second hemistich, as well as-the staccato 
rhythm of the sixth line:
 ^ CJ^~ ^  3->- i£3^ i£J t*J#-L>-
intensifies the overwhelming feeling of loss experienced 
by the poet.
Barraq is always aware that war is a poisonous drink
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1
to which he has "become addicted: (Tawll)
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Barraqfs animated description of a successful overseas
2
campaign foreshadows cAntarafs "battle scenes: (Tawll)
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Barraq represents an early Jahili chivalrous hero, 
whose heroic life parallels that of cAntara. Like cAntara, 
Barraq celebrated his exploits and was upheld by his people 
as their defender and saviour* Like cAntara, Barraq sang of 
his love for his cousin Laila, and of his successful 
endeavours in rescuing her from bondage* Barraq1s clarity 
of language and flow of spontaneous rhythm? (Wafir)
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influenced cAntarafs poetry: (Kamil)
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Other echoes of the poetry of Barraq: (Ka.jag)
ul pi!I o?-j—
Jy J!jJ1 6l U.!. o )j~ Li U jl
j&=& ^  yjj\ ^L^jV
3
are detected in cAntara*s Mucallaqa: (Kamil)
j* ^'jf t *^[4^ j?I J.Jai lijj; ui
o^ i oLj j ^ iuaii ulfir 1c.ji; „ " U *>- -ij
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It is interesting to note that Barraq*s horse was
c 
1
called Adham like the horse of cAntara, and both horses
were black as the name suggests
Barraq*s forte lies in his effective use of jinas;
jo'J\ g-U
and in his sustained balance of the rhythmic phrase 
structure: jQ| Ls and
?-n'" f -* *> * " •*- - " J • ’ r 4 r T" -,*c'ijfj'j L-Jl
which create an atmosphere of dramatic intensity.
Laila bint Lukaiz b. Murra b. Asad (d.483), the
youngest of Lukaiz*s children, was a beautiful and
cultured lady. Many noble men asked for her hand in
marriage but she refused them all, because she was in
love with her cousin al-Barraq b. Rawhan. When her father
promised to marry her off to the Yemeni prince cAmr b. Dhi
Sahban, Laila reluctantly consented and refrained from 
#
seeing Barraq, and consequently she became known as cAfifa
c - 2
or Laila al- Afifa.
The son of the Persian king heard of Laila*s beauty 
and asked to marry her but was turned down. And so the 
Persian prince engaged Yemeni mercenaries led by Burd 
al-Iyadi to help him kidnap Laila. While Laila was on 
her way to the Yemeni prince, Burd and the mercenaries 
surprised Laila*s convoy, kidnapped her and took her to
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1
the Persian prince.
The Persian prince made advances to Laila and failed,
and then locked her up in his castle hoping to break her
resolve, Laila resisted the prince’s amorous overtures,
and sent a passionate poem to Barraq and her brothers in
which she appealed to them to save her from the humiliation
of being in chains, and at the same time she assured them
2
that her honour was intact: (Ramal)
L^l\j tJjAcU- U ^ be  ^ L.lfr-=> C
'Cf Jo I
„ 1 "i" * . *" "" t fr I' 1 " > "cM'/ f
U*4 pUL->. L(Pa*j isij* ’_*
— J b J^=» bL_»sb lc ^
j ,— $ ( C , s— :e * *)l^=9 a
1— J a! l» jlc^ I) I —jls I_i.lc
u>
-'■ ■» - ^  r f. * ? ■» • > *£*. " • " t'
juJ I ^  ^  l^ali I <J?Ji \)
l>-J\ I ij\j -te l^nlaaj C-^ J-> \j
y** • J  ^  ^S*  ^ 0* y # y-"“ i
^  J^=* I— IjUa^li* ft *
Jj— S^ Vl jJ-J bJ—
 ^^o. J \ b^ -* b I (Jj^ JijCl j) \ IjXaclj
Jbc b-^ i b b  bjc— -^> u
tijjl J s^Ju U p£=*tel ^  jUl bj-^b
Barraq stormed the Persian castle and saved Laila.
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The Persian campaign claimed the life of Barraq's 
brother G-harsan. Laila was broken-hearted by the loss of 
Gharsan and described in an elegy how the fire of grief 
had melted her heart like lead, and only the presence
1
of her noble hero Barraq helped her overcome her sorrow:
(Basit)
3„l—J I -X^>* lj— f.£■ 33  ^3 j^  3U-
1. ^  ^  li^  ■.!. I* Ia—111 j  3*^ 3 1 ^
0-3^  1 3 I^jt—J ‘■—J 11
> , - j " ,  >
ulj*-^ (3 *^  1^ 1, u-il^ ^  *^1 ^3
33 J^-r^ ti'i 3-3
3.3-3  ^J-^V* 3 ' Vj fj£ *—3^s=3 -P J-5 ^
u'3i3 J&l J— ^  C f  j\e>-3J < j\
ukjj a ^ j1' 13 3 > rf::ri^ => ^ Ip ^  aSj
,'•*'" _ •* -  ^ *>•- ' ‘ *9 J* * 9-* J* * 1 "*J
uUl J-a*** *-3 33 p-^W j}—1**1? Jill IjJ-lj
33 1 Jla..3 \ »—n3  3 ^ ( J l j \ ) 1 p^ li^ L >^-
ul^ I 3— 3  iM»U l> 3”  ^ *^ 5 Jl
3.131 j 3 l— i y* (jXj>- 1 J-^ -l t f ' j A  d j *  33 y *
u'-^ i „£*J JL cC-i-l lfi===»Jl ^'3* <j3
The unusualness of Laila’s elegy is that the best part 
of the poem is devoted to Barraq rather than to the 
deceased. This technique was fully exploited by the Abbasid 
poet Mutanabbi (915-965) in his elegy dedicated to the
sister of his patron Saif al-Dawla, in which the poet
begins by talking about the deceased and ends by praising 
1
Saif al-Dawla.
Uhaiha b. al-Julah al-AwsI (d.c.497) was a rich • • •
Medinian leader whose substantial property included two
castles and ninety nine wells. Uhaiha was a contemporary
• •
of the last Himyari Tubba0 who allegedly tried to destroy
the Kacba and liquidate the Aws and Khazraj tribes of
Medina for killing one of his sons whom he had appointed
as governor of Medina. When Tubba0 reached Medina he asked
to see the leaders of Medina including Uhaiha. Uhaiha
• • • •
sensed danger in the invitation and warned his colleagues 
about it, but they discounted his fears.
The Medinian leaders went to see Tubba0 and at the
meeting Uhaiha felt he was doomed. Uhaiha returned to his 
* # • •
tent, had a drink and wrote his own epitaph poem and asked
2
his woman-singer Mulaika to sing it: (Munsarih)
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Uhaiha then told Mulaika of his escape-plan and said that 
• *
when Tubba0 sent his guards to get him she should say
he is asleep, but if the guards insist on waking him she
should say he had gone back to his people. The guards went
to fetch Uhaiha and were told he was asleep. The guards
left but returned later in the night and insisted on taking
him back with them. Mulaika told them he had gone back to
his people. The guards rushed to Tubba0 and informed him
of Uhaiha*s escape. Tubba0 dispatched his soldiers after
Uhaiha, but by the time they caught up with him he had 
• •
already reached his fortified castle.
After a three-day siege, during which Uhaiha fought# •
Tubba0fs soldiers in the daytime and at night treated them
to dates dropped from the castle, the soldiers, baffled by
their enemies1 hospitality, failed to take the castle and
returned to Tubba0. The soldiers1 failure to capture Uhaiha
» •
enraged Tubba0 who ordered the killing of the other three
Medinian leaders. Uhaiha was so upset by the murder of his
friends that he mourned their loss which could have been
1
avoided had they listened to his advice: (Wafir)
^  is\ SjUiJI J-aI jc ^1 * 1 ^  Jill
^  fL/Y iy <wlu- J[ Lwu
J uif 1(^*1 Y> o JcS* v iJA -
Uhaiha was married to a noble lady called Salma but • #
1
was at war with her people* As Uhaiha was preparing to
attack Salma*s people, Salma devised a plan to enable her
to escape from the castle so as to warn her people* She
tied a string round the stomach of her child and the child
cried from pain, so Uhaiha stayed awake to look after the
child. In the small hours of the morning Salma untied the
string and the child stopped crying and fell asleep. She
then complained that the child*s crying had given her a
headache, so Uhaiha comforted her by spending the rest of • •
the night pressing a cloth round her head. Towards the end
of the night Salma got up and said she had recovered and
it was time for him to sleep. While Uhaiha was asleep,• *
Salma scaled down the wall of the castle on a rope, rushed 
to her people and told them to get ready for battle.
Uhaiha marched on his wife*s people and to his 
• •
surprise he found they were expecting him. After a minor
skirmish Uhaiha withdrew to his castle, and recorded the 
+ •
incident in a poem which opens with a reflective note that
recalls the poems of the Ancient Jahili poets.Mudad b.
• *
cAmr al-Jurhumi, the Jurhumi giant woman poet and Khuzaima 
2
b. Nahd: (Wafir)
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The poet then refers humourously to his wife's betrayal 
and the tricks she played on him:
jL—jpI' j*
fel ^
1l_3J ur*. «J l
1 A* L-.
4 (jJ.
JbJJ !L—
J j—il i L ..j.ilSv* » j_Lp C-jL1 t 1 ;^.r?pl >—  i 1— * lit
> > . * * dpi
J - P  'vU U__jLj 1— j^Lop jU
And the poem ends with Uhaiha counting his blessings for
« #
being secure in his castle which he built for all 
eventualities:
J
•»  ^ s
£ JLI ol 'J
Ul-O ji_r
*s Vii t
r? •*
-Jlij
t (Jfl— I — >■ aJ
J-*i U Jj— pi oljjil j*
> ,  »  > -fJ j -11 t I--A---LMJJ
 ^ £ * S ,  ,J f _,
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Uhaiha divorced Salma and she married Hisham b. cAbd 
• •
Manaf and bore him his son cAbd al-Muttalib, the grand-
1
father of the Prophet Muhammad. Uhaihafs grand-son Muhammad
• • • •
b. cUqba was one of the first people to be called Muhammad
before the Prophet Muhammad, and his great-grand-son
#
al-Mundhir b. Muhammad was a Sahabi who participated in• . • 2
the Battle of Badr and was killed in Bi'r Macuna.
Uhaiha was a successful merchant, and in spite of his 
* •
wealth, he was notorious for his love of money and for
being stingy; for he considered money as security in times 
3
of change: (Wafir)
f
41 wP I JL
.4 _ _ t J } ^ / ■' j ,  , J -* , t'
>_£ ^   ^w ,^ ‘T v*1  ^ ' ■ * - ' ^ j ' Jjiji .1P  I
In another poem Uhaiha stresses the importance of
• •
saving money for he sees money as the only friend that
4
will not let one down: (Basit)
 r-
e- "*• " I* ^ — VI ^ t • I
■. -* » J  * U j * J  '• J'
3 - * „ *’
JG>> V J p-P
£->- j* U jAlC
JIjJIj Jlilj ^
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J j  »  ^ f i x  • . - - 1 I > •4-a-*— tlli (jjJLPyJi Vj I j
jjp t* _*j *-» jW..' Vj
Jill _,i fl_ji/l J* ‘01
1 .i^iij->- jj jLjlj t>0 U 
JCiL lS_a_~-J w.—«-p l$JL5*j
C-j^ U lij *Ldl JS"
(J' — ■* I   lL-jjIi lij ^ jl Xj Vj
<—JUil (jt. ^  J jju 0} L_-*
jL->- Jp ^ .  ^  V
On the other hand, cAbdari says that Uhaiha1 s
• •
proverb JjI jjjJI J' jjjJ! shows that Uhaiha was
1 * * 
thrifty rather than stingy.
Uhaiha*s poetry was of semantic, linguistic and • *
metrical interest to classical scholars. In Majaz al-Qur*an 
Abu cUbaida quotes Uhaiha*s verse:
to illustrate the Jahili background of the Qur*anic
• 2
words y t y . and
In Kitab al-Nabat. AsmacI quotes a verse from one of~ •
Uhaiha*s lost poems, which describes a thick palm grove, 
* • ^
' 6 it 5in order to explain the meaning of the £ *  tree:
(Saric)
cJh -^U j *jL»-
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In Laisa fi Kalam al-cArab, Ibn Khalawaih quotes a verse 
from one of Uhaiha*s lost poems: (Khafif)
JLap j* ^ - X-T^ Jfr-
/
so as to give a rare example of how the singular of the
* * s
a form becomes plural when the opening fatha of
\ ^  ^  —
the singular is changed into a damma. In al-Wafi fj
al-c Arud. al-Khatib al-TibrisI uses the last verse of 
* • 2 
the Mulaika poem as an example of a mutlaq rhyme*
There are three metaphors associated with Uhaiha. The
* 3
first metaphor is that of the stars presented as spies:
CfijT f Ll& ^ , 0  L^ ^ j V < UJ J
This metaphor crops up in a poem by the Andalusian woman
poet Hafsa bint al-Hajj (d.1190), who was under the
4
constant surveillance of the king: (Tawll)
4 “Vi tijH UlJjl Vj
'JT j > U  -uUt CJI g:U! SjhJ! ^  ^ Ai 
-L^s j ll_J w' ^ J^jl i^'Vl Ha b>*
5
The second metaphor is that of time devouring people:
• w a-P Jt Jw ‘ *
The third metaphor introduces the Pleiades as a bunch
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1
of ripe, white grapes: (Tawll)
by y^LuT oV l<r ijyi ^-Ji j r-^  aij
Uhaiha*s poetry was popular during the Umayyad period 
* # 2 
and some of his poems were set to music by Ibn Suraih. The
theme of the Mulaika poem, which echoes Sama b. Lufayy's
poem in which the poet mourns his own imminent death,
became a recurrent feature of Jahili, Islamic and Umayyad
poetry.
Wa*il b. Rabica (c.440-4-94-), known as Kulaib, was one
of the great heroes of the fifth century. In c.492 he
succeeded his father as leader of the Rabica tribes which
included the BakrI and Taghlibi tribes, descendants of
Bakr b. Wa'il whose descent is traced back to the patriarch
Rabi a b. Nizar b. Macadd b. cAdnan. Kulaib*s sister Zahra*
was married to Labid b. cAnbasa al-Ghassanl who was
appointed governor of the Rabica and Mudari tribes by the
4 - #
Kinda king Sulaima b. al-Harith. Labid*s harsh treatment
of the Rabica and Mudari tribes upset Zahra1 and she
appealed to him to be more considerate to her people.
Labid lost his temper and slapped Zahra1 violently in the
face and almost blinded her. Zahra* was shaken and went to
Kulaib and told him that the humiliation she had suffered
5 _
was due to the submissive behaviour of her people: (Kamil)
j* j—-s- &__________ _ u
Oh-li U JUl-i \— Jj jJ ^
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The poem of Zahra* and the state she was in so enraged
Kulaih that he rushed to his brother-in-law and killed him,
1
and boasted of his deed: (Khafif)
The Kinda king informed the king of Himyar of the
murder of his governor and subsequently war broke out
2
between the Himyari and the Macaddi tribes. After a series
of battles culminating in the Battle of Khazaza, the
and Kulaib was proclaimed king of all the Macaddi tribes.
Kulaib celebrated his leadership of the Macaddl tribes
and reminded the Himyari tribes of their defeat by his
4
tribes at the Battle of Yawm al-Sullan in c.481: (Wafir)
Macaddi tribes, led by Kulaib, defeated the Himyari tribes
3
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JtLj (j* 1
-i" *7> i"'T *T T-1" - > — *?' > , "I > > >'l"i*’
tjSJj— l^*i—I _y-vl <*"J— flt
jfill ji =» p*£}* jl£j il^ LAi
w ^  ^ J-*  ^ * y . *-■- j y t£is'
{_% Sid 1 AC-jljS d)3l— <^J0 l^SlA aljc- U^lJl
c3, ii-if X» Cl ill d!2jil dXU p.^ =t»
Kulaib extended his authority to any land the clouds
happened to pass over, M s  tyrannical rule vexed the other
tribes and no one dared to challenge him until one day a
camel belonging to Basus, the aunt of his wife Jalila bint
Murra and of her brother Jassas, ventured into Kulaib*s
territory and he killed it. Basus called for help and
1
Jassas killed Kulaib. The death of Kulaib sparked off the
Basus War between Kulaib*s TaghlibI tribe and Jassas*s
2
Bakri tribe which lasted forty years.
The few surviving poems of Kulaib reflect the mind of 
a man obsessed with absolute power? (Tawil)
— al\ 1^9 Aj (j l*j£ 4} ^ AA Ll
X .L1 1 Jl 4_*3 tjl Jj5 A_*l£
In a poem Kulaib addresses the Banu Asad reprimanding 
them for their reluctance to support the cause of his
4 / -tribe, the Banu Taghlib: (Wafir)
I—d J 1— pA aa^ aa I— i  I J) ^  151
uLaUI uj-^J J*i <y. ^  I
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The repetition of J—1 J j  in the second, third,
fifth, sixth, seventh, seventeenth, eighteenth and 
nineteenth verses, and of Cr Cl in the
tenth; eleventh, twelth and thirteenth verses dramatises 
Kulaih?s displeasure.
Jalila bint Murra (d.535) was the sister of Jassas and 
the wife of Kulaib b. RabiCa. The death of her husband at
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the hand, of her brother Jassas grieved her and made her 
vulnerable to the taunts of her husband1s family which
1
were so unbearable that she had to go back to her family.
While she was staying with her family, Jalila heard she
had been abused by her sister-in-law. Jalila answered her
sister-in-law in a poem in which she scolds her for her
unjustified abuse, and then goes on to describe how she
had been traumatised by the tragedy, since those involved
2
were her husband and her brother: (Ramal)
(J— l)[
]^-Ulj Ul 4i_ ^A_I Ohy vlJ!
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t  ^ » -* wt -> } (J
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The poem was probably written at the beginning of the 
Basus War at the turn of the fifth century. The poem*s 
strength lies in its controlled emotion, sustained elegiac 
tone, clarity of diction and touching imagery. This poem 
and the Barraq poem of Laila bint Lukaiz stand out as two 
of the finest specimens of women poetry of the Late 
Jahillyya.
Jassas b.^Murra (d.535) was known as the protector of 
his neighbours: (Ramal)
Ja I \jJJS (j
Cxt ^  iSj 'j
J-lC; a i
On the day Kulaib killed Sarab, Basus1s camel, Jassas
offered his aunt ten camels as compensation for Sarab, but
she refused and insisted that Kulaib should be punished.
In order to further her demands for revenge, Basus
complained in a loud voice to Jassas*s brother Sacd, making
2
sure that Jassas who was nearby could hear her: (Tawll)
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Jassas could not bear the taunts of his aunt and 
replied he would kill Kulaib*s favourite camel Fahl, 
meaning Kulaib himself, Jassas killed Kulaib and justified 
his action to his own father by saying that what he did 
was the only way to end the tyrannical rule of Kulaib who 
went around with his puppy (hence Kulaib*s name) and laid
claim to any land on which his puppy yelped : (Wafir)
1
>0! o>r
£ $  t 4  IJ L;: o f  iz. i  j ;
oAi~ 1 . M l i j t   ^ ~
^ ^  ^  ollf
'd- -d?' 4-^ ,1^ .0^ ; ■=* iSy-tS
A _ 4 b ^ J l) f  l , l i c l l l i j  e ' i 'j  I f  £ i '
jXjis ^  'j
The father of Jassas was shocked by the news, but
2
assured his son he was solidly behind him: (Wafir)
,^LaJl r 1 J-l Zip oSL-J] Jl ^
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,^Li-ailj w6b Ij-j?
j&\ ,03! ^  Lt J_lS ^  ^  U
,^u ji J _ i i  & . } ? £  j l i
I  ^ - ! * t t
-Cr* *-^ “ jl— (j**!-? ’Jill sU-
Jassas was encouraged by his father's answer and said
that death was the only remedy for tyranny, for there is no
1
escape from Allah1s justice: (Kamil)
*L*>t „flybU ?U
iL.j ju> v-ilj j- U*ii» ^  Jjlj j)
The killing of Kulaib was inevitable since Jassas had
previously warned Kulaib that if he killed Sarab he would 
2
be killed: (Rajaz)
-L^'cr4 U?' luj Jl ^  ^ * * / ^
s/^ » 61 <j5_6y^~=di J,lcj
jy*aA\ j ^ wJ j^iil A Jj Jyjy
*\* r^Uoj
After the breakout of the Basus War between the two 
main branches of the Wa'il tribe, Jassas accused Muhalhil 
and his people that it was their abuse of power that
3 , Ovstarted the war: (Sari )
? f m} Vi '1 • y y'lc > * •' . •" *
H O
Jalila bint Murra was pregnant when she returned to 
her people. She gave birth to a son and called him Hajras. 
Jassas brought up Hajras and married him to his own 
daughter. At the end of the Basus War, Hajras had an 
argument with a Bakri man and was surprised to discover 
his Taghlibi connection. Hajjras was shocked by the 
revelation and asked his mother and his uncle Jassas about 
the veracity of what he had been told. His mother and his 
uncle explained to him what happened to his father Kulaib 
and the circumstances that led to the Basus War. When 
Jassas, Hajras and the leaders of the Bakri and Taghlibi 
tribes met to sign the treaty of reconciliation, H&jras
Jassas*s poetry is notable for its reference to Allah
and gives an idea of the Jahilis* conception of Allah. 
The expression "Lord of the great poets" indicates that
poet’s inspiration. This belief is re-enforced by the 
third hemistich which presents Allah as the "Lord Who 
knows the secrets hidden in the heart". Echoes of this 
belief survive in the proverb "the meaning of the poem
1
killed Jassas who became the last victim of the Basus War
it ti
the Jahilis believed that Allah was the source of the
2
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is in the heart'of the poet”•
cAdi b. Rabica, better known as Muhalhil (d.525) for
1
writing polished and flexible poetry, and whose kunya was 
Abu Rabica, was instrumental in sparking off and fuelling 
the Basus War. As a young man his amourous escapades
prompted his brother Kulaib to nickname him s J
On the night Kulaib was killed, Muhalhil met his close
friend Hammam b, Murra for a drink. While they were drinking
a maid entered the room and whispered in Hammam's ear that
his brother Jassas had killed Kulaib. Muhalhil noticed a
change of expression on Hammam*s face and asked what was
the matter. Hammam told him the bad news. Muhalhil burst
out laughing and scornfully said that Jassas would not dare
to do such a thing. Muhalhil then offered Hammam a drink
and said: yyil • Hammam drank to please
Muhalhil, but as soon as Muhalhil was drunk he sneaked out
4
and returned to his people. Muhalhil woke in the morning
5
and was told of Kulaib*s death and he cried out: (Kamil)
° ^ =>-   \S
gr* 4cJ^XA oCi! \^Ul*c tCHHiT sTl
I* l/ •* • t  ^  ^y  ^t ^
O* ^ f  O'* 0 “*^ 
^ i S j j  o OLA—1*
u '-A^j \ o* iS**0*
I t l^c 1 “ ■ 4J1 ~l>- iJUl*! V 4___.,uaC
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.£ I - i t > *-» " + S * } > - 2 -
'»■* ^  (Jp® u_^i>- OUfc
oL-JLJlj f-V“* f^ O- L> ^ 5f5'
u l i^ = )'V I C  j j L  C jJ -i <__! Jb" 1J ^  j S Z  5^===**u
u ' j i f ' j —^  0> -^ T >  lJLi?l ll f l S S f t  ln5^T>
<$*) ^ — 5 5i.^J. MtA* f^ -f- u±-^J
Sjly  ^J$f J* jjf jjiCJ 4j
.T*mV ’> \" ,--<«^- > >£., „ , „>
U W ^ l  J f - 'j-^ i ‘- f - - f i  L_*iT  1 j^ J J l Ia j j U
Muhalhil "buried his "brother and mourned him, then
shaved his head and swore he would give up his pleasure-
loving life of women, gambling and drinking until he had
-  1
wiped out the Bakris: (Wafir)
jij.^ 1 fi !^ -U> jli=oVl
?,^'K „ < . **J i l-'T" +''■}> r- - "jL+4 ^  'LJi\ LL J_;iil jU>
jlj^ l 1$£J_}1 i-jjGj jJ-p- 1-Z-J^
—J\ L“ j\ (_J j^Al*
^ \*j£ |i
Jill L_^ -^  (J^ -^ u ^ 5 ^ £j* ^
jIao) 1 «a]l) 1 s—/uS^j g^M-^pia L^iAj,
jlj> U ot._~ll? i^> C L^r l^
\^~>j\a) *zS*£- C
 ^I -' ", f * 'V - .*'*?'• I*" " " • £>''' I" J • - - ,.-' .-jLJ1 <j— 1^9- '_r-^  lii-^ ifTdAll
jiii rl E^iif LLc \&j\ Uju, G^ie
j£?i J^\ Oic Cl £?J <J ^  ^
jllii wll? U3 tT* cij'lsj oQ-1 3^ 
jlyji jilL“ L J l " ^  <J^
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jlLj l Ojb jA3
'J ' ,£• 4  ^ s #  > ' 4 i i:
jlj4)\ b*t»- ^  j, ^  aJIcjj— s
al^i tlil^wJ^lVjUji
jl21i( tiii f/jiff
jtj) 1 Oj*- H js^*Xjo ^ip ai^ Vi jl^jiii. 
jLzLj V <—pf- (j—Jj yijoC* III l<_£4^3
jL^f jlil ^  ^  I jl^
jl I Ijj I Q 3\— S /^==Ij ©l^ JL-J ij I Vl J
Muhalhil rallied his Taghlibi tribe and declared war
on the Bakris after the Bakris refused to deliver Jassas
1
to him so that he could punish him for killing Kulaib: 
(Kamil)
^ b > u  mj» \;r i w  f o r  \js
 ^  ^ --«  ^" • 5 y<*-* M/* »• I^„'*  ^ ^
<JC J2^  *•**? <i^
• - - > t > - > - *. £f ' i Jl * - > s -
f Ua-J ^  J l^lajt 3 A— a^j IJ
^ 4° 4/?“ 4 {J^ !
Muhalhil*s excessive zeal in pursuing the war against
the Bakris shocked his people, particularly after he killed
al-Harith b. cUbad*s son Bujair, whose people were not
involved in the war, Muhalhil justified his killing of
Bujair by saying that although Bujair*s people stayed out
_ 2
of the war, they were still Bakris: (Wafir)
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\ —t* ^ ^  \j*a4 j (J I
JjXatt ^ l  J^Jl^ . 5  iCc JJ Ojmj A> jJcJs 
_j_^lijf ^  pL*iaj( <1 1— j} J \^j>j
K 1s f f • f ,- - - J" *';* } - j
J.S* ^  V  fjT Jyf- >J.\ U J__5
And nothing would satisfy his thirst for revenge until he
could answer Kulaib*s daughter Umaima, who had innocently
asked him after her father, that he had killed all the
1
Bakri murderers of her father: (Wafir)
jj’pj Jfy Crt £*>/' & W  d'b %
jtL j Vi Jc li ill tl Kfj
? <*<>  ^  ^ * ^^ ^ ^  /*j 2*
J,JJlwxIlj v_> Ij^Il 1>- uj L > ~  ^v-JX)
Z j j *•« ■* * j «  ^  ^ ^
Uj
Muhalhil emphasises his deep sense of loss by repeating a 
hemistich and the opening word of the second hemistich eleven times
in the existing version, and possibly more, according to
_2
Ibn NUbata al-Masri:
jru ll ^  j l i i !  I.M
jjj-! cf' ^
jC ^  £ lit ^ ' tic
JJJwIaJl OL->-J w— ^  j- tjf*
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J  o! C X l* i t  I ill Jc J jJ j ( j I ^Jc
> . - • £- -" i - • * • ,  j ' „ _
jLjf* J  ^ J L _ ^  ' 1^. i»«l? J iAfir ^p«x) (J I ^
JTJ-Jlll jlii'l ^  ^ a *)! J c  d> I J^c
^)! ji |j>l^
J jd i- I oLJtf- ^  l i l  ( j i ^ ^  <_r^ U I ^
> m *4 *• ** — ^  »*• » # # ^  ^  ^
j^daJl ^  *-iS d) I ^Ic
Muhalhil ends his poem with a chilling description of
thunderous battles that could be heard as far away as
1
Hajr, and of horses scampering in streams of blood:
jrt-J LS^  J o jCc ■ -*^d I li > I J Lj ^  a! Jc.
^j>:...c ^ jJ l v-jt
 ^ *■* •"'? ■* * ?** • -• > t i'"* ^ i•* >*■«*
jJ 1 4«*1j ^7 ^
1^ !■. I* > *-» " * * ' A • - ) •) ^  “l^i't*'?''
jj> Jjl £_/j JrH dr4
j*Jjl ^  pjtili V J «i 1_ :*Jb ' l_jjLi lUjS
j£—») \j 1^-^*1 d>^ <A^=»\£, Jr\Lj! (jli)
The death of Kulaib and the subsequent Basus War
turned Muhalhil*s carefree world into a vision of
desolation, and embued Muhalhil*s poems with an obsessive
and desperate note generated by the tikrar technique which
relies on the repetition of the same words, phrases and
2
shatrs, especially at the beginning of the lines, like: 
(K h a flf)
7u £j£s*L\ jcij^ ji Q T ijij LJ>x
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(jLl^  SljjJ I $ I I. g l^<>J $ I w—
ib} &  i\S\ 3Gf "3'\ G T  i&'3\^\
^ | y j  jj jl ( !£-==> \$>J j \
^ j ^ S \ ^ \ J d / i \  g r ^ i £ > i  ~J>%
And: (Khaflf)
]^ .[a£ss=> 4> I C lc l j  L l< ~ = >  (J  Ib f^c Ji lb- C" >• • “ »" LP ..
C-C^ J ^ Li^= J,^ Uf C
«■ .^ S j > )),'•< - • ^ • -• ' •'  ^ 1 i*" i" ® •* i - i-"
U-L-aJ I ( j 1 ^p -8- 1 U   ^ U £  ■= t i  w^w u
l i - b  ^ 1 j j f r  < j j» J  lialug j I j J l  i i j
j l l  (,>^1 C C> ^ 1 1 1  ,_ , j * 0
;»4^  Jh. O* </J c-'
Muhalhil’s effective use of the tikrar to magnify his
distressed emotional state is illustrated in his
2
threatening outburst: (Madid)
jij—iii i^ji . *  /1 _^j^. tj ij/Ui j— t^Ji)- “ . ‘ " ""  ^m '
> S o £ .- 4 „*t •
jl_/—J1 <jl ^ Cr''*^ hi—i - t
Muhalhil’s outcry in the first shatr, in which he makes the
*
impossible demand on the Bakris to bring his brother Kulaib 
back to life, is emphasised in the second shatr by the 
repetition of v J\ which spells out the Bakris T 
inevitable doom. The repetition of the phrase _£Jl atm *
the start of the first three shatrs and the word  ^• J\ in
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the second shatr together with the recurrence of the letter 
"k" in Bakri and Kulaib, of the letter "r1 in JJjl t
m * "
, jiyJI »
and of the letter "n" in , J  , Uihli , d \ ,
intensifies the fury of a man trapped in the web of 
vengeance. In other words, Muhalhil employs the tikrar 
technique to stress that, just as it is impossible for the
Bakris to resuscitate Kulaib, it is also impossible for
1 , •*them to escape from his wrath. The word I must have
been in common use in both its secular and religious sense,
- 2
as it is attested by Muhalhil1s poem and the Qurfan.
Tibrizi and Jawhari quote:
jlj—ill ^j-l  ^-y \ UfT IJjH\ j£L
3
as an example of the madid metre.
Classical critics dubbed Muhalhil*s elegiac
masterpiece "Dahiya" and included it in an anthology of
- - 4
seven Jahili poems known as "Muntaqayat”• The elegy is
divided into several sections. In the first section 
Muhalhil blames the Bakris for committing a crime that 
led to unforseen consequences, and compares the Bakris* 
crime to the action of a man throwing corpses down a 
bottomless pit: (Sarlc)
JL^a5 wJ JL9 I Jl*J AJ J>0 jLi
jI JIaJy*lL»- iiAj j$\j (j cS>-
In -the second section Muhalhil praises the leadership 
qualities of Kulaib for which he was chosen by his people, 
the Banu Hhjar, to lead them at the Battle of Xawm Khazaza 
in which they defeated the Banu Hamdan:
* ' j, f Kjt i" "T • * *' j f •'
ur &  ujr K u  ^  r
tljUl (Jj, b 4— *Ja> A A
sjJ Sjij (jr&\ <J I
iJjA.i-1 Jb-i JL£ “X*A ll a! jij*. Ujjl ,^'bJZ j
1  ^ ^   ^ <-3
3f ^  i£j* \ bi <—~r J
•„ .z * *r i' M *i ■’
(*frc J—
^  jL \ ^L-A o_^ A 1 IlJ_ 1 Jjj
Jjijj) \ ^ Li-V" C j^ j yj ^S/i jjli
• #i' •^ i" v.7 *" • >7 **" * - - y
iji-Z * {J t  l5  a) _»*—j LlLja^
<3-5 J t-i J—J £•- U*->^  p^* aC
 ^ 7^* A —4-^— fff-i <jfr A* I®
r • • r?’ - V ' M *r . > .7 ' • ( - ' -
tiy5 *si utr-9 i ^
In the third section Muhalhil warns the Bakris that if
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they do not bring back Kulaib to life, they will be 
consumed by the fires of war for killing their lord and 
king:
• j '•; ~  ^ j, >^   ^ ( >
jl O'j^ <J— J>
■- L> * ' I " •* " - • s.-Jjac. ^  Ai4^  *- Crt
3j^ ^  j*- t U
it\c U Sjt V
ij* cij ^ j— ££ Uilll ^  jaJ
Ji jp ^  —^0^ J—
j j l ?  *,S ^  d t t u  V 5  ^  ' V  ^ L
J2*l43?*j Lff. f* (*“
a! Cx.^ ^  jp lJ aIIJ f  ti-L |i
In the fourth section Muhalhil accuses the Bakris of 
cutting the rope of friendship that held the Banu Wafil 
together:
JjL-i-i yX; CL dj jfc ji <j*
V\ J* V Sllll
• £ > -• — • T* -»•  ^  ^  ^ m i*
y  Jl.ua) 1 JU*J ^3L0J.A mS ) - *  d>  ^  2 ^ '
^  IlLUj lu-j IjUcli (jLi \jc
I
3rf 'r5^  Xj> ot
• - ■* } f • «-■ .*■*• • «» #  ^  ^  ^^
k _ l ) L l S  O^ *—'
o S \  Ofr Jrt1 -> ^  (C^ 1 tlr^
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Muhalhil's poetry abounds in dramatic hyperboles
employed to heighten an emotionally-charged scene or an
explosive psychological mood. For example, the hyperbole
of Gemini is compared to newly-born she-camels standing
1
beside a spring-born camel which is unable to move: (Wafir)
-ulaL* 2y.
Another hyperbole is that of the tied up kid seen like a 
2
prisoner: (Wafir)
J 1 A/ ) 1 .i *•* ■ *) J ft 1»» * ^- v>- t
The third example is that of the Pleiades seen as young
3
camels moving slowly on a rainy day. The fourth Sxample is
that of Kulaib leading an army as numerous as the leaves of
4
the perennial cura tree: (Kamil)
f'yVl jzj j? 4 Q  ^  jC-j &
The poetry of Muhalhil is relevant to the understanding 
of the Qur'an. In interpreting the Qur'anic phrase \5j ,
Abu CUbaida quotes Muhalhil's verse: (Khaflf)
(JSw  li  ail 1—1.5 0^
to illustrate the Jahili usage of the word *jf|
Another verse of Muhalhil was used by Anbari to point 
out the Jahili background of the Qur'anic phrase
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1
; (Kamil)
LlL# in >j ■•Ciji-l JULI aJ ii"i r i^nrini^
Abu cUbaida and. Anbari quote another verse of Muhalhil to
hack up their interpretation of the Qur*anic phrase
2
Ij-il>VfotT : (Khaflf)
/} m ' , n 1 'j 4.1^.
The poetry of Muhalhil is significant for several
reasons. Firstly, it throws light on the mourning and
burial customs which entailed the wrapping of the dead in
shrouds, and the aggrieved women uncovering and pulling
their hair and weeping and beating their faces, while the
men eulogised and enumerated the noble qualities of the
deceased. Secondly, it alludes to the mythological
tradition of the Jahilis who believed that heaven and earth
3 _
were separated by still waters: (Wafir)
Jt - ---------
and believed in Canopus, who was a tax-collector turned 
into a star by Allah for his misdemeanours and who ran away 
by crossing the Milky Way towards Yemen, and was followed 
by Sirius, who was in love with him, leaving behind her 
sister Procyon in tears because she was also in love with 
Canopus but was unable to cross the Milky Way: (Wafir)
* . J \ £ ■r/' } \ •* #*■* } ■'T ,-■■■*» • u j y*m**
' jJr. S~*~
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Thirdly, it tells us that the earth, which was floating in
the wind, was pegged down by the mountains Allah created 
1
from the waves: (Basit)
P - p w O p p i  oti J L sCj I p
Fourthly, it alludes to the Jahilis1 belief in their kings 
as representatives of their gods, who acted as 
intermediaries between Allah and mankind, and considered 
the blood of their kings as. sacred as that of their gods, 
as embodied in the expression ijpp * (SariQ)
*- i *  * > i -  *> -  . . s
c f t  J * *  £ A  \ j j  J
And for this reason Muhalhil swore by the jj-f P j
• *
and the sacred *-»LaJ I that he would fight the Bakris
3 -c
who killed their legitimate king (Sari )
^ ilU ji" J. f
4 .
until none of them was left: (Kamil)
'— jdi— j *—L-sj a_L-i Jl-j I
Ip JC Ji liL* 3-?*^ 3
P  *Lael Lie 1 A^l» j4aJl *£J *
, - *£' i-.'. >>*' > " '2 \f •??..I JLu p *  ^______ _-5 ^
j L i p  p  Ip I P  I tip3
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The connection between the gods and the kings is confirmed
by Muhalhilfs verse which describes the goddess Shams
wearing her black cloak and unwilling to rise in the morning
1
as a mark of her disapproval of the murder of king Kulaib: 
(Kamil)
Li jQf ClOII? I UfT Cl
Pifthly, it refers to the custom of slaughtering animals on
2
the return of the traveller to his home: ( Kami ] )
The Prophet* s saying: oil u; shows
5
the currency of this custom at the time of the Prophet. The
custom of naoica is still practised in the Arabian Peninsula,
_  4*
Sixthly, it demonstrates Muhalhil1s extensive use of tibaq:
lST^  Op L J L T ^ ,
. - 5 ... .. "
-*3-IiaS * cj^ 3 w-iL JlL-5 Ai ~{y~= jSL 9
internal rhyme, repetition, hyperbole and enjambement. This
technique was later developed by the Abbasid poets and was 
_ 6
known as badiCo In this respect, Muhalhil can.be regarded 
as the precursor of the badlc poets.
In the 520s Muhalhilfs forces were devastated by
-  7
al-Harith b. cUbad, and Muhalhil was taken prisoner. He was
later released and withdrew to Yemen where he died a broken
8 9
man. Muhalhil was the maternal uncle of Imru al-Qais and
the maternal grand-father of cAmr b. Kulthum who alludes to
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him and to his great-uncle Kulaib in his Mucallaqa.
al-Harith b. cUbad (d.c.550) was b o m  in the fifth
century. In his teens Harith killed two young men, one of
whom was the son of the SadusI leader, and consequently
war errupted between the SadusI and the Rablca tribes.
The Rabica tribe won the war which claimed the lives of
Harithfs father and brothers. The Sadusls later allied 
•
themselves with the QudaCi and Ta'i tribes, and fought* •
Hhrith’s Rabi a tribe at the Battle of Yawm Khazaza and 
2
lost.
Harith, a relative of the poet Jassas b. Murra
al-Bakri, disapproved of the motive behind the killing of
Kulaib, and distanced himself from the Basus War. Muhalhil*s
decimation of Hhrith’s Bakri tribe forced the Bakris to
urge Harith to help them. Harith sent his son Bujair to 
• •
Muhalhil to remind him of his neutrality in the war and to
appeal to him to stop the killing of the Bakris who were
after all his own people, but Muhalhil killediBujair.
Harith1s reaction was that if the murder of his son would 
•
stop the war, then he would take no action. Muhalhil,
adding insult to injury, boasted he killed Bujair with the
strap of one of Kulaib*s shoes. Muhalhil*s remark incensed
Harith who called for his horse Facama and cut its mane and 
•
tail, and ordered his men to shave their heads and declared 
war in one of the most dramatic poems of the Late
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1
Jahiliyya. The poem opens with a reflection on the
impermanence of life and the eternity of Allah: (Khafif)
jofti j; £  p
pic? cT*^ 5^" <Sji
Harith then moves on to describe the impact the death of 
his son had on him:
jipvc j a i i  3^  £ - £
<jl C* IjJ ^ (jjS>jV J—1a]j
J lieo.jk & '■**, j* <ir*
J6?t jjG &  u^/' JCij
J G 3 ?  « £ j  £ )  \T ^ 1  £ .  ^
JO' yjjj W’ ^  J»- ^
tjil fjt—1 ijrj^ t»l£=V A«j
j ^ \  j 4 >  V  -
* i •* * • ^ * r : * j *. • * ty •*
J f 1 i— (J„jj *3ll jje L_^ G>- 1
ji lilf 1T1» tjii’ I S  js
”" ** f  ^ f "
cj ^  jr}*1 LL-J^  ^ ,£->1^
(Jlp i^..m..I\j I oi  ^ i ..7?
J& tj, jii-t ljii-jLS J^o I)
jj;ti 4  ^  a f j s  c
Then Harith ends the poem by dramatically repeating a hemistich 
*
fourteen times and by extolling the courage of his unbeaten 
army:
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Ji 47  17
iJJ—4 ^  <A-4u4' isi --J-l 4j- 7
j £ > \  »cSi ‘4 7. , i O  47 7
d.9\JjZi j :  Itf Si x O  4 7  7
- ■* m • m~ "
jc3; ;4)b </4 i &  K J  Sj
s S )  c^ i 4**- ^j
JiLvi JiL'v! 7 . iJC3( 47 17
JCj-t i t  7  1>7 ^  * 0  47 17
<J L«i 1 ij“i} {S^  ^ j* li j
7., < 0  47 17
j&sii ei=a: 74 7. o 3 f  47 7
<Jl—  ^j7 U^ll7 Ja, j. C J
<JlllIl 3 _^-A)V 4^ 1131 Jai\j ^
J£3 ^  lu  ^  ^  >'di L7  i'>'
JL>J1 jitsTi fj\ V Ly. Ujj lilT^ j
J LiM Jo- UsV j C jo Jr**^  Ljb litj»
3lj^ l J^t! JliwVl ^  jlj^  cjIaA7: lilJj
^11^5 ejj
3>"ts> j 1^"J-4 1^ U-lj \J*}j 1^ I SjlS^ 1>C
Jltail JjA-- L^ j^ l j#^ 4 *lij <-£^ Jvw<u tj^  jl^
* •* -* -r " ^   ^ ’-■'
1 w*3^-. 11" J] l^cj^l^ J^* tljj l^j dlL ^5
According to Ihn Badrun, Harith1s poem runs over one
hundred lines with the shatr ?__4_Xlll LT^ tj»
1 * - "^ ’
repeated fifty times.
Muhalhil responded to Harith^ declaration of war with
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a poem in which he repeated his call for his horse
1 -
Mushahhar fourteen times v ;  g
Harith fought and defeated the Taghlibis and took
Muhalhil prisoner without knowing his identity* Harith
requested from his prisoner if he could pin-point Muhalhil.
The prisoner agreed to do so in exchange for his freedom.
Hhrith consented. Muhalhil revealed his true identity and
2
Harith cut off Muhalhilfs locks and let him go: (Khafif)
oLU! s-\ Jc j
. t "  *1 • m ff I . y £ >
•-! - C L , !  ^  ;  . M .  1 1  •
3
Harith*s magnanimity became proverbial:
Harith pursued a relentless war against the laghlibis, 
for at the beginning of his involvement in the war, he 
swore that he would make no peace with his enemies until 
the earth had talked to him. As the Taghlibls,could no 
longer withstand the persistent onslaught of Harith, they 
dug an underground tunnel and asked one of their men to 
hide in it and sing a verse: (Tawil)
jJ**; Cf* ^  ^  jl-li C-Uil ji U U
whenever he saw Bhrith passing over the tunnel. When Harith
• *
passed over the tunnel and heard the song, he was told now
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that the earth had spoken to him he was no longer under
oath to continue the war. Hhrith agreed and stopped the 
1
war.
In an early poem, possibly written before the Battle
of Khazaza, Hkrith advises the Sadawsis not to delude
2
themselves of their invincibility: (Baslt)
— .... TP"™
t > • £ > • s}'*. » > »  ^ " • ;j- « • * y * ^  *7 •
i_ j* I ^  JUS \ j ^  w r <j‘
i ^ = 4 '  p i  o P  C E T  G > L  p  &  p j
y y . > > •- y. y • y -. - • ■'*. .■"•
  liu £ ^===^p\p j£J j& J — W
Cbj^  J. ip* . tjs C l JI u S
p '/15 Z p  -f -0, C P  p i t  Jj* ^  P
y ^  j •'."•'i t" I*? i " ff \ * I* V*/ f *- \ r:f i *x *>! \7
t . . j 3 |v —U*ai ^3 wl 1^ *** *
 L*\ ip 'A.pi ^
The galloping rhythm of the unrhymed tarsi0
c? CET* IpoL ^  j* lfcj£
conveys effectively the readiness and eagerness of Harith1s 
vast battallions marching to war which are compared to 
green hills under the rain.
The poetry of Farith abounds in vivid scenes of
battles, like the description of' the two opposing armies
seen as two birds locked in a fight, each bird trying to
3
overpower the other with its wings: (Baslt)
p i yj J.—£  j£===l1^ J
The ferocious determination witl; which Harith
conducted the war of revenge for the murder of his son
1
Bujair parallels that of Muhalhil: (Kamil)
The reference of j|-' v->jj proves that the Jahilis
believed in a Supreme God Who decides what istpermissible
and what is prohibited to mankind* The fact that the Qur’an
_ 2
addresses this point to the Jahilis confirms the
familiarity of the Jahilis with the concept of ji-l *—
3
Moreover, Labid’s verse: (Kamil)
f .»!.) I Jk ^ tXjU ( j* i
I J-»~ J C^>* O
indicate that the belief in the concept of halal and haram
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was widespread in Jahiliyya.
Zuhair b# Janab al-Kalbi (d#c.560), whose grand-father 
1
was a poet, is one of the earliest poets of Late Jahiliyya. 
Like most of his contemporary poets he participated in the 
wars that engulfed the fifth century.
Zuhair was appointed by the Yemeni king Abraha b.
Sabbah as leader of the Bakri and TaghlibI tribes and was » #
responsible for collecting taxes. One year the Bakris and
Taghlibls went through a season of hardship and were unable
to pay their dues# Zuhair1s persistence in obtaining the
taxes impelled the Bakris and Taghlibls to rebel against
his ruthless rule. Zuhair declared war on the two tribes
and. crushed them, and captured their leaders among whom
2
were Kulaib and Muhalhil: (Khafif)
- ■'■“'VI) 1^1^ l^l 1
i;’j . •- t " f . «> ,.»» «
tj>1$-*^ 1 tlflj
J\ wL-J dri
cjdVl <j*-*>■ <£Ui U l Jryr
d Jj j.*.^*r=i ^  J pjfeJ
^  oSullb
<>A i ^
J— L* jwvJ O^ r tje jJl J-— li
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In another poem Zuhair celebrated his victory over 
Muhalhil and the Taghlibls and caricatured Muhalhil in
chains and with tears running down his face as if he was
1
crushing colocynth: (Kamil)
} O , 0 ^ *-
-jjii >!wMl* -j-
i (J?
- i ^  i
*. -I ^ •/ (*T
I dl_> Jj (J
\ / 3 ^
I *!>•» - W , *w-
"j'' f S__
dla0*
*
o 1
expression dU X J
L —  —  'o i
.i-V
■Hd crops up in
2  *  • \Imru* al-Qais*s Mucallaqa tJJu which
suggests that either Imru* al-Qais was influenced by Zuhair
or he was using a poetic convention.
The Bakri and TaghlibI tribes re-grouped their forces 
and elected Rabica b. Harith b. Murra, Muhalhil*s father, 
as their leader and marched against Zuhair and defeated him 
and freed Kulaib and Muhalhil. In another battle, Yawm 
al-Sullan (c.4-81), the Bakris and Taghlibis defeated Zuhair 
and smashed his armies. Zuhair was defeated again at the 
Battle of Yawm Khazaza, after which he renounced his 
leadership over the Bakris and Taghlibis and retired to
3
Yemen. He was by then about one hundred years old.
In recognition for his leadership, gallantry and
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astuteness, Zuhair was honoured and rewarded by the
Zuhair was succeeded as leader of his tribe by his 
nephew. In an attempt to consolidate his authority over 
his people, Zuhairfs nephew flouted the orders of his 
uncle. Zuhair was deeply offended by his nephew’s 
behaviour and committed suicide by drinking himself to
death. Zuhair was about one hundred and fifty years old.
In his old age Zuhair met one of his daughters who 
told her grandson : "Hold your grand-father1s hand." 
Zuhair asked his great-grandson, who he was, and his 
great-grandson told him his name, his father’s name and 
his grand-mother’s name. Then Zuhair told his great-grand 
son in a poem that he had bequeathed a glorious heritage 
to his offspring, and stressed that he had realised all 
his dreams except that of becoming a king: (Kamil)
Grhasaanid king al-Harith b. Mariya and by the Himyari
* 1
king Abraha b. Sabbah who reigned around 440 A.D.
2
0 '' 1The word * has two meanings, First, it means
kingdom, as in the expression ^C.:3 that is to
say dlLil . Second, it means to stay alive, as in
the expression “ j)l , The second meaning survives in
- - ”  ^ 1
the greeting expression ilCj
Towards the end of his life Zuhair wrote poems centred
2
around the theme of exceptionally old age: (Tawil)
 ^ X? Cju j^i (_^ji v j2j, Vi
* Jy J ul IaaJI ait jfc'yZ
C&*K y.c- i)_f I iSji JS
u^ - V^ *kjl Jit *£jj+fe
The word jL-Vt in the third line has two meanings both of 
which apply to the poem. The first meaning is "secret", and 
the second meaning is "to make love". Zuhair was so old and 
regarded impotent, and so the women, untroubled by his 
presence, gossiped freely thinking he would be unable to 
follow their intimate conversations, and the men were not 
afraid of him seducing their women. The latter meaning is
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1
found in one of Imru'al-Qais * s poems: (Tawil)
" *
J,\i*i \ J ! V ^  S/i
• I
Another interesting word used in the poem is .Jill which
2
refers only to women in travelling howdas.
Zuhair wrote an unusual poem which begins with a taif
3 *
and nasib motifs followed by an atlal scene: (Tawil)
" " •
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“ ’ I
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jJJCJI "JJ Lpjj Lc vIju^ »
 ^  • t -- t -
O o ^  -? ^ 5  f* O-oy
i5lj}j O'jJ ^ w~hlj* * • -■»-*■
yi I*.J-J ji J\,AI p,_,
^la ij j U I  C J > ^  jJ L J L . Ci 'JJ^Jll Oir^
*-*
yj*st j' ^  *j*’— & (0^4) Cle* ^ 10 "jbL?
Sala'ah b. cAmr, known as al-Afwah al-Awdi, was one of
4
the leaders of the Madhhi^i tribe. He participated with
Zuhair b. Janab in the Battle of Yawm al-Sullan, and
although his forces were eventually routed by the Nizarl
tribes, he still boasted of the bravery of his people in
battle and of the humiliation they had inflicted on their
5
enemies which entailed the payment of a tribute: (Kamil)
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After his defeat at the Battle of Yawm Khazaza, Afwah 
returned home and informed his daughter of the death of her 
two "brothers, and of the nohles of Himyar taken prisoners 
"by Kulaih b. Rabica. His daughter asked him about himself 
and he showed her his wounds and said: (Kamil)
 ^ A^S^ m^ «XiU ^  ^ J <1} t-- 1 ,J[
I j *a j  L *  j i  » vs  L _ ^  t i L j i S C i ^  ( JLj 1
 ^ * A
( _ £ ^ r—a J ^  * L > -  ^ j l c  ( _ l ^ 3
 ^ f * 6 i
U^lJu  ^ u«!ajtuLL« ^ j* V- -£ JS"
^*rnl  ( j  I j l  L s t5 > -A -4  ^ y * -J  ^  * J 1 U
In a controversial poem Afwah extols the purity of the
noble line of Qahtan, its power and its great deeds, and at
• •
the same time he berates the Nizaris as being1 the 
descendants of Ismacil and Hajar; in other words, the 
Hizaris are not full-blooded Arabs but half-breed Arabs.
The poem starts with a contemplative section on the 
changing times and their effect on people: (Ramal)
jL°--------cJL*--- £__y V  cr'J iSj -— !_______5 \
jLlfrl ill.} jl’j) j^ S—«u ^4
* c
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Afwah then goes on to pour his scorn on the Banu Hajar,
reminding them of the previous battles in which his people 
1
routed them:
} * *  ^o * /
j l ^ - j  ll-« c ,A*a Alai- O f-L -*- ^  I
4 _ *L i ^ - t 9 c£„rv' J f 6*. j [
M* ^ 0^* O .
jL* <— ^  ^j-jls  a  ,—^ ■4—^  * jL<nA$
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j lS j  ^  a"V Ja_j J*». ^  j^ k : ^
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Afwah concludes with the boastful claim that his noble
Madhhiji people had done great deeds long before the Nizaris
2
were in existence:
,- ► *
j L a i  A_____ 1c ll] 41_____i j V j  a j l  d r^
1
The poem was highly appreciated by classical critics 
and some of the lines like
jL f.jl\ 4-- ^ L i [
have passed into common speech. The poem is noted for the 
line:
^ ^ ^  sh (_*P Ji ci-TJ
which describes predatory birds accompanying Afwah*s
powerful army to battle, because they expect to feast on
the corpses of Afwah*s enemies. cAbd al-Qadir al-Baghdadi
regards Afwah as the first poet to introduce the image of
2
birds accompanying an army to battle, and this debunks Ibn
Taifur*s assumption that this image was introduced by
- - 3
al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani. The appearance of the same image in
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1
one of Kulaib's poems: (Wafir)
J / . J I  Q j  / a l l  J / /
indicate? that either Kulaib got the image from Afwah or
Afwah got it from Kulaib or it was an inherited poetic
convention. On the other hand, Jahiz questioned the
• #
authenticity of the poem on account of the verse:
^  jls A> 1^aj> —all
by arguing that the idea of the meteor being thrown at a
target was introduced by the Qur'an; but Jahiz undermines
• •
his own argument by quoting Jahill verses similar to the
2
verse of Afwah in question. It seems Jahiz had overlooked
• •
the fact that a shooting star was a Jahill metaphor for
3
either the death of a king or the birth of a child.
Afwah1s poem provoked al-Pind al-Zimmani to write a
long poem in which he demolishes Afwah*s claim of the
superiority of the Qahtani noble lineage, influence and
• *
courage, and mocks the Qahtanis who could not‘withstand• *
the thrust of his Rabica tribes at the Battle of Yawm 
-  -4
Khazaza. The two poems of Afwah and Bind have the same
rhyme and metre and represent the earliest examples of
n a q a ' ld  poetry. The provocative nature of Afwah's poem
prompted the Prophet Muhammad to ban it as part of his
policy to eliminate any element that might cause discord
5
among the tribes.
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In his old age Afwah was unhappy with the political
in-fighting among his people and threatened that if they
did not bury their differences and elect a competent and
1
astute leader he would not remain with them: (Basit)
ojj -r  ^ ll*3
 ^A—'j*J \ jf dpA jf 
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6  ^^  C
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The simplicity of Afwah1s language and the 
accessibility of his imagery based on mundane experiences 
had popular appeal, and some of his lines passed into 
everyday speech, as in the case of the dog barking at the
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1
clouds: (Tawil)
CU   »\J 6 j j
CjLj
2
and: (Basit)
\j$\---   L[ *1 j~> ^  j
AjJj 0^ I_____kA
 ^ .
**y dr*rL IjLi c^ j Li
1^> O ^ C5^  I*"  ^^r\ *d3 }
Afwah wrote his own epitaph which is unlike the
epitaphs of Sama b. Lu’ayyand Uhaiha b# al-Julah.
• • •
Afwahfs poem throws light on the Jahill burial and
3
mourning customs: (Tawil)
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Afwah's reference to the grave as strengthens
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the view that the Jahilis believed in life after death, and
this explains why they meditated on their dead after the 
1 _ , 
burial. It was the custom of the Jahilis to wash the dead
body, wrap it in a shroud and pray for the deceased, then
carry the body on a pall to the cemetery. Before the burial,
the family of the deceased recounted the good qualities of
2
the deceased and ended by saying: -oil*_
The family of the deceased would leave a camel tied to the
grave of the deceased without food or drink, for it was
believed that on the day of resurrection the deceased would
rise and ride the camel to wherever he was supposed to go.
The camel was called Baliyya. The Jahilis talked to their
deceased for two reasons: to deny the fact that their loved
3
ones were really dead, and to keep their memory alive.
Classical grammarians and critics used Afwahfs poetry
to illustrate certain grammatical and badic points. In
Laisa Pi Kalam al-cArab, Ibn Khalawaih quotes a verse of
Afwah in order to give a rare example of the mamdud noun
whose plural can be in the mamdud or maqsur fbrm: (Ramal)
♦
I U_J> ap J  \— jJLil <J ?1jpV1 9 jJij
The plural of ijjj in the mamdud form is 2 . • and in
— O' J
the maasur form *,LJ| . In al-Rawd al-Muri , Ibn
; 5 “ _ 6 
al-Banna* quotes a verse of Afwah as an example of tibaq:
(Sari0)
b ^ ;uii
The first means land, and the second
1 -  ^
means she-camel. In Naqd al-Shi r, Qudama b. Ja far quotes
the verse of Afwah: (Baslt)
-c2
as an examule of tarsi .
Afwah was very old when he died in the sixth century.
Shahl b. Shaiban b. al-Zimmani al-Bakri was known as
al-Find (mountain) al-Zimmani (d.c.530) on account of his
towering height. Like al-Harith b. cUbad he stayed out of
the Basus War. But the annihilation of his Bakri tribe
compelled him to join forces with Harith against Muhalhil
and his Taghlibi tribe in the 520s. Find was then about one
3
hundred years old. At the end of a series of battles the
Taghlibis suffered a crushing defeat, and Find celebrated
4
the Bakri victory in his famous poem: (Hazaj)
In a poem written after the Battle of Khazaza, the 
victorious Bind undermines the boasting of al-Afwah al-Awdi 
who glorified the power and noble lineage of Qahtan at the
n - 1expense of Bind’s Macaddi tribes. Bind’s poem of seventy 
eight verses, which has the same rhyme and metre as Afwah1s 
poem, is the earliest longest Jahili poem before Imru* 
al-Qais. Ibn Maimun says that the purpose of Bind’s poem 
was to demolish ( ) Afwah* s poem without specifying
which poem he had in mind. A closer reading of Afwah*s 
poetry leaves the reader in no doubt as to which poem Bind 
was knocking down. The rhyme, metre, theme and counter­
argument of Bind’s poem point to Afwah’s poem quoted 
earlier.
After a short atlal opening Bind scornfully plays down 
Afwah*s bravado and advises him not to cry over a bygone 
dream, for the defeated Qahtanis have been reduced to
3
nannygoats looking for knives with which to be slaughtered: 
(Ramal)
2
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To counter Afwah*s claims, Find says that honour and glory
belong to the Nizaris, because Allah had singled them out
of all the tribes to be the beacon that dispels the
2
darkness which overwhelms the other tribes:
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Find concludes that the Macaddls are proud of being the 
children of Hajar and her son Ismacil, and they are also
proud of having been chosen by Allah as custodians of His 
1
House the Ka°ba:
'jL-p3l V  L-Ll'
'jljVIj <__> *jl-Ls ^  >51 'o'XJ'j
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Sa°d b. Malik (d.c.530), the father of al-Muraqqish 
al-Akbar, grand-father of cAmr b. Qami*a and great-grand­
father of Tarafa b, al-cAbd, was one of the leaders of the 
Bakri tribes. When Jassas*s father consulted the Bakri 
leaders on whether to hand over Jassas to the Taghlibls, 
Sacd swayed the Bakri council to his view that the Bakris 
must fight to the last man rather than deliver Jassas to 
the T'aghlibis# Sacd then called for a camel to be 
slaughtered and swore on its blood that the Bakris would
fight to the end. Some of the Bakri leaders like al-Harith
0
b. °Ubad and al-Find al-Zimmani did not join in the oath
2
and refused to be dragged into the inevitable war. As the 
war began to take its toll on the Bakris, Sacd taunted
176
n 1 -al-Harith b. Ubad for not joining them in the war: (Kamil)
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Harith was moved by the poem, and agreed to get involved in 
2
the war.
The image of war haring its legs, implying the
breakout of hostilities, makes its first appearance in
Sacd*s poem, hut it does not mean that Sacd was the first
poet to use it. The phrase j/oit L U J  was
employed in Jahiliyya as a metaphor for virgins, for the
3
ostrich eggs symbolised virgins.
Jahdar b. Dubaica (d.c.530) was one of the Bakri 
• *
heroes. Just before the Battle of Yawm Qida, al-Harith
• •
b. cUbad suggested that the Bakri women should fight along 
with the men against the Taghlibis, and that the women 
should carry clubs and leather bottles full of water and 
should remain behind the men’s lines, and that the men 
should shave their hair in order to be distinguished from 
the enemy, so that when the women saw a wounded shaven­
headed man they would give him water and nurse his wounds, 
but if the wounded man had an unshaven head they would club 
him to death. Jahdar, who had an ugly face but fine locks 
of hair, said that if they shaved his hair they would 
disfigure him. So, for the privilege of keeping his hair, 
he promised to fight the first Taghlibl that appeared the 
following morning. Jahdar kept his hair, and on the 
following morning a TaghlibI warrior appeared before the 
battle and was attacked and killed by Jahdar. In the heat 
of battle Jahdar was severely wounded. As the Bakri women 
went around nursing their wounded men and clubbing to death
the wounded enemies, they saw Jahdar without recognising
«
him and took him for an enemy because of his unshaven head
1
and clubbed him to death: (Rajaz)
Salama b. Khalid b. Kacb, better known as al-Saffah
•
al-Taghlibi (d.c.555), was entrusted by Kulaib b, Rabica
to light two fires on Hount Khazaza (hence the name of the
Battle of Yawm Khazaza) so as to warn his forces of any
surprise attack by the enemy. When the Madhhiji tribes got
wind of the Rabica*s whereabouts they launched their attack
Saffah lit the two warning fires and the two armies clashed
1
and eventually the Madhhijis were routed: (Waflr)
Saffah participated in the Battle of Yawm Kulab 
al-Awwal (c,54-Os) which involved the uncles of Imru’ 
al-Qais b, Hujr, At the Battle of Yawm Kulab al-Awwal,m
Saffah earned the title of Saffah for his magnanimity,
: 2
He was the orator of the laghlibls in the Basus War,
Al-Akhnas b, Shihab (d.556) was known as Baris
_ 3
al-cAsa on account of his horse cAsa which had the same
4
name as the horse of Jadhima al-Abrash, Akhnas, who was
regarded as the poet of the Basus War, believed in life
5
after death and Allah’s retribution: (Kamil)
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In al-Wafi fi al-cArud wa al-Qawafi. al-Khatib
• •
al-Tibrizi quotes a verse from one of the lost poems of
-  -  1
Akhnas to illustrate al-Tajnisal-NapjLs: (Tawil)
• •
t Lil. i \ J  J -Uj ( liiii jj k\J ^ U j
Akhnas?s longest surviving poem begins with an atlal
#
section in which the ruins are compared to a decorative
2
title written on hide by a scribe: (Tawil)
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The most important part of the poem is considered by
classical critics as a relevant document for its reference
3
to the geographical locations of some of the tribes:
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In Risalat al-Sahil wa al-Shahi.j# Macarrl explains the
• • Hs % > * T
meaning of the word 0 * 5 ^  as "road". Ibn Qutaiba and
Batalyusi quote the last verse of the poem as an example in
> r 2which the word cjjU- is used to mean "unfettered”•
Awf b. Sacd b. Malik acquired the name of al-Muraqqish
al-Akbar after a verse in which he compared the ruins of
houses to pen decorations on hide. Muraqqish was the uncle
of cAmr b. Qamifa and of al-Muraqqish al-Asghar. Muraqqish0
fought with al-Harith b. cUbad at the Battle of Yawm Qida
* .
in the 520s. As a small boy, Muraqqish and his brother
3
Hhrmala studied under a Christian priest.
Muraqqish was in love with his cousin Asma1 with whom
he grew up, and asked his uncle cAwf b. Malik to marry her.
His uncle consented on condition that Muraqqish proved his
metal as leader and attended the courts of kings. Muraqqish
joined the court of a Yemeni king who treated him kindly 
4
and generously.
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While Muraqqish was in Yemen his uncle went through 
hard times which sapped his resources, and consequently 
married Asma' to a rich Muradi who took her to his home 
town in Najran.
Having met his uncled conditions, Muraqqish returned
home and was told that Asma1 was dead and was shown her
supposed grave. Muraqqish regularly visited the grave. On
one occasion he dosed off hy the grave and was awoken by
children quarrelling over a bone which one of the children
said belonged to the sheep buried in the grave in which
Asma' was supposed to have been interred. Shaken by what
he heard, Muraqqish asked the children to tell him the
1
story of the grave, which they did.
Muraqqish set out with his maid and her husband to
the land of the Banu Murad to see Asma1. But on his way
to Asma1 Muraqqish*s health deteriorated and the party
rested in a cave. The G-hufali husband of Muraqqish*s maid
convinced his wife that as Muraqqish was dying they should
go back to their people and leave him to die on his own.
Muraqqish heard what they were plotting, and while they
were not looking he scribbled a poem addressed to his
brothers on the camel*s saddle, telling them to kill his
2
maid and her Ghufali husband for abandoning him: (Kamil)
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The maid and her husband went back to Muraqqish*s
people and told them Muraqqish was dead. Muraqqish*s
brother Harmala noticed the poem on the saddle and read #
it, and pressed the maid and her husband to tell him the
truth about the fate of his brother. The maid and her
husband confessed everything and told him where they had
left Muraqqish. Barmala killed the maid and her husband
1
and rushed to the cave.
Muraqqish*s cave was the haunt of a shepherd. The 
shepherd visited the cave and got acquainted with Muraqqish 
who found out that he was working for the husband of Asma*. 
The shepherd told Muraqqish he had never seen Asma*, but 
her maid regularly came to him to get milk for her mistress. 
Muraqqish gave his ring to the shepherd and promised him a 
reward if he put the ring in the milk container. When the 
maid of Asma* came to get the milk, the shepherd put the 
ring in the milk container. While Asma* was drinking the 
milk, she felt something in her mouth, removed it and 
recognised it as the ring of Muraqqish. She asked her maid
about the ring but the maid said she knew nothing about it. 
Asma* asked her husband to call the shepherd, and the 
shepherd told them about the ring and Muraqqish. Asma1 said 
that they should all go immediately to the cave to save 
Muraqqish. After a journey of a day and a night they 
reached Muraqqish and took him with them to their home 
where he died shortly afterwards. By the time Harmala
1
reached the cave Muraqqish was already dead and buried.
In one of the last poems Muraqqish wrote while he was
in the cave, he says he dreamt of Sulaima, meaning Asmaf,
sitting with her friends around the fire. Although Sulaima
had been married to another man and moved to another
2
region, he would always be loyal to her: (Wafir)
i
» * * s-'
-‘j— ollaij
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Muraqqish1s treatment of the theme of baldness and
grey hair is distinct from that of the Ancient Jahill poet
Acsur b. Sacd and of his own contemporaries. Muraqqish 
«
compares his baldness and his grey hair to camomile flowers 
growing on a strip of dry land lying between two rain- 
watered strips of land, and employs the crow as a metaphor
Most of the poems of Muraqqish open with an atlal or 
with a nasib. or with an atlal followed by a nasib.
girls leaving town on camels and stopping to set up a camp
2
on their way to their destination: (Tawil)
1
for black hair and youth: (Tawil)
I j  (jfC>r
 ^O  Jh.*(jS^i Ol j
L^jI jfi- j^j ^  2~! ^ j J U ^ o L i
Muraqqish*s finest nasib is a description of beautiful
i > « 1 "Sts f " I'' ■'Is'.".
1 fitol -^•■ij'* Ofci* jr
In another nasib Muraqqish comnares the howdas on the
1
camels to dawm trees and to big ships: (Khafif)
0?jh* J j L \
y-jJl Cjli u>UJl L^lkil oSUl>-
9 ^ * *  d * u  i j  cJl^J L i  3 o U i l j
*
Muraqqish1s best known poem is an elegy written for 
his cousin Thaclaba b. cAwf b. Malik who was killed by 
Muhalhil in the Basus War. The atlal and nasib sections 
have the famous line after which he was named: (Saric)
UkL jlS^  -^o-vg j l  jLjJIj Jjb
,^1® 1%-j-sVI ij 1*5*” J^lj jji£ jluJl
i
La L^* w J^-9  ^ 1 £|^«l jLo
• xnt
r^-0 jr? *'jf^->. 0*kjl
-^~e' jLJl i_jljkU ii-L~» jJu^S\
Muraqqish is aggrieved by the death of his cousin, but 
resigns himself to the fact that life must go on:
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In Kitab al-Addad, Anbari says that although the
meaning of the word ^jj is "at the back", it is also
1
used to mean "in front". To illustrate the latter meaning 
Anbari quotes Muraqqish:
pUi U tJ\ Jjj sLi-l Jii ^
and the Qur'an:
1 r**r y  "
*  o s  ^  Z  f  f  * I v« , JL „  2
1 j i f  «L>*Lj jlLL  j l T j
In al-Isharat wa al-Tanbihat, Muhammad b. cAlI 
al-Jurjani quotes Muraqqish1s verse:
• "-'i -* • x * * * > * • > •*..(1)LJ1 1 Jj£ l« J*.J U~ OjSJ* jj 1
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1
as an example of the mafruq simile.
The tragic love story of Muraqqish and Asma1 must have
been popular in Jahiliyya, for it was mentioned by Tarafa 
2
in a poem: (Tawil)
J2« cyo_a_Sj
4iiU«^ c-s^ V frL—*1 Li
<Ui'uu ,^.uA j J  ti A^Ia
4l L= aA L^v *i *J*—' jL? 'V jl Jl,_;__ ii
lT®-?' J''5 J^V
‘L* L Jj—I u ZjjI  i jl j j J J^j <jL- I J_/-al ci]
‘di 'i * V j  X I v  .3 -AJ u A  «-fci
  >. j= •i—;i»3^ 4-- } a  o -cJj^  -.-j :i i .-■'-~i." -' ✓ u  ^ .
^ L'  ^ tlr6 <S^  L j  '-sjj- vj au uic_r L/
lT*.
V il
lll_.
1A>* a
The love story of Muraqqish and Asma1 has all the 
ingredients of an cUdhri love story: the constant love of 
the man who dies broken-hearted because his girl was 
married off to another man. In this respect Muraqqish can 
be regarded as the forerunner of the cUdhri poets.
£0t0 m gn
Rabi a b. Sufiyan b. Sa d b. Malik, known as
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al-Muraqqish al-Asghar, participated with his uncle 
al-Muraqqish al-Akhar in the Easus War. al-Muraqqish 
al-Asghar owned a small herd of camels which he took 
around wherever he went.
Muraqqish was in love with Fatima, the daughter of
the Lakhmid king al-Mundhir b. Ma1 al-Sama’. Before meeting
Fatima, Muraqqish was the lover of her maid Hind hint 
♦
cAjlan who was in the habit of picking up men at night from
a spot where people brought their animals to drink. A close
friend of Muraqqish, CAmr b. Janab, suggested to Muraqqish
he should take his camels to the watering spot frequented
by Hind. Muraqqish followed his friend’s suggestion. In the
evening Hind went to the watering spot, saw Muraqqish who
was very handsome and invited him to spend the night with
her in her house next to Fatima’s palace. The next day Hind
undressed in front of her mistress who noticed bruises on
her thighs and asked her what caused them. Hind told Fatima
the bruises were from the man she slept with the night
before. Fatima asked whether he was the same handsome young
man she saw from her palace window leaving her house in the
morning. Hind said that he was the same young man. Fatima
«
expressed her desire to meet him.
The king, who was suspicious of his daughter’s 
character, had appointed special guards to keep watch on 
his daughter and gave orders to spread a cloth all around
the palace to check the footprints of her visitors. So Hind 
fetched Muraqqish, covered him with a cloth and carried him 
on her back to Fatima. Muraqqish spent the night with 
Fatima, and in the morning Hind took him out on her back to 
her house. In the morning the king called the guards to 
check if Fatima had had any visitors and they told him that 
the only visible footprints were those of Hind and they 
seemed deeper than usual.
Muraqqish visited Fatima night after night, but people
thought he was spending his time with Hind. One day cAmr b.
Janab pressed Muraqqish to tell him what was going on
between him and Hind. Muraqqish revealed his secret, and
cAmr, who looked like Muraqqish but for his hairy legs,
begged him to let him go to Fatima in his place. Muraqqish
reluctantly agreed. cAmr was taken to Fatima by Hind. But
#
when cAmr and Fatima were about to make love, she felt his
hairy legs and pushed him away, and called Hind to throw
him out. °Amr returned to Muraqqish and told him what
happened, and Muraqqish bit off his finger in‘a fit of 
1
remorse: (Tawil)
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A painful cry that springs out of remorse pervades the poem 
and is sustained by repeating certain forms of address at 
the beginning of some hemistiches:
U Ifjl Vj
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Muraqqish*s next poem was highly appreciated by 
classical critics and was included in the "Muntaqjayat*» 
section of Abu Zaid al-QurashI*s anthology Jamharat 
Ash°ar al-cArab. The atlal and taif themes are followed
1
by a wine motif: (Tawil)
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Muraqqish ends the poem with a description of his horse 
in the heat of battle:
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cAmr b, Qamira (d*530s), the grand-son of Sacd b, 
Malik, was a small boy when his father died, and he was 
brought up by his uncle Marthad. When cAmr was a young man 
his aunt tried to seduce him and failed, but she told her
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husband that cAmr had made advances to her. His uncle was
outraged and grabbed his sword and went after him, cAmr ran
away and sought refuge in Hira, and from there he sent a
1
poem to his uncle telling him he was innocent: (Tawil)
U j .  by 1 - 4  -J O'" U
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According to Ibn Qutaiba, cAmr was attached to the
, 2
court of Imru al-Qaisfs father king Hujr of Kinda, On the
other hand, Abu al-Paraj says Imru1al-Qais met cAmr for the
first time when he asked cAmrfs people for a poet to
3 c >accompany him to Byzantium. Amr accepted to go with Imru
al-Qais, but he pointed out that he was an old man and had
many children; and Imru1al-Qais told him he was more than
4
welcome if he did not mind eating game: (£awil)
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Amr and Imru’al-Qais set out on their journey to 
Byzantium, and it was not long before Imru/al-Qais noticed
C 5 , ~ xthat Amr was homesick and comforted him: (Tawil)
4 1
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In the same poem Imru*al-Qais imagines cAmr,s mother crying
1
because she missed her son:
\j^a I jfi* Uj JjJ ,!«■ Ji a I
* *=
cAmr died on his way to Byzantium. Ee was by then over
ninety, battered by a barrage of invisible arrows shot at
2
him by the daughters of time: (Tawil)
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Some of ^mr's poems begin with an atlal theme and
some are atlal poems in their own right. A calm and 
+
reflective tone pervades ^inr's poems and his language is 
simple and accessible as seen in his nostalgic poem on the 
passing of youth: (Munsarih)
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Anbari and Sijistani take the word u  as an addad
example, that is to say a word that has a reversible 
1
meaning•
cAmr's next poem is one of the earliest examples of
2
wine poetry and does not follow the Khalili metres;
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In al-Sahil wa al-Shahi.j, Macarri says that al-Khalll b
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Ahmad called cAmr's unusual poem mudhal because the
_ 1
last foot ends with an extra harf sakin.
cAmr,s poem in praise of Mundhir, king of Hira, is in
two parts. The first part has a departure and nasib themes
which depict Umama and her party leaving the neighbourhood ■
the howda-bearing camels were like tall palm trees, and the
houri-eyed girls in the howdas were like gazelles
2
stretching themselves to reach the branches: (Mutacarib)
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The second part is devoted to cAmr's journey to king
Mundhir, "braving the heat of the desert on his strong
and fast camel, at a time when the gazelles seek shelter
1
from the heat of the sun:
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s s m ' 0 S s 0 / u s s * s P s S P b s ' S
^LaJl I t\ I * fclj Lj— clj
S s s t m s s  s s s * s  m si. s S S
^=>JU L a j l J  jukjlJl s ’ i)L^=> a
< x / ' l' + s **
s' * * f tot* ' S P f S I •'fbsbt S ■& to '
t^jl.‘a.g.ll LtfLsI ^
/*
 ^* b *  ^to f f  ^tot f f to to ' s & to '
I
cAmr then appeals to Mundhir not to believe what his 
enemies say about him:
t Si 0 b P S s Oi s
V  * &__ oJ>
P P ‘i si  ^ > /;  
•• j iWW4<tA«J \
v u l i i
« S t> <* S S S £, s s * t s o f + t s
ii jlju5
tot*
JLjbLd
L$ s
s t S * S S ■& S S
C u i A a  o jlaj
PS t ‘i s s
<\Ji_9jL»y3_3
I p
i i u i
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‘i/LSC ^  ciU-l ^jLi (juX^ aJ
And the poem ends with a description of the king’s courage 
in hattle:
s , « #« t * s t * - t <ts y t> y s
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In cAmr’s next poem, the taif of Umama visits the taif
• •
of cAmr in a dream. In verse ten, the object of cAmr,s love
is Khawla, which could be another name of Umama or an 
1
imaginary name. The use of the two names could mean that
the taif-nasib motif is merely employed as a poetic
convention. Classical critics thought highly of this
2
unusual taif-nasib opening: (Mutaqarib)
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cAmr then scolds his girl for abandoning him, he who is the 
hero unbeaten in battle and in the art of words:
b P P ' ■* o ' ~ s b - y b s  s
(A 1 l-J *” 1-^ il  ^Q
 ^ , s b t i  ^ y t
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^IjJl *L==J1 jiLl *L5CJI
a /  y  * b t f
*!^Lu&» Ojl^ u!>^oaj1 L 1^1 *U1!I ^3 ju^ zu
X' Z' y* *  T / ** Q i S  3  X  &  S Q X s
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V U i  I jl O^xLojI^II <ij ub. J
"' *  ^ *•' t S
s' P 0 ' o f p © / ■> x r 0 s ' x 0 y * x *• x x
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s P b f b f * , ? S P b ' P b ^  - b ' '
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The poem is interesting for the words ^-oa-bl and- 'il'jb 
used in a non-religious context. The appearance of the two 
words in the Qurfan attests to their religious usage in 
Jahiliyya.
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One of cAmr,s poems features two important religious 
words and which indicate they were in common
-' ' (L, ; 1
use long before they became associated with Islam: (Tawil)
"i 1
^Lk Aajjj I*.! l£j2*-\
x/ / J  ^  ^ / / */■/ • •/'✓-«£ 4 ^
cAmrfs attempts in probing the mystery of immortality
brought him to the conclusion that however bright and
colourful the blaze of youth might be, there will come a
2
time when that burst of energy will be reduced to dust: 
(Wafir)
«*S y t s G f f / } S S / / <"  ^^  ^ / / « ■"
LIa ^  jjOl toLiwi Lu*c»- sjIj 01
°Amr,s weariness of old age and his grief for the 
death of his friends have made him ponder on the 
impermanence of life, and he appeals to time to treat man 
gently, as man is not made of rock or iron: (Mutaqarib)
' t r r « O - ' e t' i ; « /
\±jL» u^JLvJI 1 ^ ^ ’*'
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There are images which crop up again and again in
cAmr,s poetry. The first image is that of an old man unable
to shield himself from the arrows of time, who tells his
love Taktum, who is moving out of town on a camel
resembling a ship, that death is the fate of all living
1
creatures, be they crocodiles, bulls or heroes: (Khafif)
JLs, oi\j\ Lj J L  j+c J s jc Ji jl
«• “7  - *
j y  m  Jj^ll^= LJ, j l
III I I I   ^ r  t r ' D ' t s X I X ' s
JUzu LiaJ iJaJJ L^lj y  iUl . |J^
' / J  ' » s tX s
JL^ Jl jl j  JL )j ILo jll Jc \j^o\ v
' s t s t s s x x t  , s + S t r t
Jlj^l oLJji> Lyaa l\^ \\ jl5^ *
-  ' 4' e * 1 -  * f  *  ^ „  ■>/ a  ^ a - -
JrtAi ^  cJbj
 ^C s-f» // J t ' r t * '<> t , 6
JLUI Ssu i»L^I i^ ij^ ya! lojl y^xjsJl aJuL
•If' /a *
l£^I LtlSj J  ybjJI
' ' * "  ' * ' t *,ss t'S t X X  s t s s t's.
(ju-J a«LC Cs}jij il^ dol^ u) .^LTcXyOil
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Jl^l oU-al o Jj>JI ta
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The second image is that of an ageing man whose hair 
1
is turning grey: (Tawil)
» I t ' * s * < % *• ' '■' J W r- / J * ^  ^I
1-9 ‘ jUv- U C l * o l ^
 ^ r / / ■* * <■ -''• /■ / J z' •'■ i j ; J »s / •* *• *
C—diui ^ vvJLs L>^  L lil J.li iUi J T
In another poem cAmr says that old age has discoloured
orn out his dress of youth \
-  2
like that of the atlal: (Khafif)
and w and he sees his condition
2
' 0 Z 0
-La>t-^ => L^J L>U ijc- jLjll JL&
 ^  ^ 0 £ «l ■' 0  ^ > f  ^s' s' & s'  ^ ^
yUtll ^ ---- !l Jji LJ J^=>3
'•L » " ' + , s s s is s r « s s S * s *
"fi "*" ' ' * " * " • ; » ~ » ,- . 0 „ # ^  
u-J^i (-!*« tAjj Jau, tiila IC-J^ ~
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The third image is that of smoke rising to veil the
1
girls as they place the cooking pots on the fire: (Tawil)
9 *  *
J' ' ' ' >
c J jJ l jLtaJl L^ wX-jj J I^Lju J L iII
«<*
In the next poem the veil of smoke is seen rising
behind the curtains, while the slavegirls crouch around
2
the cooking pots like old dry roots: (Khafif)
^9 L^iaJJI  Jb J ,£aL L> J
e ' /• A t t /i t «  ^ ' a  '
0 vJ ^ ' e f ' t ' s t f t * s i s is ' "
^ ..— i^P^/1
»  ^ t' y i ' f t t t i s s O r  L * ■>
jir^j J* >-£==>_^  L>-
The bait poem of cAmr in which the setting of the new 
is compared to 
finger: (Mutaqarib)
moon the clipping of the nail of the little 
3
• 1 » ° - .* - *X
o* U j L  jj| jij
influenced the way the Abbasid poet Ibn al-Muctazz saw the 
new moon, as can be gauged from the following three poems. 
In the first poem Ibn al-Muctazz compares the new moon to
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1
a nailclipper: (Kamil)
J ilall A 'p’s La5Cjl jJL—.Jlj ti  ^ll, pt
n j\\p ij| i*—*p
In the second poem the new.moon is depicted as a
2
silver "boat loaded with ambergris: (Kamil)
(J,| wLpU o 'i / l i  c ^ U ^ jh  j l i l  J i  ^ 1  ^>UI
j-r^1 cr* aiIQjI Ji t «u<aA JJJj^  ^ 1 ^ IhJIj
*“ * * «
In the third poem the new moon is portrayed as a
5
silver sickle picking narcissi out of the night's flowers: 
(Saric)
{j* I J-J cJ^ La j j ( J , l  ^Ji)l
|_  "** ^ J k^ li ^ *■ ^1 m I* Asi«Zia5
It can be deduced from the poetry of cAmr that the
immortality of the soul was one of the main concepts that
preoccupied his contemporaries. This is evident from the
4
two verses: (Mutaqarib)
' f t  <>$. r b s  ^' si' t * * t t> ' s s s ft '
5
and: (Tawil)
 ^ it'' » J  ^  ^ o i ✓ ti' ' j ,
JL.VI Ijhs ^  J ? } Colj Lj V
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The word k_JI in cAmrfs verse: (Tawil)
it t t
A-6Jj.‘£U >-£-j Ju L
does not refer only to Christians as it was commonly
assumed, hut it includes all people irrespective of their
2
religious affiliations; as we have pointed out earlier 
the Jahilis regarded themselves as Allah*s creatures.
Jariya b. al-Haj^aj, known as Abu Du*ad al-Iyadi
(d.c.555)* was fortunate to have a rich and generous
neighbour called Hammam as his patron who protected him
and showered him with gifts, and their friendship became
- 5
a by-word: "Like the neighbour of Abu Du*ad". In gratitude
• 4
Abu Du*ad dedicated many poems to his patron: (Kamil)
L -il j  Ja-llI I ^  i iju
J  . J  > - - ,
U>^ J?1 ,’r* <de A , Jb-L. 4..*.*1 I
t iUp d) ULuo j  ^
Abu Du*ad had a wife known as Umm Habtar, and she was
always criticising him for being extravagant. Abu Du*ad
5
took his wife*s quibbling light-heartedly: (Khafif)
• . '  ? i  ^ - •
f ,
J j i m (Jfi. 4, j j \ J  J (JU | J  
IJJ* db-il b J L I I  S'] jlchl
Abu Du'ad's wife was annoyed for not being taken
seriously, and gave her husband the cold shoulder. Abu Du'ad
1
mused over her behaviour: (Basit)
. -- >
V t.j .LW
* > * t
aIL ju* j * P j j I
-fc£JI j  i ,-tJ \ j
t
*]Lj I i •Lx^ sJ j, 1 1_*
-tJL—ill (j-
Most of the lines of the poem have passed into the 
repository of proverb-lore and are still used in 
contemporary speech.
Abu Du'ad's longest surviving poem, considered by
2
classical poets and critics as his greatest, is a
polythematic qasida in forty verses. In the opening nasib
section the poet compares the howdas of the departing
ladies to sailing boats and to palm trees, and the veiled
3
faces of the ladies to the sun covered by clouds: (Khaflf)
L
Jl
U f’il1 (w" '
XJI
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Abu Du1ad goes on to talk about his cousin who accused him 
unjustly, and about the dead relatives he loved and missed,
and whose souls have turned into owls perched on their 
1
graves:
1  ^ •*" - .1 U  ^jjj JLd 4_i 1
»■ * *, *  ^
if** drt'
 ^ 0
J j l i  'J j l i l  OJ lt1! cr^ S^--  ^ f,
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Abu Du*ad then moves on to describe camels, hbrses and the 
2
hunt:
I* l j U- J
*
c r
 ^ .» 
vjflp \}\ •*\a j  4P1—i ,L I
>i
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is an example of the rarely used plural form whose
- 1 - V
singular form is • The form has also
another plural form , as in the word in
2
al-Muraqqish al-Asghar*s verse:
5 * , SI S 5 £ 3 .. J Z
1 * I • t. 1 , - I * i ' ~ mj w—-> J v............A.* ""*^5 jj .A
Ahu Du*ad was in charge of the stables of al-Mundhir
_ 3 -
b. Maf al-Sama1. Abu Du*ad had a vast knowledge of horses
and wrote several poems on them, which were highly
commended by classical critics. His famous poem on his
graceful and fast-running horse on which he used to go
hunting early in the morning was a favourite of Abu
4 ,
al-Aswad al-Du*alI: (Khaflf)
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The poem forms the background to the well-known description
c > 1of horses in action in the Mu allaqa of Imru al-Qais,
There is a fragment of a love poem of two lines by Abu
Du'ad which describes the passion-driven poet entering a
house and finding a gazelle as beautiful as the moon
uncovered by the clouds. The poemfs narrative tone and
rhythmic pace suggest that it must have been culled from a 
2
longer poem: (Kamil)
 1)I * ’ Jl '! . . •-
f J  _ J~~2---- ^ 0  ^  J ----- -**->   'I J-JLO- S JUl. J
" J ' . - ' J .  iil iJ—
a Abu DuTad reflects on death saying that
3 ,
neither man nor monument can escape death: (Basit)
  %
L*j_j — - wJH» jjj LSj
‘v'j 1 yjfj—r 4jL? J-* Jl aUJL tfj jk\ J_s
Abu Ziyad was the kunya of cAbId b. al-Abras (d.530s)
whose grand-father Suwaid b. cAmr al-Asadi took part in the
- 4 . -Battle of Yawm al-Sullan. Nothing is known about cAbidfs
early life except that when he was a young man, a man from
the Banu al-Zinya saw him resting under a shady tree beside
5 ,
his sister May and insinuated: (Rajaz)
bj # I^O w»J 4^ 1
cAbid was upset by the man's insinuation and cried:
"Lord, if the man has wronged me by falsely accusing me,
help me to fight him." cAbid slept and dreamt that someone
stuffed his mouth with a ball of poems and ordered him to
1
get up. cAbid woke up reciting his first poem: (Ramal)
Jb ,—* , L> il Ssi S U *— ' -I
cAbid was involved in the affairs of his people, the
Banu Asad, who were under the tutelage of King Hujr of
Kinda* Once the Banu Asad refused to pay their tribute and
beat up the tribute collector. The king marched on the Banu
Asad and ruthlessly subdued them and transferred them to
the Tihama region and imprisoned their leaders. cAbId was
shocked by the scale of the retaliation and appealed to the
king to be merciful to his people and to free the 
2
prisoners: (Kamil)
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The king was touched by the poem, freed the prisoners and
1
let the Banu Asad return to their homeland.
cAbid improved his relationship with the Kinda court,
not only with the king, but also with the king’s brothers,
as can be deduced from his panegyric addressed to the
 2
king’s brother Sharahil: (Kamil)
• 1
> * r . .i 5 ; , ; %  ^ i  ^ 0  ^ j
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cAbid was beset by domestic problems. In an amusing 
poem °Abid records a tiff he had with his wife in their old 
age. Thinking of his wife's strained behaviour cAbid is not 
sure whether she is threatening to leave him because he is 
old, short of money and has fewer friends, or she is just 
being coquettish - if her intention is simply to leave him, 
he will not care, but if she is playing him up, it is 
rather late in the day for her to entertain such 
pretentions, for she, like him, has also passed her prime,
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1
and so raising her eyebrows will get her nowhere: (Khafjf) 
-L i . I  Uj i-v jJ  I ( J l  j  {£* j-*' dJS^
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cAbid teases his wife by saying that she should be ashamed
of letting herself be tempted by the promises of stingy and
pennyless men, and that she should be so lucky to find
2
another man like him:
jJl~* jiillLp ijjjSLjy aC>. jj iu!i L5-aijii
J oU'pl jiL, LG \q V ^ j  g* 'jGc J
<J _O .L lU  J — j  f i alp t "d.L-Lr'
And he never forgets to remind her of the glorious days of
his youth when he visited beautiful girls, led the army to
3
war and endulged in desert adventures:
<j! JjJlS' a_LH Q-i-SCJI a_*j.y* . j j ci-^ ci"5" ^ ^ alH j
Jl«^ JI jnj 1 -OiGJl vlGiU Ia U-^>- c -hUG
(J,0 o H -a I JO . f-1 aO_« 0.1 ... (_£ a_3 i c J li
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Jt>l-JLlj! LaJl Jp   r"~* J —^ -CJ1 JLiS j
And. tails off with the contented, note of a man satisfied 
1
with his life:
J Q
j j 
0 J J-0 a— J a -
It appears from another poem which begins with a
reference to ruins and loaded camels trudging along a gorge
like ships that matters got worse for cAhid, for his wife
became impossibly rude to him, and constantly threatened
2
to leave him now that he had grown old and useless: (Wafir)
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cAbid told his wife not to be so hard, but if she really
wanted to leave him so she could lead the kind of life she
3
was dreaming of, he would not stand in her way:
cAbid admits that he had lost his youth, hut not the memory
of his youth, when he endulged in the pleasures of life,
like visiting the homes of beautiful and graceful virgins
1
whose eyes were like those of oryxes:
" 1 y" “ '> C tl - • -£ __ _ t _ ,
(jy— >*-1115 ^—* t/-!/ lS~~* ^  ^  ^— ■*' (£—’Li i-L jliiSr-
^  ■ *gi g ‘ 4 UUj ^ j £ i!i jlTj
,j-v* J-t*'  *-L L^- *IA-I J_li
iaiyir iVp, j:* 'jli/
cAhid was killed by the Lakhmid king al-Mundhir b. Ma* 
al-Sama1 (d.554). The story goes that cAbid went to Hira 
to visit Mundhir, and passed by the tomb of G-hariyyan where 
two of the king*s boon-companions were buried* The day of 
cAbidfs arrival coincided with the day which had been 
designated by the king as "The Day of Bad luck", for, on 
that day, whoever passed by the tomb would be killed* cAbid 
was escorted to the king who had been advised to spare him, 
since he was a fine poet. The king delayed cAbid,s 
execution and requested from him to recite his popular 
poem which he declined. °AbId was then asked in what manner 
he would like to die. °Abid retorted that the choice of 
death granted to him was no better than that of the cAdites 
(^awil)
cAbid requested to be given wine until he was dead drunk
and then to have his wrists1 veins cut and be left to bleed
to death, Mundhir then asked cAbid to read a poem of his
own before being killed. cAbid said indifferently that
1
being alive or dead did not matter to him: (Mutaqarib)
sarcastically, implying that in spite of the different
2
names we call death, the end result is the same: ('Mutaaarib')
cAbid was given wine which he drank until he lost
3
consciousness, and was killed in the way he requested.
Mundhir demanded another poem. cAbid responded
After the Banu Asad killed King Hujr (c.529), °Abid 
invariably taunted Imru*al-Qais by reminding him of his
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debauched life which rendered him incapable of avenging the
1
death of his father: (Tawil)
to crush the Banu Asad soon after the murder of Hujr, cAbId
and to his subsequent tragic death. The reason for cAbIdfs
his age. He says that he is so old that anyone who had been 
shrivelled by old age is surprised to see that he is still 
around and asks Time whether it has touched him. cAbid says 
he is two hundred and twenty years old and he knew the 
first lakhmid king and had only just missed meeting Dhu
2
and: (Tawil)
Apart from a few references to Imru al-Qaisfs failure
3  ^ _
is silent on Imru al-Qais's devastation of the Asadi tribe 
nor does he allude to Imru1al-Qais1s journey to Byzantium
silence suggests that cAbid might have died before Imra* 
al-Qais routed the Asadis, possibly in the 536s.
Like many Late Jahill poets cAbid tends to exaggerate
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al-Qamain and Pavia. cAbId ends the poem by stressing that
1
immortality is denied to man and only Allah is eternal:
(Kamil)
j J- *- " ~ i r* s 0
V*.- ... } , =
 * J  ^  ^^  *—~ WU—-J J ^ ■ ' 1! I»
,J— -rr^ v-~Jj .L • L'l* JI b L- ; a J Jj \.i "Jul L>-
ji/V r3-^  J-,ir ouj U ’-*
I 'jtr. jI'jl:--  '.L_. li_JU ^  ilH. 'Jsjt cTjV
* * -
I ajb t£ji ol c Lair j -^Tli ^  tjw^Ia]! li cJLLUj
b _ jU . J l i  t " i j l l U l  “*i/| ' " i—lia -p lJ u  J b L  J jCijlI I*
1 *-rTJJ *^ l L-a'^ LT 'lib! fj— la
The literary biographer Sijistani took cAbidfs word in
respect of his age at face value, overlooking the fact that
cAbid was exaggerating the length of his life in order to
boast of his vast experience of the political upheavals he 
2
had witnessed. Judging from cAbidfs poems and the 
contemporary political events mentioned in his poems, he 
must have lived over one hundred years.
Perhaps more than any of his contemporaries and older
contemporaries, cAbid preludes most of his long poems with
an atlal section followed by a nasib, or with nust a naslb.» 101 —— —
In his atlal openings cAbid invariably likens the ruins of • 1
the abandoned town of the girl he loved, now inhabited by 
ostriches and ghazelles, to the writings in a book: (Khafif)
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1
or to a tattered dress: (Baslt)
JUI Cuill JCLIa UUIp jj-a jb
2
or to the title of a hook: (Tawil)
m _ - • S - . -* -  ^ 5^  ^ Q  ^« I ^
J; ji juJw*_5 ^ ' <Xs-j*-& sIj_*jl *>-*-■» j jj.
3
or to the decorations on a sheath: (Khafif)
Jj'U-lS’" p~A jlj 3 C—>wS>li j, a jJI (bflJl—i p-j- C»i ji 3
and he also likens the remains of the fireplaces to the
4 , - \faded writings in an old parchment: (Kamil)
} } m t  ^  ^^  ^  ^  ^ J ^
 ^ j —* <——«j  ^ ^wj .^>s_£ <U>-L<a-j j l i  j j l  *1
■* '  - - *  ~  -
L ? ( J  ■‘j--
Sometimes cAhid charges his atlal scenes with
5
unexpected poignancy: (Tawil)
rt_- ir^ ir j ic-'j
y1 f- * f J m  ^ «> • # / | «•  ^ ^
[a  $ I j  oLp^J . .■ u<* J*-4 w -U—j
15 jlj Sfi A~S* I ji <.l$v_' (^ ‘-'i 4j
— » fS  ^ ff •-*
LSsJL- a-4 jJi o  » i l  f- .j  . b  U ,a ail -,_4 U 4J si-1 3"*i£4 .UlO'jJI l-U- r^.-i<_IP j •> oj
cAbid emphasises his sadness at the sight of the deserted 
dwellings of his girl Sulaima, haunted by ostriches and
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deers, by comparing himself to a dove calling other doves 
to mourn the cherished dove that, according to tradition,
have a dazing effect on cAbId like that of the vintage wine 
of Ba-bil: (Sarlc)
that on one occasion he stopped with his friends at the
deserted dwellings where his love Kind once lived, and
2
asked the ruins what happened to its inhabitants: (Basit)
dropped by women, falls back on the days when he indulged
in dawn-drinking bouts in the company of refined and
voluptous women who happily responded to his touch, and
the thrilling time he spent with them was constantly on 
3
his mind:
had been lost since Nuh*s time. At other times the ruins
In one of his best atlal and nasib preludes cAbid says
<J,Ul a...JI JUsIa ULLp jj.a jb l»
Jb j  U IfrA-a-j' CjT ( * t j b  > ib  (JallaJ) r l j  I C j  ->•
CAbid, now getting old, with his hair turned grey, and
cAbid then regrets the passing of youth, and concludes that
1
old age stigmatises people in a society of action:
^  j*-1j V J, Ls L^Il'I jL
JUH ill j i 4J3-U J-j I i  L-lli Llli.ilJ
In the nasib section of another poem cAbid compares
the soft houri-eyes of his girl to those of an oryx
lovingly watching over its calf grazing with the herd or
1
resting under a tree: (Tawil)
c 5 L l *  x.* IjlH > i,?»- 'I i, ' „ • '-S,
J-G" J 1 >1 ^ J L:_* J^>s.«aJL L;La..?“l L! JlJ 4j I ,_J
l i  11^ ‘ j r  j  1 ^ -1 1  i  u  L -  J  L l i ' j
And when his girl smiles her bright teeth sparkle like the
3
dew-fresh camomile flowers of the meadows:
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1
And he longs for her company like a man dying for water:
^  —=il ^U- i r  ^ U  ' JI I' Jlh j \ *  j :  JI J: Is
One of cAbid*s nasih openings depicts a dawn scene
with camels carrying cAbid*s girl and her friends on
colourful howdas, like palm trees loaded with fruit, ready
to move out early in the morning. cAbid!s girl was covering
her delicate face with a veil held by her untattooed hand,
which implied she was a respectable woman, for only whores
2
had tattooed hands: (Basit)
O _  > 9 ^  ^  * ftf ~ ~  > 9 > 9 -  * i . \* .
A—* rv_jp \ ^  kZj l.fc. , ,,,4 A^ 4 W-2JI i-w^ J
J  u  - •
d^ 4 * ,_2_j 1.4_»jl j;-, -»i kJjS" * 5 , Allah ULc lj 0^ _'Ip.i fr
9  ^ o i^ o | t  ^ i ^ 4p ^
4.4 *—* JL.-»  ^ L- IT 1 4 -it L-Jp
■ v ,~
^ -N.- - J 1 , 1 1 l ^ — II r' 1 ^4 ^  J) A.ufl I  ^ w
< l , j 4^4 a•***—'1 3  ^■ i■■-1^
4_4 *_« ^ —2-jji j *— >-p  ^ rr' V
And her mouth tasted like vintage wine kept in a container 
sealed with musk for which foreign winesellers demanded the 
earth:
9 «> .c »« ,. a  ^  ^  ^ o ^ •
c JlU i c^JIsoi o j^ jU jj jlr
^  J -^ _  'V C j i  l . j u l  iL*
cAbid ends the section with a description of the lightning
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lashing the nimbus clouds, and of the downpour, and
concludes that if he were to drink the rain it might cure
1
his love-stricken heart:
4.* jj s-lj j j j ^ *_j j I LJ111 O-jwj I j\—! ,^—4 L
4- "^l L?”! J J-* J (J J-3- U-3^r\_i
i - ^ —■* *■ bSx—~m t a.. .Is"* ij aj ■ * - 1 (_p I s-Cll dUJLs
A recurrent theme in °Abidls poetry is the storm and
the way lightning, clouds, wind and rain affect the 
2
landscape: ( Kamil)
■Cf
9 m *' S 0 ^ ^
43 Jj-P Uj J
i*uV|
a. 1-3_i L»i a LIL i
jU £HJ 
£-* *
fl jUL_P — jJl
J J •...
iH-i
iSj~*
U rsj L$~
U‘
There is a poem which classical critics are at
variance as to its authorship, Asmaci attributes the poem
_ - 3
to Aws b, Hajar while Abu cUbaida ascribes it to cAbid.
With the exception of this poem, the storm, lightning, 
clouds and rain themes rarely appear in Aws*s existing 
poems. Whereas the recurrence of the same themes, as well 
as the use of tarsi0. love, wine and fatalistic motifs, in
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addition to the reference to Mount Shatib, which was in the*
Banu Asad region, in °Abid,s poetry strengthen the argument
in favour of its attribution to cAbid. The poem opens with
cAbidfs girl reproaching him for his heavy drinking and
uncontrollable passion as he cajoles her to postpone her
admonishing until the following morning, since he knows
that he will one day sober up, then die and be buried,
1
wrapped in a white shroud, in the bend of a wadi: (Basit)
^ '—■>j-iaJL'i C^s> tAH apL- LI. .—At  ^jSj tV ^ >,
 ***I j l£ i| J j l  -Li j AI l^ lLlli
L bicj j hiZsij Li L^.L ,_>LJIlJI ""jbT
^—il Lj-j ilJLi >^0 hlc LA Ijj 1 jl ,_HL| i i jj
j  jjlJI l\ j L S '  j\— • ^4 A-Ili V *
"  ^ ? " — 5* —
The rest of the poem is devoted to the storm which is
arrestingly delineated* °Abid observes the lightning
flashing through the clouds like dawnlight, and the clouds
2
so low he could almost touch with the palms of his hands:
4
,cA .C*^1 "br4 '•L-lijt "jllui C-_HI jAiJ L.
The downpour was battering and sweeping everything away, 
the lightning over Mount Shatib was like the white legs of 
a black horse racing with other horses, and the lightning- 
lit cumulus clouds, which resembled a fine colourful dress
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or the light of a lamp, thundered like the husky voice of a
she-camel tired of calling her camelets to graze; and all
1
the land was covered in water:
j .? * V.k- '•.i - -f - -Jj 4jir* j -t£>-
< J r^  us~*~-t t P f  j*” ' L J a li ^ L _ Ip  Q  4_i_j  jlS'
L.a J_j *Ql U-j i tiC^ j aJQ-J lu
x)
i • •* •'. * t *.■* i\ • - r»* t * > t- -.stI;"*3-* *■ j~& Ji 0J. I t Ja-J J 4_1, c. 1 1_X 15"
^11j  b C-^~ Ji -»L1 ^_r-' IjbL_t ^
;s;j j u-^y f-bJ* ^
J tU.1 J jW*"^ *JL*J 4 l U J-1, -»- t~.  ^A
r *  : * '<r '  <".• "n i s
X-?-*rJ ^  if'— ^  a-* Cr*
11 • . .-_* ■* » Jt - » ■> J .J • 5 , „ , * t
L£*~ Cr*J V  J o  Jh-4 KJ- jJi jb u U L  -t  -,-,^ >1*
Most of ^Abid*s reflective verse has become part of
the proverb-lore, and many of his verses are still being
2
used now in contemporary speech: (Basit)
rr1/ 1^  .°>A> Vi 
jUJ. "jut ’J\
jL— 1^5^  l_jl^r\3l
* rr -*•
r. bL. 'lalL.
• -A
'vj -  ** *i -  II J * -J  (j—^ b!— * l b  b* J  b
C~£-
T * . C 1' ^  5V 1  ^  >
.a l>- V
1 -• » -> 
* S j  -L.4
'---- '1 I *J~l ull>Ul j l
U a
W aj __)b <j_j' y j  JI ^ -u
Aj jU jll 'J it " j n x :
5
And: (Tawil)
And: (Khafif)
jb^ii Arf J 01 p-L. jy "xs. 1 JLZ*
1 * I *"• I *^,1^  ^  ^ } J t, . ^  _
uu-S-3-i Jl—*i ^ ^ L l i  'VI <j J^LJiljV
jJILJI J->«^  r^^ -» aJ j--- * ^ j~aLi\ £>f*" Cc’ j
2
cA'bid,s travel scenes have crows of departure: (Kamil) 
io iajJl 'iil'JL j T -u H  l££C>., "ji " V ;
and camels moving in and out of town like ships sailing
3
along the Tigris: (Tawil)
• - > >i J .. . ... -
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^  J -la— j  J  l^ -La_5vJ i_j j l  _*_P (J (V-i—- » uxi"
-* *■ | | L  ^  ^| ^   ^  ^^
Cj* j Ci’Kr^' C—s^-ll vaJUJLI «—J
c -
As an old man, Abid was haunted by the days of his
youth when times were better and his people were
prosperous, and he particularly recalls frequenting with
his young and noble friends houses where girls sang and
1
played the lute in musk-scented rooms: (Tawil)
^  lie -1.>. cLUU p-rc-J-* jy-LU OyLLaJi j Ja!
’^A 1 J Ilp 'U I j (c'-uJl < c-Ul» *LCl" UljiJ-i Jai^ v u -
r'j > j~“ u?. u* A-~-i — ~ t^JL-J.1 /’-jdj C-~jj
t-*1 JI i$j t <-jv—ill 15
* j* -
 ^  ^ I J  ^  ^  ^ vt J * — ^1 t ♦" I _ I J 9 ^
3mS^  J f ’ p-r. ‘~J"i It* p-v r“*-p 4 p^ oL-lIu O
j^j i-f Lr^ <-—^115 UX--JI 15-Ls-« p^l OUjLxil ^ ^ J j
_V J (J (jr—j I> 15 l5 l il l i  JS ,^.a* *■ • ,^ Crr-Sl*
Classical critics were unanimous in their praise of 
cAbid!s next poem. The critic Abu Zaid al-Qurashi included 
it in the "Mujamhara" section of his classic anthology
Jamharafc AehCar al-°Arab and considered it equal to any of
_ 2  -
The Seven Mucallaqat. The critic Tibrizi added cAbidfs
poem together with a poem by al-Nabigha al-Dubyani, and
another poem by Acsha to the seven Mucallaqat, thereby
_ 3
editing a new anthology entitled The Ten Mucallaqat.
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Classical critics were puzzled and fascinated by the
poen^s rhythmical structure which did not fit into the 
- - 1 
Khalili metrical patterns, and for this reason they
compared it to the rhythm of a speech and of the spoken 
2
idiom. On the other hand, Ibn Jinni and Hazim al-Qartajannl• •
refer to the metre of the poem as Mukhalla0 al-Basit.
_ 3 *
because each hemistich ends with a faculun foot. The poem
has four remarkable features each of which centres around a
theme. The first feature is the atlal opening which is
different from other atlal openings on account of its
Ma arnan notion that the land on which his people once
4
thrived had in time past been the home of other tribes: 
(Basit1
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The second feature is the extended image of the eyes
over-flowing with tears which are first compared to water
coming out of an old punctured leather bottle, then to a
river running down a hill or in a valley, and then to a
5
stream flanked by palm trees:
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V - '  i J A~: — ^  -a ( j- *  ( j - ^  c jl- * - *  a—
 ^ ®  ^  ^  ^ yi  ^— | ^
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The extended eye-image is effectively sustained by the
comparative device oK and the conjunction jl . cAbidfs
rhythmic structure of the image and the technique of the
extended image influenced the Tafcila poet Badr Shakir
al-SayyaVs (1926-64-) conception of imagery. Sayyab, like
cAbid, uses the same technical tools to build his extended 
1
image: (Rajaz)
* ja-JI itl~ ijLx
• j-i jl
J j j l  (>£>. iJ lL p
j~t j J^IT ... o&jj
'j-1*i. L,wA j
... ( j JsJj Ii\f
The third feature is meditative, and centres around cAbidfs
belief in the Oneness of Allah who never fails those who 
2
se.ek His help:
j-AJ., ..J I la_*_j U» .*y
jj aJlj OL>,— Jl ^, 1,7 (ys- LJjJI -^a-Lj V
t^ • * j ^ V  * * ^ j. k , • t> olrd ^-t  J---- if j Lj- C Jo I :>} ^  jL  J_pL-
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The fourth feature revolves around the striking comparison
dejectedly in its nest, as though it has lost a hawkling, 
and with its feathers covered in snow; and all at once it 
sees a fox, and quickly shakes the snow off its feathers, 
and swoops on the fox* And when the fox sees the hawk 
approaching, it instinctively tries to run away, hut 
realises there is no escape, so it straightens and fluffs 
up its tail defensively, and the hawk bounces on the
1
screaming fox and claws it to the ground and kills it:
of the speed of cAhid*s horse to a hungry hawk crouching
>- j\j
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cAbid was aware of his unique poetic genius and 
hoasted that his unrivalled mastery of the art of poetry 
and prose was comparable to the swimming skills of a 
fish! (Wafir)
UL \Ls\i- j \  ' j j£  ^ L S \L ^ L , • u -.f-Ji!I L-\S
• -*>
cJ
_^uai
<Jj j-
<-T* V-
b/bj {jl j ""iljj jj-— taJL .
> J  ^  ^ » , 4  ^ ^
j-^~. lS ( j - 4
d...-1-PT, h..J I 4^
Ab 4^ ^  ^^ L 4 4J bi<a ^^ b*4 f i ^  1' * -s
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cAhid!s religious ideas and language are echoed in 
the Qur*an as illustrated in the following examples:
J)l\ A—— ^ <n-4* vl^-lc J-Jil
1 2
The Our1 an: * >, ^ • tf.(
O 4>jl w »  >- J I
CjjI^ yiltj 4a*c> JS"j
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-  1
The Qur 'an: * h^-i M,4 i * &u%\ *i\*
"  '  V • J  ► / '
\ X'"' " * -•‘Lijji. ,1' JIlIU
2 .........
The Qur 'an: * IjSlJL QjilL * V »
cAbid's poetry is wide-ranging, and shows he was far
more inventive and original than any of his predecessors
and. contemporaries. His poetry is a watershed: on the one
hand, it crystallised the Jahili poetic experience from
its early days to the end of the pre-Imru1al-Qais period,
and on the other, it opened new vistas for the succeeding
generations. And because of this, the poets of the Imru1
al-Qais and post-Imru’ al-Qais periods found cAbid's poetry
richer in terms of subject matter, imagery and rhythm, and
drew heavily on it, to the extent that some of his imagery
was so extensively imitated that in the end it became part
of the Jahili poetic conventions. The following examples
3
of cAbidTs varied imagery illustrate this point: (Basit)
4- / -and: (Kamil)
p i ^  o  u" y y  v'tr
5 , — »and: (Tawil)
1
and: (Kamil)
2 y+n ''iM U j \ .-•>- *Jl j_J J I Ji---C- lulL?-j jl 4--S-'Vl
2
and: (Khafif)
juwi >  ^  j— v A - ^
and: (Basit)
4 / " Nand: (Tawil)
J a <
JU)I U^a_wJ ^ A-0-J2J JIT
jLkjb Jjll jL- l$l~* J !>C>* , i_JlH (J • (_£-!
-* " fs - * * **W*
Classical critics maintain that Imru'al-Qais was the
Jahili poet who invented and established the forms and
5poetic conventions of Jahili poetry. But this is not the 
case, as we have seen from our study of the poetry of the 
Jahiliyya of Lost Civilisations, Ancient Jahiliyya and the 
pre-Imru*al-Qais period of Late Jahiliyya, Indeed, by the 
time of Imru1al-Qais, Jahili poetry had developed a clearly 
defined poetic tradition with its distinct language, 
metres, rhyming patterns, conventions and structural and 
thematic forms which became the standard tradition of
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Jahili poetry. Classical critics also credit Imru1 al-Qais with 
having introduced certain images and scenes into Jahili 
poetry, overlooking the fact that such images and scenes 
betray the influence of cAbid!s poetry, as can be gauged 
from the following examples:
1 _
love Beenes - °AbId* (Basit)
o'i> LUlT — tl\ i j j  ^ j \  f  JI ' li_4
r-LalJ 2 *JIf * '■ '* I : * '• '* 9. -■* .* a - , „ :7 "j"5" '— tr*2" W  $ J  j S .  . " . . j  !j| » A  ' I
I 2Imru al-Qais: (Tawil)
3 - N
and: (Tawil)
Jlo JoLi J c-'J WrJ
4
and: (Kamil)
jljJI J iltf>  ILjJj "r^ yi l^Lr Jl/
5
and: (Tawil)
jJliU. Cjli Cc^ Sill b l j j
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cAbid: (Kamil)
j j . £ - <J^ L>- C-.i-Lj o  L- IT* aJL
2
Imru1al-Qais: (Tawil)
jj.il! S-.!JI v j;V jLj J,4nr
- 3
cAbid: (Tawil)
rj% ij J— *jI? 5— -Tl-c u-' J** J ^ 5*
4
Imru1al-Qais: (Tawil)
Cl* d\S\ j — tlr^C  ^  ( S ' j  t)A
-*•  ^ y
cAbid': (Basit)
#
*—)j,—iaJj'l tAla tAM apUw C.-mJj _^p": *“--; A
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cAbid: (Khafif)
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Imru* al-Qais: (Tawil)
fj] \jJ\ U lIj 'cSf\ VIc?1 1 {Jz
cAbId: (Basit)
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At>id: (Khafif)
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Imru* al-Qais: (Tawil)
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Lightning - cAhid: (Wafir)
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Horses - cAt>id: (Tawil)
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cAbid: (Kamil)
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I 2Imru al-Qais: (Tawil)■v
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Imru* al-Qais1 s comparison of the speed of his horse to that
of a hawk swooping down on its prey is a replica of cAbidfs
3 -last scene in his popular poem mentioned earlier: (Basit)
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Watery eyes - Abid: (Basit)
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Imru al-Qais: (Basit)
Jli.I Llfb jfc' £)U~ 'ift-Ji
J*- • .*
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3
and: (Tawil)
(3  ^ Ad?ldi JjjJL C yd —
The over-lapping of ^ h i d ^  and Imru1 al-Qais1 s scenes 
and images is not coincidental hut shows the direct 
influence of the older poet cAbid on the ^/ounger poet Imru* 
al-Qais# Since cAbid was one of the court poets of Imru' 
al-Qais!s father, it was during his stay at cdurt that he 
came into contact with Imru*al-Qais with whom he engaged in 
a test of poetic aptitude known as munafara t as shown by 
the following poem in which cAbid begins with the first 
bait followed by the second bait by Imru^al-Qais followed 
by the third bait by cAbId then followed by the fourth bait 
by Iraru*al-Qais, and the alternating pattern goes on until
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1
the two poets call it a day: (Basit)
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furthermore, cAbid*s influence on IInru,al-Qais 
manifests itself in the depiction of horses as well as in 
the structure of the polythematic qaslda that begins with 
an atlal section followed by a nasib and a chase section.
o
It seems that it was an oversight of classical critics
to attribute innovative qualities to Imru*al-Qais which
established him in their eyes as the father of Jahili
poetry, when in fact, those same qualities belonged, as
we have seen, to cAbid, or had become part of the Jahili
poetic heritage before Imru1al-Qais. Therefor^, we can
reasonably assume that cAbid is the first major influence
in shaping and determining the course of development of
Jahili poetry. But this does not diminish the major role
played by Imru1al-Qais in articulating the poetic tradition
1
established by his predecessors and older contemporaries.
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Conclusion
In the previous chapters we have studied the work of 
over thirty poets and found that the hait and shatr structures, 
and virtually all the meters, like ramal. khaflft mutaqarib 
and munsarih, are as old as Jahili poetry* We have also found 
that the tadmln (enjambment) and the thematic forms like the 
prayer poem, epitaph poem, love poem, reflective poem, wine 
poem and chase poem, as well as the structural forms, like
muzdawa.i * ra.jaz, qit°a and qaslda, were in use long before 
ImruT al-Qais.
The assumption that Imru1 al-Qais was the inventor of
the polythematic qaslda, particularly the one that begins
with an atlal section, falls apart when the work of Imru1
al-Qais is compared to the work of his predecessors like
Mudad b, cAmr al-Jurhuml, Uhaiha b. al-Julah, or his 
• 0 0 0 0
older contemporaries Muhalhil, al-Harith b. cUbad, Zuhair 
b. Janab, al-Find al-Zimmanl, al-Akhnas b. Shihab, 
al-Muraqqish al-Akbar, al-Muraqqish al-Asghar, °Amr b*
Qaml'a, Abu Du1 ad al-Iyadl and cAbId b. al-Abras, all of 
whom wrote polythematic qasidas and atlal poems. Indeed,
Imru* al-Qais does not regard himself as the originator of 
the qaslda that begins with an atlal section, and he 
admits in more than one poem that he modelled his atlal 
poems on the work of Ibn Khidham: (Kamil)
\ L U J  J — (JJJkll U - j p
U ~>)  ^  lS ' - t '
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1
of Ibn Harara:
- 2
of Ibn Humam:
r ,  ,  &'$i  U i
J Z  ur 'L'ii| C '
-  L 5“v r - '
L
_ 3
and of Ibn Hidham:
#
gf iif j^{| Jiyi kcj
It is not clear whether the names of the four poets 
are variations of the same name or they belong to four 
different poets, Abu °Ubaida says he was told by some 
country people from the tribe of the Banu Jacfar b. Kilab 
that the verse in Imru’al-Qais*s Mucallaaa: (Tawil)
 ^  ^  ^ y ^ x t x ^  ^i  ^  ^ x  ^ -f ^
jljJi K-j\ (_£«AJ "T^ ohlp (_j LS^
- 4
was by Ibn Khidham. Ibn al-Kalbi says that the first five
c - 5verses of Imru al-Qais*s Mu allaqa were by Ibn Haram;
whereas others attribute the same five verses to 
6
Muhalhi1: (Tawil)
j (_£ vbl ]-?j — i i_)y~*j  i \ S 3**^ 1-1 ^~)
1 I
- * ' ~* " ' t,—
t»> t  „ > S* , , _ -  ^  ^ . _ J „ , ,
Jil» jl—j . j t -  <J i o'/* ^  is/
> . , i ^  ^ * * * - '' '< -
I i f i l U  i. t  ^ i fll<JLp L_f
5  ^^  ^ 1 •  ^ <*  ^  ^^  ^^  i  ^ f!, * *
t ^ 1  ilU^ ; V : i l5 L£-t> w ’ ^
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Ibn al-Kalbi also thinks that Imru’al-Qais b. Haritha b.
al-Humam b. Mucawiya, the Ibn Humam of Imru' al-Qais, was 
• •
the inventor of the atlal genre, of which only one
1
example has so far surfaced: (Basit)
Ibn Humam, together with Zuhair b. Janab, fought Muhalhil
-  -2
at the Battle of Khazaza. As for Ibn Hidham, Ibn Sallam
says that nothing is known about him other than the
3
reference in Imru'al-Qais*s verse*
Classical critics were intrigued by the thematic
forms of atlal and nasib, and made every attempt to trace» r ~
their origins, but came to no definite conclusion. When
discussing the atlal and the nasib conventions. Ibn• ■' ■ITrT m r~rTr
Qutaiba avoids tackling the question relating to their
origins, and dwells on their function in the oasida. He
defines the polythematic qasida as having four principal
themes: atlal, nasib, chase and praise. The atlal-nasib * 111 — — —  •
section is associated with the beloved, the chase with a 
detailed description of the landscape with its flora and 
fauna and of the poet’s riding beast, be it a camel or a 
horse, and the fourth section is in praise of the poet's 
patron. Ibn Qutaiba thinks the purpose of introducing the
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first three themes is to create a longing for the
countryside with which the poeVs urban audience or
readers were familiar, before the poet moves on to
1
eulogise his patron. Ibn Qutaibafs view of the qaslda
would be valid had all the qasidas been written in the
*
same mode; but not all the qasidas begin with an
atlal-nasib opening, nor do they have hunting scenes nor
panegyric sections. The word qasida has four different
meanings. Firstly, it simply means a poem, irrespective
of its length. Secondly, it means a poem exceeding seven
verses according to one theory, or exceeding ten verses
2
according to another theory. Thirdly, it means a long 
polythematic poem as detailed by Ibn Qutaiba. Fourthly, 
it means a long polythematic poem with no fixed themes. 
Therefore, Ibn Qutaiba!s definition of the qasida applies 
to the Umayyad and Abbasid panegyric qasida rather than 
to the flexible Jahili polythematic qasida.
In Ta'wil Mushkil al~Qur!an. Ibn Qutaiba says the
reason why the poet starts with an atlal motif is to
drive home the message that nothing is eternal except 
3
Allah.
On the other hand, Ibn Aibak al-Dawadari quotes 
Ma°arri as saying that as the Arabs were merchants and 
were sometimes away from home, they always remembered
-4
nostalgically their families, their homes and the atlal
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that punctuated the landscape of the Arabian Peninsula,
where they stopped to rest during their journeys. Por
this reason the old name of the month of Jumad al-Akhira 
1
was *>■ •
It is interesting to note that the poets of the Imru 
al-Qais and post-Imru al-Qais periods did not extend the 
scope of the atlal imagery of their predecessors as they 
had done with the nasib imagery, but they just reproduced 
the inherited imagery,
The earliest reference to a town once inhabited by
people and now the haunt of gazelles is in a two-line
_2
poem by Mudad b. cAmr al-Jurhuml: (Tawil)• • ^
ojjj <j_? < J \  
f  i j *  (jo ^ ^  v s Z m
As we discussed earlier the Khuzacis settled in Mecca
_  3
after they had banished the Jurhumis. It would appear
from Mudadfs poem that he was following an atlal 
• • I
convention to express sadness for the loss of Mecca,
The second surviving atlal prelude consists of two
verses by TJhaiha b. al-Julah, in which he mentions the
_ 4
name of Su^d and of his wife Salma: (Khafif)
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Abu al-Faraj says that Uhaiha wrote the poem after Salma• *
escaped- from Uhaihafs castle in order to warn her people 
* * 1
that her husband was planning to attack them. As the poem
is about the disappearance and betrayal of Salma, there
is no reason why the name of Sucad should be mentioned
alongside Salma’s in the poem, unless she was an old
flame Uhaiha recalls in order to help him forget his • •
treacherous wife. It is possible that Uhaiha, like
• •
Khuzaima b. Nahd before him, might have met Sucad in the
country in the Spring or the Autumn, when the town people
in the Arabian Peninsula used to, and still do, spend
some time in the countryside and return to their town
homes at the end of each season, leaving behind traces
2
of their seasonal sojourn. There is also the possibility 
that the poet might have revisited the same spot which 
rekindled memories of the happy season.
In the case of Sucad and Salma it is likely that
after recovering from the shock of his wife’s betrayal,
which reduced his world to ruins, Uhaiha was trying to
compare the contrasting experiences he had with the two
women. In the absence of the full text of Uhaiha’s poem,
* •
which according to Abu al-Faraj is a long poem, it is 
pointless to indulge in labyrinthine conjectures.
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The case that the atlal was used merely as a poetic
1 #
device and thought of as good an opening as any is
further endorsed "by a poem of al-Muraqqish al-Asghar,
which begins with the description of the deserted
dwellings of his lover Hind bint cAjlan who was the maid
of princess Fatima bint al-Mundhir, the daughter of the 
-  1 # 
king of Hira: (Basit)
^AjJl JL>- U« Cf^ * ‘ ;V
r • # e i^"*D "* o ^ * * n
As we have pointed out earlier, Hind*s home was next to
2
the palace of Fatima, and it is inconceivable that the 
house and the palace could have been abandoned and left 
to crumble soon after al-Muraqqish al-Asghar*s 
short-lived love affair with both the princess and her 
maid, unless they were destroyed by war or natural 
disaster like an earthquake. The poem makes no reference 
to the house or the palace having been demolished by war 
or natural disaster. Therefore, the employment of the 
atlal prelude in this case is no more than a convenient 
device to evoke an atmosphere of nostalgia before moving 
on to other themes.
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The same can he said of al-Muraqqish al-Akharfs poem
which begins with a mention of the atlal of the dwellings
_ 1
of his love Asma?: (Tawil)
We have seen from Muraqqish's life that Asma1 was his 
cousin and both of them lived in the same neighbourhood 
before the marriage of Asma* to a Muradi who took her 
with him to his home in Najran. After her departure the 
people of Asma* and of Muraqqish did not leave their 
homeground, nor were their abodes reduced to atlal. yet 
Muraqqish talks of the deserted dwellings of Asma' as 
being inhabited by birds. Moreover, Muraqqish died in
the arms of Asma1. Muraqqishfs description of the atlal
of the dwellings of Asma1 is the product of the poet's
imagination rather than a reflection on a lived
experience. al-Muraqqish al-Akbar, like al-Muraqqish
al-Asghar. uses the atlal nurelv as a literary device • .
current in his day.
Abu Du1ad al-Iyadi wrote three poems with atlal 
preludes, but only the atlal opening lines have survived.
j J j i d j J U a J i  £^ 1 Jl ^1
1 g. jf jJ tlf-l i^. i
Cxt l ASirr* ^
f s's- >  ^  4 *  m t 4  (x  x  *  * £ x ®  •  x  x  * *
J j LgJlSb.
2
1
The first of the atlal openings is: (Wafir)
-f
W id 'j OLS"
c
L_^ >
-^AjCP
i * *
<*
0 # ^’ p I'!,—’ . i-y  J ; —  j - J  J -
2
,rj> * & .
<Ja->
The second atlal opening is: (Ramal)
t ^ jbOi O l J j
{J > z ^ > \ j  ^ 4 J Lipj IjjlS"" (Jr'yi tyv^’
iib ih-w>- Ur.*/? jis" (_£AJl (j
And the third atlal opening, which Atm al-Faraj says was
3
set to music hy several composers, is: (Khafif)
5 >  ^ •
■^Ldl JjS— • j«v.j lap ol_________d_iiJ I A.
£*jj jfb wii» J-^ssaj Cjl
Abu Du’ad’s general treatment of the atlal theme 
indicates that the atlal theme was employed as a poetic 
convention.
Some of al-Harith b. cUbadfs poems start with an
-  4
atlal prelude followed by a martial theme: (Khafif)
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And: (Kamil)
,fU >-5? Q C  li^  JjEi;•m' 't  •r'tf m ( J "
' f  ' J k j  \ & i ’c U ‘j {  # ' J j .
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j^^ ==» j£c- \ c^-jl ^  £j
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The switch from the atlal section to the next theme is 
abrupt, which suggests that the atlal prelude is used 
simply as an opening convention.
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One of Muhalhilfs poems starts with an atlal
#
opening, then moves on unexpectedly to another theme
like the poems of al-Harith b. cUbad that have an atlal 
1
prelude: (Khafif)
In another poem Muhalhil includes the following two 
2
atlal verses: (Khafif)
The fact that Muhalhil orders his eyes not to weep over
the atlal because of the deep sense of anger he felt over 
' •
the murder of his brother Kulaib proves the currency of 
the atlal convention.
The ruins are sometimes described as being those of 
a deserted town or village where the poet stopped over 
for the night or where he had love affairs with the local 
girls or as being those of the poet's once prosperous
JlW  ^ |  l\j^ \ \ jj;
Jlljl pd-jli1^3 Jt \  \
A— V—AI Qjt> l_J U>l j Jil
JlLVb s L £ = * l i J D j i  j 2  \i
J Lf- JJlit jSCj J j j
jj-; J \ ci o l ^ I  (J^r1 ^ ^  ^  ^^
>^\ £   ..>• ^
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town which had been destroyed by war, as can be deduced
1
from cAbid b, al-Abrasfs atlal poem: (Tawil)
>
,~aIj_# wLi j-— >- L ^j\ dill *i~', ULL> * -li- ~ \ L-*
-jij Jp U  j Mil j o , ^  ^  ^
• I ' . H '  ' . : t  ,. j  I Li Li! * \^>» .. 4-1 j| o - I : i*u vVii - ■ •
■* ‘1 "'it ■* *• - - 0 , - - » .« , * ^  < , (. . , 5 , s t
,Uil J_> > ^  p-SJl-A LJj J lJ  ^  uj Vl
e»li j_a Li tL-i'i/l  ^*i— j-GnJ Lc ] ij-Ltt-j—* c*ij-il J^Ip J - » U
_ Q
The words atlal and rab are usually translated as
2 3 
"vanishing traces of tents" and "desolate encampment",
yet the description of the atlal and rabc indicate that
they are the remains of JjL (houses), jlo (houses,
palaces, castles), (houses, tents) or prb
4
(bowers, tents) of a once thriving town or village. If 
the atlal and rabc had been abandoned campsites of 
nomads, there would have been no traces left since the 
nomads would have obviously taken the tents and all their 
belongings with them on their departure. Therefore, the 
way of seeing the atlal and rab° and the manner in which 
they are delineated re-enforce the urban background of 
the poets who lived before Imru al-Qais.
In the hunting scene of the qaslda the poet makes 
no reference to nomads living in the badiya nor to a 
nomadic way of life; he simply paints a vivid, idealistic
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a n d  r o m a n t i c i s e d  p i c t u r e  o f  h i s  r i d i n g  b e a s t  a n d  o f  t h e  
l a n d s c a p e  w i t h  w h i c h  h e  h a d  g r o w n  f a m i l i a r  t h r o u g h  h i s  
e x t e n s i v e  t r a v e l s  a c r o s s  t h e  l e n g t h  a n d  b r e a t h  o f  t h e  
A r a b i a n  P e n i n s u l a  i n  s e a r c h  o f  a d v e n t u r e  o r  f o r t u n e .
I t  w a s  t h e  c u s t o m  o f  t h e  J a h i l l  i n h a b i t a n t s  o f  t o w n s  
b o r d e r i n g  o n  t h e  b a d i y a  t o  g o  h u n t i n g  d u r i n g  t h e  s e a s o n  
a s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  A b u  D u 1a d ’ s  p o e m :  ( M u t a q a r i b )
 ^^  0  ^£ S 0 * *  ^Q S ''ft'' ^
1 li^* 1^1 j > - Lxj:_o L- 1
OLj
I jl ***$ Ll> 1j ; IJ Hi LJ 1I_p > 1 . 1 c. -p~ I, t'S s O * * * - -✓ ' . f J s
jLLa'I j *
' j •* ' ! -  '  -\iA_l wLl^ yJ ^U»tUh* Aj
7t_w2J ' v« cV»
jU J a H ! i l i J l
 ^ * JL 0 t 3
IjLkj jl aJ 1 y >  (jSwj
/  / & -r
'•* ' 0 } 
AiJU- \__j  O s L i l i i 'i-h
A * ' 1 p  A_t L
^ j l i J l i__ l a
^ j U i ! J jb - V lT
Sj U ji ; > i i  l J j : U i
lL j i
Z ' ' f ' \ s
jh H  _pj
fav i ' £
\«-« 
3
j*— idi a^-i ^  _pj (j
j! ‘ ^
 ^  ^^  ^0 1* ' 
Ij’j——J al^A
' s '  ' f. t 6 >
h 1 ^ hi ^
1 jlJ , 1_jJ j jiaj \\Jd
A n d  t h i s  c u s t o m  p e r s i s t s  t o  t h i s  d a y  i n  t h e  A r a b i a n  
P e n i n s u l a .  I n  n o  J a h i l i  q a s i d a  d o  t h e  p o e t s  h i n t  t h a t  t h e  
h u n t  w a s  u n d e r t a k e n  f o r  s u r v i v a l  p u r p o s e s ;  t h e  u r b a n  p e o p l e
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h u n t e d ,  f o r  s p o r t ,  w h e r e a s  t h e  n o m a d s  h u n t e d  f o r  s u r v i v a l .
O n e  o f  t h e  a r e a s  w h e r e  t h e  c l a s s i c a l  c r i t i c s  h e l d  
d i f f e r e n t  o p i n i o n s  i s  t h e  t a d m i n .  S o m e  c r i t i c s  t h o u g h t  
t h a t  t h e  u s e  o f  t h e  t a d m i n  s h o w s  t e c h n i c a l  w e a k n e s s  o n  
t h e  p a r t  o f  t h e  p o e t ;  w h i l e  o t h e r s  l i k e  N a s r  A l l a h  h .  
a l - A t h i r  b e l i e v e d  t h a t  t h e  t a d m i n  i s  a n  e s s e n t i a l  d e v i c e  
w h i c h  h e l p s  s u s t a i n  t h e  f l o w  o f  i d e a s  i n  a  p o e m  o r  a
v i e w s  o n  t h e  t a d m i n .  b u t  w h a t  i s  c e r t a i n  i s  t h a t  t h e r e  
i s  s c a r c e l y  a  J a h i l i  p o e m  w h i c h  i s  d e v o i d  o f  t a d m i n .  
I n d e e d ,  w h e n  T i b r i z i  w a n t e d  t o  g i v e  a n  e x a m p l e  o f  t a d m i n  
h e  c h o s e  a n  e x t r a c t  f r o m  a  p o e m  b y  t h e  e a r l i e s t  k n o w n
1
p r o s e  t e x t *  N o t h i n g  i s  k n o w n  a b o u t  t h e  J a h i l i  p o e t s *
_ _2
J a h i l i  p o e t  M u d a d  b .  c A m r  a l - J u r h u m i ;  ( T a w i l )
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The tadmin and the husn al-takhallus devices are key 
# • •
factors in maintaining the unity of the Jahili qasida.
It appears from our study of the classical Arab 
sources that the poetry of the Jahiliyya of Lost 
Civilisations, Ancient Jahiliyya and the pre-Imru*al-Qais 
period of the Late Jahiliyya, was the product of an urban 
society, and that virtually all the Jahili poetic 
conventions were already established before Imru*al-Qais, 
and that Imru*al-Qais was following a well-trodden path.
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TRANSLATION
1Laqlt b. Yacmur al-Iyadl
The original poem is on page 110. The following translation 
is from M. A. Mu id Khan, Diwan of Lagit Ihn Yacmur al-Iyadl,
Beirut, 1971, p. 45.
Greetings from Laqlt through this letter, to those o f  
the tribe o f Iyad who dwell in the land between the rivers.
The Lion Kisra has come to you; may not your occu­
pation with the grazing o f  goats cause you to ignore his 
approach.
Seventy thousand armed men have come, pressing for­
ward their hosts like locusts.
With a swelling heart we have come to you, as this 
may be the time o f your destruction like that o f the tribes 
o f Gl d .
2The original poem is on pages 110-113. The following 
translation is from Diwan of LagIt Ihn Yacmur al-Iyadl» 
pp. 45-49.
O abode o f cAmra in the sand-dunes, the place where 
she used to dwell, to see it derelict has excited m y sorrows 
(and filled me with) anguish and pain.
At the turn of the valley a young damsel has captured 
my heart ; and carried it with her to the chapel o f Dhat 
alcAdhba.
She is o f fastidious nature, does not adhere to her
purpose: neither frustration of hopes, nor the attainment 
of ambition are to be expected o f her.
Her dream comes to me wherever my saddles are 
placed (i.e. wherever I am encamped). It keeps me awake 
in spite of my being afar off.
When their baggage-train moves toward the place of 
Salutaha, they do not look to what is being followed by 
them;, but I with my own eyes have seen them marching 
forward.
Sometimes I see them going, and sometimes I am 
unable to see them, as they shine for a while, and then dis­
appear in the mirage.
O you who are driving your camel in haste towards 
the land between the rivers in search of grass and water.
Convey to the tribe o f Iyad my message, and to 
their leaders in particular; I have a word to tell them, of 
the meaning o f which there can be no doubt, provided I 
am not disobeyed.
How sad it is that you are disunited and your affairs 
in confusion, while others are united and welle-organised.
They are nobles of Persia, sons of kings, whose armies 
look down upon mountains and clouds.
3They are marching speedily towards you, gathering 
weapons and deadly poisons for you.
Everyday they are grinding their spears and lances 
for you without taking rest, while you who are neglectful 
are drowned in slumber.
I am amazed to see you drowned in the sleep of 
negligence, although you know that the shooting star o f , 
war has appeared.
Beginning from your borders, grave danger is gra­
dually encircling you.
O my people do not trust Kisra and the army he 
has gathered, where (the safety of) your womenfolk is con­
cerned, if  you have regard for their honour.
Protect your horses, clean your swords, and pre­
pare arrows and strings for your bows.
Intensify the vigilance of your spies in the rear 
of the advancing troops, and be alert until the invading 
cavalry have retreated.
Spend your ancestral wealth in the defence o f your 
soul’s honour, and in guarding your women-folk, and do not 
perish out of. fear and fright.
M ay God bless you. Hand over your affairs to 
one whe is brave and experienced in matters o f war,
4Al-Muraqqish al-Akbar 
The original poem is on pages 181-182. The following translation 
is from Charles lyall, The Mufaddaliyyat, II, The Clarendon 
Press, 1921, p, 169#
Y e two comrades of mine, stay awhile, hurry not on so fast: in sooth the 
departure [which is at hand] is a guarantee that ye will not be blamed.
And perchance your delaying may send on ahead some evil thing [so that 
it will not affect u s ] : or it may be that, if ye hurry away, ye may miss some good 
that is coming to you.
s i s : } ; * * * * * *
0  camel-rider, whoever thou mayst be, bear this message, if  thou lightest 
on them, to Anas son of Sa'd, and H arm alah:
‘ Great m il be the virtue of you twain and your father, if  the man of 
Gliufailah escapes being s la in ! *
W ho shall tell my people how that Muraqqish has become to his com­
panions a troublesome burden ?
The beasts of prey have bitten off his nose, and have left him  in  the moun­
tains with the thick-maned [male hysena] and his mate waiting for him  to die,
A s though in his mangled limbs the beasts had come down to a water- 
spring— since the whole of the kin of Dubai'ah are far away.
5The original poem is on pages 185-186. The following translaion 
is from The Mnfaddaliyat, II, pp. 181-182.
, I T
Are the abodes deaf, that they give no answer? Yet, if atent-trace had the 
gift of speech, much could it tell.
The place is desolate, and the remnants of habitation like the tracery which 
a pen draws on the surface of a piece of leather.
'Tis the home of Asma, who has smitten my heart w ith love-sickness, and 
from mine eyes falls a stream of tears.
Void is it n o w : its plants are moist and rank, flowering freely its many- 
coloured herbs, growing close and thick.
Nay, but is not thy grief due to the departing litters that started in the 
morning, looking as though they were date-palms of Malham ?
About them floated odours of musk : the faces [of those who sat in them] 
were like bright gold, and the tips of their fingers were tinged pink as it were with 
Umam.
 ^ •-£
Not all the chances of fortune brought to m y heart such a pang as the 
death of my comrade who was left lying in Taghlam.
0  Tha'labah, smiter of helmet-crests with the sword, leader .of the kin 
when ways were dark, around!
Go th e n ! may thine uncle’s son be a sacrifice for thee I Nought abides 
for ever but Sliabah and Adam.
If any living thing could escape its fated day, then would escape the 
light-limbed mountain goat, banded with white streaks on its fore-legs,
Among the lofty peaks of 'Amayah, or where Khiyam lifts it up just 
short of the heaven.
Below it are the eggs of the white vulture, and above it the tall-shouldered 
mountain-summit, soaring high.
It roams thereupon wheresoever it w i l l ; and if  Destiny gave it but 
a respite, it might live until it grew decrepit:
But the guile of changeful Fortune wrought its destruction, so that it 
slipped from the mountain ledges, and was dashed to pieces.
No cause for grief is it to a man that he has missed length of days : there 
in the darkness before him is what he kn ow s!
The sire perishes and the son remains behind—every one born of a father 
must one day be orphaned ;
And mothers get gain from their pains [of travail and tendance]—then 
comes the time when the barren is in as good a case as they.
6Al-Muraqqish. al-Asghar 
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Ah, be thou safe from harm ! No parting for me to-day, Fatimah, nor 
evermore, so long as the tie of thy love endures!
The daughter of the Bakrite shot thee [with an arrow] from [a bow made 
of] the top branch of a lote-tree, while [our camels,] with eyes sunken [from long 
travel, sped by] with us [so swiftly that] they seemed to be ostriches [hurrying 
along].
She showed herself to us on the day when the tribe set forth, with [her 
long hair] hanging down, and [her mouth] sweet with its rows of teeth set not too 
closely together,
W hich a cloud-mass full of rain, lighted-up by the sun, has watered w ell 
from streaming'white clouds [below the dark masses above].
In Dhat ad-Dal she showed thee wrists of hers, and a cheek smooth 
and long, and blight like a silver mirror, soft.
His heart is cured of its intoxication with her, notwithstanding that when 
there comes into it a recollection of her, the earth swims about him as he stands. 
* * * * * * * * *
Look forth, 0  friend: seest thou aught of ladies camel-borne, that go forth 
swiftly on their way, seated in litters broad ?
They moved away from the wide strath of al-Warl'ah after that the day had 
risen high, and they crossed the detached strips of sand.
They have decked themselves out with rubies, and gold beads between, 
and large balls of molten gold, and onyx from Dhafar, and pearls two and two.
They took their way among the villages, and crossed the bend of the 
valley, their camels stepping out sw iftly ; and they left behind them Qaww, and 
passed forth along the mountain paths.
All, how lovely is the face whose brightness she shows us, and the tresses 
of hair long as cables, coal-black!
A s for me, I  feel shame before little Fatimah when I am hungry and lean, 
and shame before her also when I e a t ;
And I  feel shame before thee, though the wide desert be between us, lest 
thou m eet a brother of mine who has severed him self from us [and may tell of my 
evil qualities].
And verily I, though m y 3roung camel be spent, batter the ground with it, 
and with myself, 0  Fatimah, with the batterings [of recklessness].
[ 0  Fatimah, verily love grows in spite of [the Beloved’s] hate, and
imposes on the noble soul difficulties to be overcome.]
Hail to thee ! mayst thou have a mild and genial constellation, 0  Fatimah, 
even though the turning of thy way be not united with m in e!
Good greetings to thee 1 and know thou that 1113’' need is of th e e : so 
return to m e somewhat of thy favour, 0  Fatimah.
O Fatimah, if all other women were in one land, and thou in another, 
I would follow after thee, distraught.
W hen the Beloved one wills, she cuts the bond that binds her to her 
lover, and is wroth with him without a cause, casting him off without appeal.
A nd whoso lights on good, men praise his enterprise, and whoso goes 
astray, shall not lack one to blame his error:
Seest thou not that a man w ill cut off his hand, and take upon him self 
the severest tasks, from fear of the blame of his friends ?
Is it by reason of a dream that thou hast become one that writes upon 
the ground in extremity of grief? And sometimes dreams visit one who is asleep: 
[may not this be one ?]
Janab swore an oath, and thou didst obey h im : so turn thy blame upon 
thyself, if  thou must have some one to rev ile ;
[ And he is as though he were wearing the crown of the House of 
Muharriq, for that he has wronged his cousin, and come off safe himself.]
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Is it for a home now void that the tears stream forth from thine eyes 
—an abode whence its people have passed in the morning and
journeyed away?
The flat-nosed gazelles therein lead about their younglings to feed, 
and the fawns in the open valley are bay and bright red in hue.
W as it of B int *Ajlan that the shade cast itself our way
by night, while my saddle lay by, where we slept a little removed?
And when I started awake at the phantom, and terror grew,
lo l ’twas but m y saddle, nought else, and the country was white
and bare.
Nay, but ’twas a visitor able to wake from his sleep a man,
and pierce him again with anguish that rends his heart in twain.
At each of our nightly halts she comes to trouble our rest—
a h ! would that she stayed not only by night but when dawns
the d a y !
She turned and departed, leaving behind her a gnawing pain,
and sore was my torment when her eyes seemed to gush with tears.
Not wine of the white grape, fragrant as musk [when the jar is broached], 
and set on the strainer to clear, and ladled from cup to cup—
A  captive it dwelt in the jar for twenty revolving years, 
above it a seal of clay, exposed to the wind and sun,
Imprisoned by Jews who brought it from Golan in  lands afar,
and offered for sale by a vintner who knew w ell to follow gain—
Is sweeter than is her mouth when night brings m e near to her:—
nay, sweeter her lips than the wine, and fuller of pure delight,
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A t dawn I went forth on a steed clean-skinned, as a palm-branch lean:
I  trained him  until his flesh was worn down and fined aw ay:
His cheeks long, perfect in shape, none finds in  him  aught to b lam e;
a bay of a bright red tinge, one leg ringed, a star on brow:
A  proud man I ride on his back to where sit the chiefs in moot.
I  ponder within which course to take with the most of gain:
Pursued, he outstrips all sp eed : pursuer, he wins with ea se :
he knows how to thread all straits, and gain for his master spoil.
Behold how he gallops, gay, on his back a full-armed knight:
when all of the troop are spent, he prances from side to side.
On him have I ridden, one of raiders in far-stretched line,
who meet in the folk they raid a spear-play to match their own.
H e bounds like a young gazelle that springs from the covert, tall 
and head-high he answers when thou callest on him  for sp eed :
He gushes, as forth spouts fast the flow of a pent-up fount
beneath in the sand, where gravel and bushes lay bare the spring.
9cAmr b. Qami1a 
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Alas my soul for Youth that’s gone!
no light thing lost I when he fled.
Time was I dwelt in joy of prime,
hurling back wrong, casting down the wild goats, 
Trailing my skirts and robes of price
to the nearest tavern, shaking forth my locks. 
Nay, envy not a man that folk
say ‘A ge has made him a Judge of m en’ : 
T hough‘he love life and live long safe, 
long living leaves its print on his face.
'A' ^  jfe &
Some men there be that are their people’s life, 
and some bear a stain like a spot of grease.
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Many the man whose senses have led him to folly, in that he says on a day 
Verily 'Amr has become a drunkard!’
If I be a drinker of much wine, at least I drink at my own cost and not as a 
spunger upon others, and the camel is not safe from my slaughtering 
sword.
The wine-skin is a kingdom to him who possesses it, and the kingdom therein, 
though small, how great it i s !
Therein is the morning draught, which makes of me a lion of ‘IfirrTn, with 
great wealth mine—
A t the beginning of the night a glorious warrior, at the end of the night a 
male hysena unable to keep his legs.
God curse thee for a drink! would that the resolute man could keep himself 
away from th e e !
The original poem is on pages 196-198. The following -translation 
is from The Boems of °Amr Son of Qami'a. pp. 58-60.
Umamah is gone far from thee, and there is left for thee only to ask after her 
the encampments where she dwelt, and ever-growing remoteness from her 
has taken the place to thee of union ;
A distant destination has carried her far away, bringing alienation in exchange 
to those who offered sincere affection.
The leader of the camp gave the call for departure : then quickly all betook 
themselves to making ready for the start;
[The handmaids] brought near all the male camels with lofty humps, broad in 
the sides, that devour [in their speed] the way that lies before th em :
Whensoever [the other camels] clothed- themselves with the unknown [i.e., 
entered upon travel in a land of which they did not know the way-marks], 
and slackened down, after going at a quick pace (raszm), to a lesser speed 
(iiiqal),
There guided them in the right path one having his loins girt up, overtaking 
them with a male camel strong in the back, of Arhab’s breed, great in size.
Thou wouldst think the burdens of the tribe [i.e. the litters of the ladies and 
the baggage], when in the mirage [the camels] travelled along in a string 
together, were tall palm-trees
Drinking up water [with their roots] in the midst of a well-filled pool that has 
overflowed, so that it has become broad and long.
[The handmaids] had clad their litters with curtains which hung down loosely 
over them,
And in them were black-eyed ladies like gazelles that reach out to crop the 
hanging branches in the upper parts of the valley of as-Salll.
The train put Qudais and the outskirts thereof to their right, and the gravelly 
plain of Ra'm to their le ft ;
Yearningly they gazed on the cloud-mass, as they watched it letting loose its 
buckets-full of rain on al-Furudat;
And when they came down to the place where the Spring rain had fallen, 
they exchanged their seats in the camel-litters for curtained canopies.
%i~ :A' ^ ^
Yea, many the waterless desert in which the mirage plays, wherein those that 
journey by night fear to lose their way,
Have I traversed with a mind between hope and fear, what time the gazelles 
creep into their refuges for shade,
Mounted on a spare she-camel, [hard] like the boulder in a stream-bed with 
little water left in it, swift as a wild-ass, that makes no complaint of 
weariness ;
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Towards the Son of ash-Shaqiqah have I directed her course, fearing punish­
ment, yet hoping for a boon—
Towards the Son of ash-Shaqiqah, the best of kings, and the most faithful of 
them when he makes covenants.
Art thou not the kindest of them to those under thy protection, and the most 
bountiful of them when they contend in respect of fame for bounty ?
May my folk be thy sacrifice! [I come,] petitioning the return of thy favour. 
Thou wast angry, and didst think true the word that was said about m e ;
An enemy came to thee, and thou didst believe him : why didst thou not 
wait (— mayst thou be rightly gu ided!— ) till an enquiry was made ?
I never said that of which they falsely accused me, nor did I ever apprehend 
that it would be said of me.
If that was true which they told thee of me, then may not my right hand join 
to my le ft!
Look closely into my case and follow after the truth : for verily I am a man 
who fears to be punished without having committed any crime.
Yea, many the day of battle, when the souls rise [to the throats of men 
through fear], wherein thou dost assail with thy spear-thrusts the flanks 
of the [enemy’s] infantry,
Hast thou been present at, and hast extinguished the fires of its fury, and 
brought back therefrom the thirsty camels fully satisfied with their 
drinking.
And many the clamorous host, to behold which cures sore eyes, like the night 
clothed in shadows [from its masses of men],
W hen the flashing of the helmets on the heads of the warriors therein is like 
brilliant lamps that put out all lesser flames,
Hast thou brought upon thy foes, notwithstanding their distance, in a morning 
attack : to some thou bringest clothing [compared to plumage], and others 
thou strippest of their plumes.
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Umamah is gone far from thee, and there is left for thee only to ask after her 
the place where she dwelt, and the vision of her that comes when thou 
dreamest—
Its appointed time is when night closes in, and as soon as dawn breaks it 
refuses to stay any longer.
Yea, this is what she gives in exchange for my love of her; and if she were 
here she would not grant me a single boon.
Sooth, fear seized my heart when they proclaimed their purpose, and men 
said, 1 Our comrades are preparing for an early departure *;
And the two captains of the caravan hurried her swiftly away at earliest 
dawn, after stirring up the male camels to rise from the place where they 
couched—
Camels full-grown, driven along in line with their litters upon them, with new 
foot-coverings cut for them after their old ones worn out.
And when they had passed on, my tears sprang forth, and poured in buckets 
after buckets in longing for her.
Thou mightest have seen them, when the two captains drove the train on 
through the hollow plain, hastening along at a swift p ace;
They have been given in exchange for shade exposure to the sun, and in 
place of curtained canopies have had to put up with camel litters.
Among them is Khaulah, the pearl of women, fairest in beauty among all 
mankind ;
She has the full black eyes of an antelope in a meadow, where in the midst 
of the greenery it reaches out to bite the branches of a tall arta-bush.
She passes the tooth-stick over a cool row of teeth that might be thought to
be the white thorns of the sayal, but they are not th a t;
After she has slept but a little they are as though they had been steeped in 
strong- wine, and she gives thee to drink therewith cool sweet water.o  7 o
T he locks that hang from her head are as long as cables with others joined 
on to them.
A face she has which dazzles those who gaze upon it, so that they fancy them­
selves to be gazing upon the new moon.
Withal she has hips round like a heap of moist sand, and a hand with soft
white finders deft and skilful.
A t night from love of her I was like nothing so much as the thong of a sandal 
under her feet— no, not even the worth of that!
How then dost thou sever the tie that binds thee in sincerity to a man of 
glorious fame, who desires not to withdraw from it ?
H e desired a favour, and thou didst lead him to hope, and that which thou 
didst promise concerning it proved to be false:
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A warrior who builds up glory, a man like a sword-blade which the armourer 
by long polishing has made bright and spotless ;
H e leads a band of warriors to meet another like itself, and he springs down 
to fight afoot when they desire foot-fighting.
Thou mightest compare their cavalry in the onset, when the mill of Death 
whirls, to she-camels barren for a year.
The warriors stride on foot towards the mail-clad foemen, stretched out like 
the necks of camels mixed drab and red in colour that push on their 
foals.
And they clothe their keen blades with the heads of the men they meet, and 
the horsemen of our side shield our footmen from harm.
That which has passed over us [o f victories and stubborn fighting] makes it 
impossible for me to accept injurious treatment, and in contentions we are 
the superiors when it comes to the struggle,
By means of a speech before which those who attempt to break us in are 
abased, and we come out superior to them when they essay the contest 
for superiority.
And many the poet of a tribe filled with hatred against us have I vanquished, 
and his people were put to shame and abased;
And many the noon-tide, hot as blazing fire, have I journeyed through, what 
time the black locust sought his midday rest ;
And many the night I have travelled, with no waymark to help me, through 
its thick darkness, wherein the wayfarers fear to light on perdition.
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Weep, 0 mine eye, for Asad’s sons!
Sunk are they in anguish of heart.
Once had they tents of leather red,
vast herds of camels, and plenteous wine,
And short-haired steeds of noble race,
and spears well straightened in the clip.
Give pause, 0  King! avoid the curse!
stay! in thy sentence ruin falls.
In every valley from Tathrib’s town,
and from the Castles to far Yamamah,
Sounds wailing of captives, or the shriek
of fire-scathed wretch, or the death-bird’s hooting.
Najd hast thou barred to them, and now 
in fear they dwell in low Tihamah;
Trembling the sons of Asad crouch, 
as the dove trembles o’er her eggs:
A poor nest built she of two twigs 
of nasham 4 and of panic-grass.
If thou leave them, it is thy grace;
and if thou slay them, it is no wrong:
Thou art the Lord and Master, thou,
and they thy slaves till the Resurrection;
Submissive under thy scourge are they
as a young dun camel under the nose-ring.
<
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Of a truth the morrow shall bring with it its . happenings,
and the morning light and the eventide are their time of tryst;
And mankind revile their leader when he has missed the way 
to attain success: but he that walks straight is not blamed.
And a man is ever the prey of Pate — unawares it comes
and bears him down. But to Mahdad how shall we say farewell?
To the Lord Sharahil, great in bounty to all who come,
like palms fruit-laden, with runnels flowing about their stems;
Euphrates-like he pours his gifts, and the burden bears
like mountain-masses , unfailing ever his generous hand.
